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INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY
HEALING MAGICK

MAGICKAL ENERGY HEALING

ENERGY
Energy, Chi, Ki, Prana, call it by whatever name, is what makes up
the entire universe including us. There is nothing in the world that is
not energy. Even things that are solid are actually composed of
energy vibrations as confirmed even by science at a sub-atomic level.
Each thing in our life is composed of vibrations of energy that appear
in various forms, whether solid, liquid, plasma or gaseous, whether
visible or invisible, as our body, as our thoughts, emotions, our
desires or the material objects around us.
The Physical world is a strongly condensed form of energy and is
easily experienced through our five basic senses – touch, taste, smell,
hearing and vision. Our thoughts have a more subtle energy that
cannot be seen just by our raw outer senses. Yet psychic skills such as
telepathy are real and can help us read the more subtle or astral
energy vibrations including our thoughts. Our emotions contain
energy that can often be felt by those who are sensitive or
empathetic. The subtle world or astral world of our dreams and
desires is not solid, yet although our five outer senses are shut in
dream state we still experience vivid dreams that seem no less real
than the solid world of waking life. Perhaps our five senses seem to
extend through an inner or psychic sense also called third eye power
activated in our dreams and in trance state, where we see, sense, feel,
touch, smell and hear things that are not solidly present around our
physical self. Switching into this trance state even in their waking life,
psychics can gaze beyond gross reality.
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The physical realm is just the outer shell. We contain a many other
energies within us, including our thoughts, our dreams, our hopes
and fears, our likes and dis-likes….and also something much beyond
all of this …our inner consciousness. Even if we were to stop living
we would still change form through the magick of death and
continue to exist, because our consciousness is not localized in our
physical body. Even if we were to stop thinking we still exist, our
consciousness is not just our thoughts - it is that which thinks. Do we
have life after death? Is reincarnation for real? Do we have a soul?
Science may not have the answers just as yet. But scientific discovery
is like peeling the layers of an onion….endlessly. Has science
answered what we are made of? From atoms to electrons, photons,
quarks, to quantas and strings…it is an infinite puzzle because there
always will be something smaller and smaller still in this infinite
universe to answer what we are made of. It is amazing that at the
deepest subatomic levels, beyond particles and even beyond waves,
each thing seems to contain nothing at its core, as if all of matter
were mere illusion. As if we all were in a simulated reality which
seems physical but is actually virtual or surreal. The more we advance
and progress in science the more surreal and metaphysical our
science becomes, until there is practically no difference between our
scientific and spiritual theories. Perhaps our ancient wise folk were
right. The pure energy of the invisible Spirit or Atman which is our
inner consciousness has indeed condensed and taken the form of
everything in the physical world or the Earth Plane. Our deepest part
is our soul or Atman which is the „Divine‟ energy within us all,
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appearing as everyone and everything. Through us the divine soul
thinks, dreams, communicates, interacts, breathes and exists in the
physical world. The infinite innermost Self or Atman is our common
higher self that manifests into the Physical dimensions through the
layers below:

Earth Plane
(outer world)

Subtle Planes
Water
(emotions) Fire
(desires)
Air (thoughts)
Soular Plane
(pure
consciousness)

Physical matter
Density
Visible to Five Senses
Duality is experienced (we see everything as
distinct entities)
Subtle energy vibrations
Lesser density from water to spirit plane
Visible and Felt especially through Extended
Senses
Inner Self
Oneness in experienced (Non duality)
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Earth Plane (Physical level or Annomaya Kosha): This is the
densest plane of energy that appears as matter and substance. It is
actually a sheath of particulate illusion („kosha‟ means sheath, „anna‟
means grain or particle and „maya‟ means illusion). Things, people
and situations that are all around us are manifestations of our inner
self taking form of the solid reality. Imagine this physical universe as
a dream of the inner self. Everything appears as if its material but the
inner truth is spiritual. Knowing that our physical universe is a
dream-like manifestation of our inner self gives us the power to
change it at our will, just like a lucid dream in which we can make
changes in our dream. The effects of making a change in the inner
planes are felt in the outer plane eventually. Observing the physical
plane helps us understand our inner state. If we are happy and
healthy at an inner level, it would show up as happiness and health in
the outer life experiences too. If there is a problem in our earthly life,
we can go within and heal ourselves. The effects of our healing will
be apparent at a practical level sooner or later depending on our
receptivity or openness to change. The earth plane is not for „learning
lessons‟ through „reward‟ or „punishments‟ because it is not an
external deity but our inner self which is generating everything all the
time. We are not here to escape the „maya‟ or illusion of the earth
plane either. The earth plane is how we check our spiritual progress
by noting the extent to which we have awakened our inner self and
applied its powers to improve our life experience. The earth plane is
the crystallization of our inner consciousness and the more we are in
touch with what is within the better we can magickally heal it.
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Subtle Planes (Subtle levels): While the energy of the physical
universe is coarse and dense, the energy of our inner world is much
more subtle. Our thoughts have vibrational energy which can be
formed both into visions and words. Our deeply held thoughts turn
to beliefs and convictions. Our unconscious thoughts are projected
into dreams as if a movie is turned on when we sleep, except that we
are part of it, sensing everything with all our inner senses. Our
daydreams and imagination can also take us into the astral plane
where we can project ourselves into a new alternate world or reality
in a trance like state. Many of us can also interact with other beings
of the subtle realm, whether spirits or astral bodies of people alive or
dead, and beings from the faerie dimension which are not spirits of
any living or dead human but nature spirits. Our inner spirit is
connected with everything seen and unseen in the universe through
the astral realm. Our collective consciousness, including the collective
unconscious sends many energies into the astral plane including
deities, faeries, angels, spirit guides and any other non-corporal
beings. The astral plane can also be seen as a rainbow bridge that
connects our spirit with the physical body, composed of the energy
of our seven chakras of the astral body.
Three kinds of sheaths, layers or koshas are part of our astral self.
-

Pranomaya Kosha, the sheath of prana or Water element which can
be felt as the emotional energy circulating around.

-

Manomaya Kosha is the sheath of mana or inner desires connected
with the Fire element as they fuel our emotions.

-

Vigyanomaya Kosha is the sheath of our vigyana or ideas,
knowledge and intellect linked with the Air element.
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Soular Plane (Pure Consciousness): Our true self or Atman/
Spirit is experienced in a meditative state of thought-free awareness.
This is because at the inner-most level not even thoughts are there. If
you are using chanting, music, breathing methods or visualizations,
you are not really connected with Spirit yet and are still at an outer
layer. These methods of inducing a trance can only be triggers. For
you to get access to the spirit plane you need to be totally empty in a
state of inner silence which is really meditation. By reaching the realm
of the Spirit we know that there is a higher truth beyond the play of
life and afterlife. Our true self is beyond our physical, emotional or
mental experiences. It is beyond the physical and astral. From here
we can observe the dramas and scripts playing out in our life, through
various lifetimes until we begin to understand that we are something
beyond all this. The goal of our life is to free ourselves from the
illusions or maya of the day to day existence, of life, death,
reincarnations, of sorrows and challenges, ups and downs… and to
be established in the higher truth of who we really are. To have a mere
intellectual understanding of our highest self is very different from real
meditation and a personal witnessing of our pure consciousness. Only
through a deep thoughtless state can we truly reach the inner self that is the
source of everything and the final place where we return after all our
karmas are over. This liberation can be achieved through consistent and
right practice of meditation while at the same time maintaining positive
energy in each plane of life. Neglect of the outer planes of existence is as
bad as neglecting our inner spirit because negative energy at any level will
delay our liberation. It is best to heal all levels of being from in to out so
that everything is aligned with our inner divine self.
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OUR KOSHAS AND LEVELS OF SIMULATION
Scientists have been wondering if our world is a simulation, at times
even suggesting that the universe might be a two dimensional
hologram appearing infinitely stretched out as three dimensional
space and time. We know that our ancient Vedic texts have called our
universe „maya‟ or illusion and the inner self our true self. All our
chakras, meridians and energy circuits hidden behind our physical
body are symbols that guide us to our true self. Our physical bodies
and world are not really physical but our mind makes us believe they
are physically real in interaction with our senses. Our genes and all
particles are made of information and carry codes of their operation
and reproduction. It is the information flowing through the mind
that presents itself as reality by the processes of our thinking, feeling,
sensing and wanting.
The five koshas are various sheaths of maya or illusion with four veils
or levels of simulation separating them. This helps in making the
simulation appear more and more real at each layer.
Jean Baudrillard in the „Precession of Simulacra‟ presents the idea of
simulation. According to Baudrillard, in the process of substituting
signs or images in lieu of truth, these would be the successive phases
of the image: 1) it is the reflection of a profound reality; 2) it masks
and denatures a profound reality; 3) it masks the absence of a
profound reality; and 4) it has no relation to any reality whatsoever it is its own pure simulacrum.
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Consider these four levels of simulation as corresponding with the
koshas. At the center is our true self of bliss and peace as experienced
in the Anandomaya kosha. The Vigynomaya kosha reflects our trueself by giving us information and knowledge regarding our inner
truth. The Manomaya kosha of our mind masks our true self through
hidden messages and symbols from our subconscious, for instance
our dreams and thoughts. The Pranomaya kosha further substitutes
these messages and ideas with templates of our physical selves such
as our astral or pranic body and energy meridians. Finally the
Annomaya kosha condenses these into the physical self with no clear,
apparent or obvious relation to inner truth. Through these four levels
of simulation we get involved, engaged and engrossed in the world
while forgetting who we are.
Life is a journey towards self-realization. Spiritual healing is about rejoining with our true-self unveiling the maya sheaths progressively.
Step-by-step process of remembering and returning to our true self.:
1. Be curious about what is creating the physical or material
world without conveniently believing in dogma
2. Observe how your emotions are linked with your physical
body and material life, how your inner-state affects your life
3. Learn to modulate your inner-state by gaining mastery over
your thoughts and emotions and thereby your physical world
4. As something beyond your thoughts is in-charge of your
world, connect with this inner you through meditation
5. Stay aware and established in your inner truth
18
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ENERGY HEALING MAGICK
We know that Energy composes everything in our life and this
energy is found in many forms including our thoughts, feelings,
desires and physical existence.
Healing is defined as rejoining, or the process of becoming more
whole. Healing means uniting matter with spirit. Through healing we
integrate our energy through both physical and subtle planes. The
flow of energy between each and every aspect of our being improves.
We are no longer blocked or divided in the outer world through the
ignorance of the inner world.
When we direct and shape the energy of our life in a specific way to
align with our goals, we can call it a magick spell. A spell is a
technique to create change in any part of our life as per our will
through various ways of focusing upon or energizing our intention.
Useful or sensible spells are obviously those that are for improving
our life by banishing negative energy and manifesting positive energy.
Spell = Intention + Focus
Our intention is a choice made by us at any point of time. It manifest
into existence through focus which is added through both our mental
and physical actions. The best spells are the ones that integrate our
spiritual energy, our thoughts, feelings, desires and physical world
together in alignment with our goals. This weaving of energy between
the five planes of existence through the five elements makes for
powerful energy healing magick.
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Why Energy Healing Magick?
In day to day duality of existence it is easy to forget that we are
composed of spirit energy. It is through healing that we return to our
inner source. Energy Healing Magick helps us by:
-

Reminding us that there is something greater than our
problems… something indestructible and infinitely powerful
… within us that creates everything.

-

Connecting us with our inner self or spirit which is composed
of pure or positive energy which is also our inner truth or
true self

-

Helping us access the power of the inner spirit to transform
anything and everything for the better – namely by reducing
negative energy or inner blocks, and enhancing the flow of
positive energy or inner truth in every aspect of life

-

By manifesting our best and being in touch with our inner
divine self we attain contentment and peace that liberates us
from karmic cycles

The ancients have been using energy healing since time immemorial.
We all possess the powers to heal ourselves. There is no need for a
genetic power, you do not need another person to give you this
power, and it doesn‟t flow in blood-lines or spiritual lineages. Your
teachers and guides can only help you remember your inner natural
powers to heal and create your life.
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ETHICS IN HEALING
1. When we work with energy magick in a healing context, the
higher awareness of the deeper truth ensures we always use
magick for righteous purposes that are good for all concerned
and harm none. The general guideline is “Harm None, Do As
You Will”.
2. The truth about the uni-verse is that we are all One energy
and we are all interconnected. Anything we do to others, we
are actually doing to our-self. Neither should magick be used
to manipulate others to suit our selfish goals, nor should
magick be used to harm, dominate, enchant, compel or to
attract a specific person or opportunity to you.
3. Because the power of magick as with everything else flows
from our inner spirit that is pure love energy, magickal
powers of positive beings is always higher.
4. In case anyone uses the powers of magick or spirituality for
harmful reasons they will experience negativity in their own
life sooner or later with increasing multiplicity. Individuals
who use magick harmfully find that their own lives are ruined,
their own magickal powers reduce, and they have to
eventually seek their path back to the inner self.
5. It is best to begin by healing your own life. Try not to learn
spiritual healing and magick just to make it into a career for
helping others if you have your own major issues to heal first
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because your first duty is towards yourself. You will be unable
to give fair energy to others if you need it for yourself more.
6. While it is alright to generally wish for good and bless others
in an overall way, it is morally wrong to send specific
intentions towards people even if you feel it is for their own
good, because each person‟s free will needs to be respected.
If you wish to perform healing for someone ask for
permission and discuss what you plan to do for them. If they
are uncomfortable at any point you must stop.
7. While charging for any healing services be sure about your
expertise level, you must be well trained and practiced and
you must charge only a reasonable fee as per industry
standards. The fee you charge is not for the healing results
but for the time and expertise given by you to someone else.
8. The actual results received by another person would depend
on their own inner factors, such as their belief, their
receptivity, their karma, their own lifestyle and behaviors. The
healing expert is just a facilitator or guide. Everyone is incharge of their own healing.
9. By just giving a few sessions to someone you cannot assure
that there will be complete and lasting improvements.
Teaching people spiritual skills and letting them practice on a
daily basis while making positive changes in their lifestyle in
the long run is a much better way of helping others.
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ENERGY HEALING AND PHYSICAL HEALING
Physical Medicine of any kind, whether lab made or natural are a part
of the Physical plane. Spiritual healing techniques however go beyond
the external physical selves to heal our inner self, by working on our
thoughts, emotions, visions and other subtle vibrations. If someone
has a physical ailment that requires medical help, spiritual or energy
healing is not meant to replace that medical help. It is necessary to
take holistic healing, both of physical as well as energetic nature.
However the more we believe and practice spiritual healing, the less
we lean on physical medications. Some of us may even experience
miraculous healing of the toughest situations using spiritual power
alone if we sharpen our inner powers to the best possible extent.
However no guarantees can be given at any point of time that
physical health will change through spiritual healing alone.
While physical healing helps in curing the already manifest problem
in the physical plane, energy healing helps in preventing the problem
from manifesting in future by dealing with the inner or subtle aspects
of the problem, namely the emotional, mental and spiritual aspects of
the same. In order to heal perfectly our healing must be directed as
removing the state of dis-ease at all these energetic levels and not just
at the physical level. If we focus only on outer or physical health,
while we will gain temporal respite, the negativity may again return if
the inner cause is untreated. If we are un-healed at the subtle levels of
emotion, mind and spirit, negativity including disease may recur
whether in this lifetime or over future lifetimes until we learn to heal
our whole self from the deepest part of us.
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Possible Subconscious Causes of Illnesses
Accidents: Conflict between oneself and the world, need to see inner oneness
Aches and Pains: Wanting to be loved, need to love and care for oneself
Addictions: Feeling inadequate and dependent, need to find inner-source
Allergies: Inability to accept things as they are, need to be more easygoing
Alzheimer’s: Fear of painful memories, need to enjoy and love each moment
Anemia: Lack of enthusiasm for life, need to find inner purpose
Anxiety: Lack of faith in the universe, need to believe in self
Arthritis: Stiffening up due to false fears, need to trust
Asthma: Deep fear of life, need to take in what life gives you with complete trust
Back problems: Feeling overworked or unsupported, need to feel unburdened
Blood pressure: Being too forceful or angry on the inside; a need for peace and calm
Breast related problems: Rejecting one’s maternal self, need to nourish and care
Boils: Frustrations and anger, need to be at peace with self
Bladder problems: Unable to accept the past, need to focus on the present
Bleeding disorders: Unable to control hidden or stored anger, need for inner calm
Bruises: Guilt and self-punishment, need for self-forgiveness
Burns: Expression of anger, need to be kind to self
24
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Cancer or Tumor: Artificial growth, need for a natural and simple life
Childhood and Congenital problems: Past life issues, need for past-life healing
Colds and Sinus: Irritation and confusion, a need to clear up mentally
Corns and Callouses: Facing harsh circumstances, need to enjoy life’s journey
Coughs: Unexpressed emotions seeking attention, a need to express to oneself
Constipation: Difficulties in letting go when you should, need to relax and release
Cramps: Gripping on to what is unrequired, need to relax and release
Cysts: Old pains resurfacing, need to heal past hurts
Depression: Stuck in the past, need to recognize the possibilities of life
Diarrhea: Unable to hold-on, need to accept what is required
Diabetes: Feeling embittered, need to accept the sweetness of life
Eating disorders: Inability to accept our-self unconditionally, a need for self-love
Ear Problems: Preventing yourself from listening, need to hear the truth
Epilepsy: Trying to fight or struggle, a need to relax and accept life
Eye Problems: Preventing yourself from seeing something, need to accept the world
Fainting and dizzy: Unable to cope-up with situations, need for inner strength
Fever: Fighting one’s fears, facing negativity, need to clear and release all fears
Food Poisoning: Taking in negativity, need to let go of toxic beliefs
25
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Foot problems: Trouble moving forward on one’s life-path, need to carry on
Genetic problems: Issues flowing in family tree, need for ancestral healing
Genital problems: Fears regarding sex and partners, need to feel safe
Hand problems: Difficulty in doing what you should do, need to do what is right
Headaches and migraines: Worrying, thinking too much, need to meditate
Heart problems: Emotional hurts, unable to receive or give love, need for self-love
Hernia: Trying too hard, pushing through difficulties in life, need to be easygoing
Hip problems: Difficulties in accepting comfort in life, need to feel deserving
Hyperactivity: Excess energy, need to ground and clear
Immunity disorders: Self-victimization, need to feel safe and protected by self
Indigestion: Rejecting something being perceived as wrong, need to be with truth
Infection: Feeling violated or imposed upon, need to assert your truth
Inflammation: Anger or fury at something, need to be compassionate
Injury: Judging self, anger at self, need to forgive and accept self
Insomnia: Fear of the unknown, need to trust in nature and the universe
Itching: Unfulfilled desires, need to be self-fulfilled
Jaundice: Unable to let go of the old, need to be in the present moment
Jaw Problems: Stored anger or resentment, need to forgive and release
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Kidney Problems: Holding on to negative beliefs, need to focus on the positive
Knee Problems: Rigid views and pride, need to be flexible
Leg Problems: Fear of one’s own strength, need to stand up for yourself
Liver Problems: Blame and criticism, need to release toxic thoughts
Lung Problems: Blocked in giving and receiving, need to feel abundant
Malaria: Being drained of life energy, need to reconnect with your source
Menstrual Problems: Fear and rejection of femininity, need to accept nature
Muscle Problems: Difficulties in directing your life, need to use will-power
Nail Biting: Shame at self and fear of parent, need to love yourself
Neck Problems: Something being a pain in the neck, need to shift focus
Nerve Problems: Difficulties understanding self, need to be intuitive
Nose Problems: Difficulties with self-image, need for self-acceptance
Numbness: Insulating oneself from pain or sorrow, need to be unafraid
Ovary Problems: Rejecting femininity, need to accept creative power
Overeating: Stuffing up to fill inner voids, need for self-contentment
Paralysis: Intense fear of change, need to trust and move on
Parasites: Guilt, allowing others to take away your energy, need for self-love
Parkinson’s Disease: Lack of joy, stagnation, need to find inner purpose
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Pimples and Acne: Small outbursts of frustration, need to be patient with oneself
Prostrate Problems: Rejection of masculinity, need to accept one’s creative power
Spinal problems: Imbalance, unable to control situations, need to find inner power
Skin problems: Need to nurture and protect your individuality
Snoring: Feeling blocked or obstructed, need to flow freely with life
Sores: Feeling sore about something, need to forgive
Sprain and Stiffness: Resistance against a perceived threat, need to feel safe
Stomach disorders: Problem in digesting or accepting a fact, need to let it be
Swellings: Bottling up of emotions, need to release negativity
Stroke: Feeling helpless, victimization, need to find one’s inner power
Stuttering: Fear blocking expression of thoughts or emotions, need for confidence
Teeth and gums: Feeling weak, powerless, unable to choose, need for inner strength
Throat problems: Difficulty expressing truth, release fear of expression
Thyroid issues: Shame and guilt at self-expression, need to express truth rightly
Tonsils: Feeling defenseless or vulnerable, need to feel safe
Ulcers: Stress or anxiety, need to feel more confident
Urinary infections: Guilt at letting go, need to forgive self and release unwanted
Varicose Veins: Not enjoying comfort in life, need to feel worthy
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EXAMPLES OF HEALING TECHNIQUES
Spiritual healing has been practiced since ancient times in every
culture and religion. In modern global spirituality we try to integrate
and find harmony between various paths. Some techniques are:
- Energy healing, Reiki, Pranic healing, Chakra and Kundalini work
- Crystals, Candles, Colors therapy, Amulets, Yantras, Astro-healing
- Geomancy or space healing such as Feng Shui or Vaastu
- Inner child, Past Life Healing, Rebirthing
- Herbs, Potions, Oils, Aromas
- Breath-work, Bodywork, Massage and Yogas
- Mantras, words of power, or verbal spells
- Creative visualizations, Alpha, Theta, Delta state of mind
- Ceremonies, rites and rituals of any positive spiritual tradition
The most important thing is your intention to heal, and the next is
the focus you put into it. All techniques and tools are only there to
help you add focus to your healing process. Some of the techniques
mentioned above are universal while some of them are developed by
specific individuals. You can if you wish seek initiation or training
through any person, institution or tradition in addition to what you
are learning here as long as you remember to focus on the overall
integrity and oneness of all healing modalities.
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CLEANSING, SHIELDING AND
GROUNDING
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NEED FOR CLEANSING AND CLEARING:
Just as we require physical cleanliness, spiritual purity is imperative
too for our holistic wellbeing. Unless you are in a constant positive
and deeply conscious meditative state, you may be at times exposed
to negative energies manifesting around you. You could have
absorbed these energies by getting affected emotionally or mentally
from all the negativity that might be around. This negativity in or
around you might block you from meditating or channeling healing
or spiritual powers. If you feel that you are unable to clear your mind
or still your thoughts, unable to sit patiently or meditate, then the
reason could be excess of negative or unwanted energies.
Performing an energetic cleansing helps clear yourself mentally and
emotionally. It is especially necessary to clear and release before and
after any healing or energy work. By releasing negativity we open the
doors to self-healing at the beginning of any healing session. The
channels though which energy flows get unblocked to experience
spiritual powers in a deeper way.
At the end of a session, excess of spiritual energy can also leave us
feeling unbalanced or spaced out and this excessive energy will need
to be released too. We need to know that an unlimited energy is
always available as and when needed, and there is no need to hold on
to any energy which is in excess at any point of time. As we release
any unwanted energies they get transformed by nature into a more
productive and positive form.
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METHODS OF CLEANSING AND CLEARING:


Earthing can be as simple as keeping our feet firmly placed
on the ground and pushing all negative energy into the
ground feeling it flowing from out of our body into the earth
just like an earthing wire or lightning rod would take away
excess or unwanted energy into earth.



Visualize a warm, bright light entering you from the sky and
flowing through you into earth carrying all unwanted energy
away from you or anything around you.



Visualize the space around you being cleansed with a breezy
energy flowing all through it carrying out all staleness and
replacing it with refreshing vibrations. Do this for a few
minutes until everything feels clear.



Feel a gust of wind blowing through you and clearing all your
vibrations, releasing all negative or unwanted energies.



Sweep off unwanted energy from your body with your palms
and ground into earth where it is transformed to positive.



Using incense or herbs such as sage can help you feel this
cleansing in clearer way, smudge the smoke all around you,
your body and the space as well as any objects around that
need clearing and cleansing. A large feather, a fan or
broomstick can help in smudging.



Your breath can help you exhale our all negative emotions.
You can also visualize negative emotions leaving you in the
form of minus signs with every exhalation. As you inhale
34
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visualize positive energy entering you in the form of plus
signs. Repeat this till you are refreshed.


Visualize yourself standing under a waterfall and feel the
cleansing energy of the water rippling down your body
carrying all the unwanted energy with them straight down to
earth.



You can take a cleansing bath with salt water or rock-salt
water in a meditative state for cleansing your vibrations.



Sprinkling a solution of rock-salt water or washing your space
with it is also good for cleansing the energy.



Grounding stones such as tourmaline crystals can also help.
When held in our hand we can route all unwanted energy into
the stone which naturally absorbs it and then we can cleanse
the stone mentally by visualizing a cleansing white/yellow
light or by placing it in rock salt water or running water.



Move hands anticlockwise over the person, object or space
while strongly visualizing that you are concentrating all the
unwanted energy into a ball around your hands and then send
it all into the ground or in a large bowl of rock-salt water for
transformation



Traditionally lemon, dry red-chilies and coconuts have been
used to collect negativity from around the body or space.
Visualize the unwanted energies entering these herbs. Lemon
can be buried into earth far away from the person and place,
dry chilies burnt to ashes and disposed into earth, and the
coconut broken and discarded into a running water body.
35
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NEED FOR SHIELDING AND SEALING:
Normally when you are completely in touch with your inner self and
in a deeply positive state of peace and bliss you will see the oneness
in everything in the universe. After sufficient practice of meditation
you will find that you automatically attract only positive experiences
and situations to yourself as your inner and outer world are in a
harmonious synchronization of love and light. However at times
when you are not in a deep state of self-realization or higher
awareness, especially when you are still learning, you might find that
you get affected at times by what is around you in known or
unknown ways. You might feel especially sensitive, vulnerable and at
times afraid of getting negatively affected or even attacked psychically
or energetically by other people, spirits, things or situations that cause
you disharmony in the duality of mundane existence. It is for these
times that shielding is absolutely essential. It will help protect you and
make you feel much safer.
Shielding can be performed soon after cleansing at the start of a
healing session as well as towards the end of the session after clearing
excess energy. At the beginning of a spiritual healing session shielding
ensures that only positive energy enters you and your surroundings
and there is no danger of any unwanted energy affecting you.
Shielding and sealing of your energy can help in securing your energy
after you have performed the healing required so that the new
positive energy does not dissipate, leak out or drains away after the
session and you can experience the benefits of the healing.
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METHODS OF SHIELDING AND SEALING:


Visualize a beam of light of any strong color that feels good
to you, coming down from the sky and enveloping you in
every direction like a cocoon of light protecting you. This is
the love and protection of the universe flowing all around
you keeping your safe. Similarly visualize a sphere of light
created around your space where you plan to perform healing
and meditative work. You can also visualize a similar sheaths
protecting your home, loved ones, family, friends, group,
locality, city, country or earth whenever needed .



Imagine this shield as a filter that keep unwanted and negative
energies or influences out and allows only useful and positive
spiritual energies to flow into you and your surroundings at
the start of the healing or meditative session.



At the end of the session after cleansing excess energy you
can once again shield in order to mentally zip-up, lock or seal
the vibrations within you preventing leakage or draining.



You can also visualize and feel positive energy entering you
from top of your head and direct it around you as a beam of
light flowing out from your palms to envelop and shield you
all around your body. Repeat this for your space.



The structure and form you give to your shield or sheath can
be creative, spherical or even a pyramid, a cone or a cube,
whatever feels most safe and secure to you.
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You can also visualize this shield to be formed to a strong
metal or iron, a tortoise shell, a giant diamond or anything
else that feels very powerful to you for additional protection.



You can visualize any powerful beings whom you believe in
or are aware of, whether angels, gods, goddesses or spiritual
masters around you protecting you within this shield. You
can call upon as many of them as you need, even in each
direction and they can assume multiple forms all around.



The objective of this practice is to feel free of all fear. Be sure
and unafraid that absolutely no harm can come upon you and
the people who are being shielded for best results.



Slowly with practice you can visualize the entire universe as
your protection shield and know that you are always safe. The
more you meditate the safer you will find the world to be as
you gain greater levels of self-realization.



As within, so without and As Above So Below, these words
imply that the universe is a manifestation of our own
consciousness and our real inner beliefs are responsible for
how safe or how vulnerable we feel at any point of time. If
you are constantly feeling unsafe or attacked or vulnerable, it
is time to gain more enlightenment through deeper
meditation. Fear is a sign of ignorance because there is
nothing in truth but the self. Everything and everyone is just
a reflection of our inner state. Let this truth seep in slowly.
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NEED FOR GROUNDING:
If spiritual truth is the only truth while everything else is illusory, why
should we exist in the outer world? Some spiritual practitioners get
disillusioned with the outer life and start neglecting it hoping that
they can escape and be free of the „maya‟ of life, death and its cycles.
Some spiritualists were of the opinion that we do not need to focus
at all on our lower self or material existence. This sometimes brings
about a disconnection with the outer world, a neglect of people or
surroundings, neglect of nature, a seeming irreverence of and apathy
towards species regarded „lower‟ than human, a neglect of our
worldly responsibilities towards others, neglect of our bodies or
physical health and a rejection of life, thereby leading to imbalance.
Negative energy at any level of our being will present itself from one
life to another until we heal it completely. In order to be liberated we
need to learn to be at peace within as well as with-out. Grounding is
one way we can come down to earth level and connect our spiritual
awareness with our outer life. The quality of our outer life is
indicative of the refinement of our inner energies. The outer world
shows us several signs of whether we are doing well at the spiritual
level. Our outer and inner world are in truth one and we need to feel
this integration from moment to moment. Grounding helps us
establish the connection for healing to flow between spiritual and
material planes. Therefore it is especially necessary before and after
any energy work. Perform it after cleansing and shielding in that
order both before and after a healing session.
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METHODS OF GROUNDING:
 Feel the earth, touch it, sit on it, or hold a solid rock or crystal and
feel the solidity, knowing fully the inner energetic truth.
 Be aware of your surroundings through the objects and space
around you, understand that all you observe outside is a
manifestation of your inner self.
 See yourself as a tree that is connected to the higher spiritual
world as well as the lower earthy reality at the same time. Visualize
roots growing from the base of your spine into earth connecting
the higher and lower self as one.
 Your higher self has unlimited power. Feel this abundant energy
flowing from the higher to lower self, through your roots into
earth, nourishing and energizing your lower reality
 Visualize and feel each particle of your body filled with energy as
you channel the energy from the higher self to the lower you. Feel
the interconnection and integrate both your higher and lower you
as one.
 Visualize and feel each particle in the outer world around you
filled with this unlimited energy flowing from the higher to lower
self. Feel the oneness of inner and outer self. Expand this
awareness to the entire universe. Feel one with all and
everything… known or unknown, seen or unseen.
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SOME TIPS:
 You can ground and clear yourself whenever you feel heavy
or tired. You will immediately start feeling lighter and more
relaxed.
 You can clear and cleanse yourself energetically any time of
the day, especially each day before you begin your work and
at the end of the day before you retire to bed. This will help
you refresh your vibrations and achieve your goals better on a
daily basis.
 When you feel negative or destructive emotions such as anger
or fear, grounding yourself and clearing the energy can do
wonders to bring your mood back to positive.
 Any stress or worry can be grounded and sent away for
transformation. You can also sweep off and cleanse away any
stressful energies from yourself or your environment.
 When you feel any pain, ache, illness or disease coming into
you or affecting you, ground and cleanse as soon as possible
ideally before it sets in but at times even afterwards. This can
prevent you from suffering and take away the negativity.
 Plants, pets, children, crystals, stones and even other
significant day to day objects can absorb negative energies at
times and will require shielding, cleansing and clearing
frequently to protect them from any unwanted influences.
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 Energy clearing is not a substitute for physical cleanliness.
Energetic cleansing or clearing should follow physical
cleansing for best results else the perceived negativity of the
physical environment will affect us psychologically and
interfere with the spiritual cleansing.
 Going to a place of nature such as a sandy beach or the
woods is good for cleansing, shielding and grounding.
 Always remember to transform the negative energy you
release into purple light through visualization believing it to
be transformed into positive energy through the power of
nature or the universe or the self.
 Do not transfer negative energy to any person, animal, plant.
If using crystals always cleanse them immediately else they
could suffer damage. Sometimes even everyday objects such
as crockery or furniture might start breaking around you due
to the negativity being sent to the environment. If you are
feeling unhappy, depressed, fearful, negative then you might
think that stroking animals or cuddling babies will heal you,
however you must not do this because babies and pets can be
very vulnerable and sensitive and might fall ill on being
exposed to such negative energy. Being with other people,
friends or relatives and talking to them could drain them and
affect them negatively too. Instead, cleanse, shield and
ground yourself and then perform meditative healing
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Spirit Magick: YOGA, CHAKRAS
AND KUNDALINI

43
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SEVEN MAJOR CHAKRAS: Astral Body Energy Centres
In our journey to our real inner self we observe our energetic nature.
We can feel our vibrations flow through subtle energy centres called
chakras. The word Chakra means disc and chakras are seen as
spinning discs of light in our astral or subtle body. In meditation we
can observe the chakras, their colours, shape and their spin. There are
seven basic centres observed as being situated along our median.
There are many other minorr energy centers too, but these seven are
the key steps on the bridge between our inner self and the outer self.
They are sometimes seen as lotuses with variously numbered petals
(segments on each disc) to indicate the various frequencies with
which they vibrate.
Crown center: Crown Chakra (Sahasrara)
Violet lotus of infinite petals
Brow center: Third-eye Chakra (Ajna)
Indigo lotus of two petals
Throat center: Throat Chakra (Vishuddha)
Blue lotus of 16 petals
Heart center: Heart Chakra (Anhata)
Green lotus of 12 petals
Solar plexus center: Solar Chakra
(Manipura)
Yellow lotus of ten petals
Sexual center: Sacral Chakra
(Swadhishthana)
Orange lotus of six petals
Base center: Root Chakra (Muladhara)
Red lotus of four petals
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The Root Chakra:
Also called Mooladhara (word meaning root and base) it is visualized
as a red ball of light near the base of our spine (coccyx or tailbone
region). It is also described as a four-petaled red lotus as this spinning
wheel has four segment as it is observed spinning clockwise.

The number four signifies the four directions or four-dimensional
reality and red is being the lowest in the visible spectrum is a color of
life and manifestation of earthy reality.
The element of this chakra is Earth and the plane associated is the
Annomaya kosha of dense reality. This chakra helps us in keeping us
grounded in the physical world, deals with our basic physical needs,
financial well-being, our basic stability and day to day existence. The
emotions associated are security and safety. This chakra connects
with our adrenal gland which is related with our safety and basic
power as well as the fight or flight response to stress. This chakra
also rules over the urinary and excretive system of our physical body
helping us let-go of unwanted energy and release our fears.
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The yantra (magical talisman) for this chakra is also symbolically
useful in visualizing and working with this chakra. The yantra is
composed of a square which is the tattwa symbol of earth, with a
downward pointing triangle within. The square shape represents the
four dimensional reality while the triangle represents directing the
spirit energy downwards for manifestation in the outer earthy reality.
As in the case of most yantras it is encircled and decorated with
petals around with four petals being symbolic of this chakra placed
outside the main symbol. Yantras of chakras are also very useful in
healing. The natural stone or crystal for this chakra include red
natural stones such as red jasper, red garnet, red tourmaline and red
ruby and the yantra can be carved on these stones.

The bija mantra (sacred syllable) associated with this chakra is LAM
and it resonates with the lower reality of the universe. You can place
the corresponding stone or carved yantra for this chakra on the
associated area of the body and focus on the yantra while repeating
LAMmmmmm…breathing in and out in between. Visualize the four
petals of the red lotus in your base of spine opening up revealing the
shining red chakra spinning clockwise as seen from your perspective.
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The Sacral Chakra:
Also called Swadhishthana (meaning personal sacred place) this
chakra is visualized as an orange ball of light at the pelvic region. Six
segments are observed as this chakra spins clockwise, and therefore it
is also described as a six-petaled orange lotus.

Six is a number of creativity and sexuality and orange a color
associated with fun thereby corresponding with this chakra. Orange
is the second color from the bottom in the rainbow spectrum of
visible light. The element associated with this chakra is the water
element for sensuality and creativity. Our Pranomaya kosha is the
sheath of our emotional self which connects with this chakra. Our
sensitive, sensual and imaginative side helps us feel and sense this
world using all our senses, sight, smell, taste, touch, hearing and
emotions. This chakra deals with our creativity, personal life, sexual
health, romance and attractiveness and helps us enjoy life with
pleasure and aesthetic beauty. It is vital in helping us create
abundance and enjoy our life fully by helping us raise our energy
above the basic root level of existence and survival. Our desires and
needs to let go of sorrow and receive pleasure are connected to this
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chakra. The reproductive glands of the body are also ruled by this
chakra dealing with fertility and sexual power in each person.
The yantra for the Swadhishthana chakra is and encircled crescent
moon which symbolizes the tattwa or element of water, enclosed
within a six petaled orange lotus. The crescent moon is symbolic of
the lunar attributes of feeling, sensing and the ups and downs of the
emotional tides, our sexual cycles and periods in women and the
sacred womb of creation or motherhood. It represents our ability to
bring alive our experience of life with all its emotional energy.

This yantra can be carved on orange natural crystals and used for
healing, for example carnelian, orange selenite, orange chalcedony,
amber, rose quartz, orange beryl and orange moonstone. The bija
mantra is VAM. You can repeat Vammmmm….breathing gently in
and out in between two chants while visualizing the soft orange
petals opening in the pelvic region to connect with this chakra.
Visualize the orange color shine beautifully as this chakra spins
clockwise seen from your perspective.
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The Solar Chakra:
Also called Manipura (meaning shining place) the solar center is
visualized as a yellow ball of light at the solar plexus region. It is also
described as a ten-petaled yellow lotus as there seem to be ten
segments in this rotating disc as it spins clockwise.

Ten is a number of solar energy and yellow the color of solar power
and radiant optimism. Yellow is also the third in the visible color
spectrum helping us rise above the sensual pleasures of the sacral
center and focus on achieving other worldly goals. This chakra deals
with our confidence, personal power and independence to help us
attain worldly recognition and success. The element of this chakra is
Fire and the desire to prove ourselves, to be someone, to establish
our individuality and exercise our personal will is related with this
chakra. As this chakra deals with our lower mental powers used for
navigating successfully through worldly life the Manomaya kosha of
our thoughts and intentions is related with this chakra. Our digestive
system and our pancreatic glands are connected with this chakra
helping us power up our physical and mental bodies through the
energy absorbed through food.
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The triangle is the Vedic tattwa symbol of the Fire element as it
denotes the flame that directs will into action. The yantra for this
chakra is visualized as an encircled downward pointing triangle
symbolic of fire energy flowing towards our lower earthly existence
to empower our life and body. Ten petals around the yantra denote
the solar frequency of this chakra. Ten is the number that continues
existence as it carries on the numeral sequence after the basic digits
of zero to nine are through. This yantra represents the way the solar
chakra energizes our lower planes in our daily existence.

Natural stones and crystals such as citrine, yellow jasper, sunstone,
gold tiger‟s eye, gold pyrite, yellow sapphire and lemon topaz all
connect with the solar chakra. The yantra for this chakra can also be
carved on such stones and placed on the solar plexus region of the
body while attempting to heal this through this chakra. The bija
mantra

RAM

connects

with

this

chakra.

Resonate

Rammmmmm…..breathing in and out between two chants and
visualize ten petals opening up as this disc rotates clockwise while
focusing on this yantra and feel it shine like a bright yellow sun.
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The Heart Chakra:
This chakra is also called Anhata (the word means un-hurt or
frictionless) and visualized as a green ball of light at the breastbone
region. It can also be described as a twelve-petaled green lotus as
twelve segments are seen in this chakra as it rotates clockwise.

Twelve is the higher frequency of six and the number of harmony
which is why heart the higher emotional center as compared with the
sacral center. Green in the middle color in the visible spectrum and
resonates with natural abundance, giving and receiving in full. The
circulatory system is associated with this chakra, to help us go with
the flow of life. It also connects with our thymus gland helping us
stay protected as we grow and mature with time. Our higher
emotional faculties such as understanding, kindness, unconditional
love and compassion are based in this chakra. This chakra takes us
higher than the ego and personal drives of the solar plexus chakra by
guiding us to develop a better relationship with the universe and
ourselves regardless of any agendas. The element corresponding with
this chakra is Air and the plane of Vigyanomaya kosha correspond
with it helping us raise our awareness beyond our personal self.
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The yantra for this chakra is depicted as a six pointed star which is an
upward pointing triangle of masculine energy or yang united with the
downward pointing triangle of feminine energy or yin. It is encircled
with twelve petals all around. Twelve is the multiple of six where the
creative power of both yin and yang, feminine and masculine are
conjoined. We learn how to nourish and support others as well as
ourselves uniting our worldly and spiritual sides together as this
chakra stands right at the center of our rainbow bridge.

Green natural stones such as emerald, green aventurine, jade, green
fluorite, peridot, chrysoberyl, chrysoprase, alexandrite, bloodstone
and green tourmaline are connected with this chakra. The yantra for
this chakra can be carved on any of these crystals and placed on the
center of the chest region for healing this chakra. Focus on the bija
mantra YAM and incant Yammmmmm….gently breathing in and out
between two chant while focusing on this yantra. Visualize the twelve
petals of this chakra opening as it moves clockwise emitting its
brilliant green light.
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The Throat Chakra:
Also called Vishuddha (meaning purified of all poison) this chakra is
visualized as a turquoise blue ball of light at the base of the throat. It
is also seen as a sixteen-petaled blue lotus as there are sixteen
segments in this chakra disc as it rotates clockwise.

Sixteen is a number of maturity and blue a color of intellect
associated with the sky and therefore the higher mind. This chakra
helps us in voicing out our views and opinions so that we
communicate and express our truth positively and sensibly. Our
respiratory system connects with this chakra helping us take-in and
release energy through our ENT system. Our thyroid gland is
connected to this chakra, ruling over our thoughts and controlling
many functions of our body such as breathing and metabolic rate.
The etheric plane of our Vigyanomaya kosha or awareness body and
the element of Air is linked with this chakras helping us raise our
consciousness further. It helps guide our mind to a better
understanding of our life helping in learning, sharing and
communicating with the world around us through writing, speech
and conversation.
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The yantra for this chakra is a circle enclosed within a downward
pointing triangle denoting a synthesis of knowledge flowing into our
world through this center. This yantra is encircled with a garland of
sixteen petals all around to denote the way this chakra emits energy
of our higher mind through our self-expression. The sixteen petals
indicate the vibrant frequency of this chakra as we spread our voice
and messages throughout the world, making ourselves known, heard
and understood by others.

Blue stones such as blue turquoise, blue topaz, light blue agate, blue
chalcedony and blue aquamarine are related with this chakra. The
yantra of this chakra can be carved on such crystals and placed on the
center of the throat region for healing. The bija mantra of HUM
connects with this chakra. Repeat Hummmmmmm….gently
breathing in and out between two chants while focusing on this
yantra. Visualize sixteen petals opening up as this chakra rotates
clockwise and see the blue light shine brightly.
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The Third-Eye Chakra:
Also called Ajna (pronounced as Agya, a word meaning command) it
is visualized as an indigo ball of light at the center of the forehead. It
is also described as a twin-petaled indigo lotus indicating the dual
nature of existence as it has two polarities much like the yin-yang
wheel or torus of the dual forces that interact and create all reality.

Two represents the twin forces of conscious and unconscious mind.
The feminine or unconscious mind is the seat of our receptive
psychic power while the masculine or conscious mind is the seat for
conscious magickal intention or our projective psychic power. Both
together relate with our third eye. Through this center we can receive
intuitive and psychic insights as well as command our life through
magickal intent or spells. Indigo is the second highest color in the
visible spectrum thereby symbolically linked with this chakra. It
represents deep focus and inner work. The element of Spirit connects
with this chakra as does the Celestial plane level of the Anandomaya
kosha as our higher faculties are used and applied meditatively. The
pituitary gland as well as the autonomic nervous system connect with
this chakra, to control the functioning of all lower glands as well as
our body and mind as a whole.
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The yantra symbol for this chakra is simply a downward pointing
triangle denoting the power to direct our lower existence with the
help of this chakra. It is encircled as usual this time with two petals
around denoting the dual forces that helps us understand the
subconscious messages and project our thoughts with focused
intention at our will or command. Our right and left brain
hemispheres connect our intuitive self with focused logic, together
leading to understanding and wisdom.

Indigo colored natural stones or crystals such as lapis lazuli,
labradorite, iolite, sodalite, kyanite, blue sapphire, azurite, hawk‟s eye
and tanzanite connect with this chakra. You can carve the yantra on
such stones and place in center of forehead region or place just the
stone there to heal this chakra. While the mantra OM combines both
the third-eye and crown chakras, the bija mantra Sham can be
specifically connected to the third eye. Chant Shammmmm…..and
breathe gently in and out between two chants to feel the healing as
you focus on this yantra and visualize the twin petals opening
revealing the deep indigo light within.
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The Crown Chakra:
Also called Sahasrara (a word that means thousands or countless) it is
visualized as a violet ball of light overlapping the body from the rest
of the universe to around the top of our head. It is also described as
an infinite-petaled violet lotus as the segments of this chakra wheel
seem countless as it spins, representing the infinite nature of the One.

All the segments of this chakra denote our divine self which simply
speaking is the infinite potentiality existing within us all. This chakra
connects us to the higher self or Spirit element in its purest form for
spiritual opening, higher wisdom, expanded consciousness and
unlimited growth. Uniting our yin-yang forces into oneness, this
chakra is our connection to the deeper level of our Anandomaya
kosha called the Ketheric plane. The pineal gland which helps control
our mind waves such as deeper dreaming and waking stages, as well
as our consciousness is connected with this chakra. This chakra also
connects with the central nervous system as a whole thereby being
the key to our overall functioning and wellbeing. This chakra by itself
can energize most of the chakras below it if it is strongly activated.
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The yantra for this chakra is a void enclosed with multiple petals all
around. The yantra depicts the unfolding of a beautiful infinite flower
that seems to be the holographic pattern of the universe visible all
around to those whose crown chakra has been opened. This pattern
can also be seen visibly with eyes closed or in the open sky, vast sea, a
large lawn or any blank space where you can gaze with your eyes
relaxed in a meditative state after a period of time.

Violet stones such as amethyst, lepidolite, sugilite, kunzite,
corundum, purple fluorite, purple agate, charoite and purple jasper
can help in healing this chakra when placed on or near the top of the
head while meditating. The yantra can be carved on such stones or
simply focused upon while repeating the bija mantra OM to energize
this chakra. Repeat Ommmmmmmm…..breathing in and out gently
between two chants and visualize infinite purple petals opening over
your crown chakra. Silence, peace and meditation are the best ways to
open the crown chakra and thereby open the pathways of higher
energy to flow into our entire lower reality healing each and
everything effortlessly.
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TYPES OF YOGAS AND THE 7 CHAKRA MODEL
The word Yoga means „Union‟. Yogas are spiritual practices that can
help strengthen our soul-mind-body connection. Contrary to popular
belief yoga are not mere physical postures. Although physical body
based yoga is the basic type of yoga, there are many different types of
yogas beyond this one. These various types of yogas are not to be
confused with various „schools‟ or „brands‟ of yoga.
1. Root Chakra: Hatha Yoga
The word „hatha‟ stands for force. Hatha yoga focuses on feeling our
life-force flowing through our physical body through postures that
are conducive to healing along with right breathing and mental state.
Various physical organs and muscles are strengthened in the process.
Being focused primarily on the physical body this path connects with
the root-chakra thereby helping us ground ourselves in the correct
way to achieve better physical health and enable spiritual growth.
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2. Sacral Chakra: Tantra Yoga
The word Tantra stems from „tan‟ which means sensual body and
„tra‟ which means tri-fold.. Tantra (our physical self), yantra (sacred
tools) and mantra (mental words) are the three things woven together
in tantra yoga. Tantra is the path of experiencing joy in our physical
existence as opposed to renunciation based paths. Focus is given to
how the universe is a manifestation of our inner Shiva and Shakti or
yin and yang – a play of creation. Shiva-linga is a sign of masculine
and feminine union with god and goddess both seen as divine
creators who are one yet dual in nature. In Tantra it is believed that
enjoying our life is a part of serving our divine inner god and
goddess. Money and sex are not seen as a hindrance but as a tool of
enhancing our life. Tantric magick is about celebrating prosperity,
love, health and pleasurable experiences. Therefore this path is
associated with the sacral chakra based goals of creativity, joy and
sensuality.
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3. Solar Chakra: KarmaYoga
Karma is a word that represents action. Our physical and mental
efforts in this world both are part of our karma. Karma yogis are
those who attempt to immerse themselves in positive karma thereby
selflessly serving the divine in everyone. As per the laws of karma
each action brings about its own results and the focus therefore is not
on the result but on the action that is required. When we attach
ourselves to the reward our focus on the karma required by us gets
diluted thereby reducing the quality of the work. Karma Yoga is
about being non-attached to what you are receiving while doing
whatever is best for all concerned. Karma yogis therefore serve the
universe through willful action and right intentions. As the solar
chakra is linked with our personal power and positive energy, Karma
Yoga is the path for healing this chakra.
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4. Heart Chakra: Bhakti Yoga
Bhakti is a word that means heart- or felt devotion. This devotion
can be felt towards deities, towards gurus or teachers and towards
nature itself thereby helping us unite with them at a very deep level.
Bhakti is not about ritually worshipping or singing devotional songs
towards specific deities or about being rigid or exclusive in your
beliefs. Instead real Bhakti Yoga is about considering the universe as
sacred and worship able. Love and compassion are of core
importance as they open our heart infinitely and help us accept
everyone and everything in their best possible potentiality.
Forgiveness and trust are important here as you do not remain
attached to our limited or conditioned ways of judging others or
ourselves. Those who immerse themselves in Bhakti Yoga develop
into kind and loving beings with an open heart and therefore this is
the yoga to heal our heart chakra.
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5. Throat Chakra: Gyana Yoga
The word „gyana‟ means knowledge. Gyana yoga focuses on learning
about the mysteries of life and existence to know who we are and
why we are here. It is the yoga path for those who are intellectually
driven and deeply philosophical. Gyana Yoga is about scientific
spirituality aimed at knowing the truth, investigating our reality and
deciphering the secret codes left by ancient ones while at the same
time making new discoveries. Teaching and learning take place
through books, personal experiences, academic lessons, practical
experiments and self-introspection. Shruti (hearing) and Smriti
(remembering) are both important here as we allow what we hear to
trigger our own memories of who we really are thereby combining
outer learning with inner learning. Our teachers or masters therefore
help us find our own „guru‟ within by communicating their
knowledge to us for aiding our self-realization. Hence, this yoga is
connected with the throat chakra goals of expression and
communication.
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6.

Third-Eye Chakra: Raja Yoga

The word „Raja‟ means kingdom or rulership. The third-eye
chakra or „agya‟ chakra is about commanding our life through our
higher will or higher mind-power. In Raja yoga concentration
techniques are used to open our third-eye and enhance psychic
skills. Both our receptive or intuitive capacities and our projective
capacities are developed. In a meditative state we are able to close
our eyes and experience visions through our third eye without
interference with our own mind. Stilling our thoughts and
observing what comes into perception helps activate the third
eye. Often the deep blue-pearl is perceived which appears and
disappears at first and is to be concentrated upon. With practice it
consistently appears with eyes closed leading us to further states
of awareness. Techniques such as trataka to activate the third eye
helps in enhancing telepathy, telekinesis, remote viewing and
techniques such as thought projection and positive visualization
that are very helpful in energy work, magick and kundalini yoga.
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7. Crown Chakra: Dhyana Yoga
The word „Dhyana‟ stands for attention. In Dhyana yoga attention is
paid to the inner self or our true self. This is different from
concentration as it does not focus on external ideas or images, but on
the inner-self. In Dhyana the focus is on the inner being who is pure
consciousness beyond those numerous thoughts that go on in the
foreground of the mind. Meditation is truly experienced in the „nomind‟ state of dhyana which follows mindfulness. Through selfobservation one is able to be healed in totality and liberated from the
illusory perceptions that keep us entangled in problems. Dhyana is
the path of inner peace and self-realization leading further to
„samadhi‟ or establishment into the Self. As Dhyana Yoga helps us be
a witness to our higher consciousness it connects with the crown
chakra thereby opening us to our infinite nature or true-self.
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ASHTANGA YOGA: EIGHT LIMBS OF YOGA
Patanjali, the ancient author of Yoga Sutras and Ayurveda specified
eight aspects or „limbs‟ of Yoga practice which we can connect with
the chakra system for better understanding:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Asanas or Postures
Pranayama or Energywork
Niyamas or Disciplines
Yamas or Controls
Pratyahara or Internalization
Dharana or Mental Focus
Dhyana or Meditation
Samadhi or Integration

Root Chakra: Asanas or Postures help in achieving grounding and
positioning our body in the right way to help raise our consciousness
upwards.
Sacral Chakra: Pranayama (prana or energy control) helps in
sensing, feeling and channeling our pranic energy through our body
and breath. The focus is on releasing emotional blockages from
various regions of the body and enhancing the energy flowing
through us in the form of breath.
Solar Chakra: Niyamas or disciplines would help in surrendering our
egoic drives and focusing on higher goals. Five Niyamas are
mentioned namely, Susha or purity, Santosha or contentment,
Tapasya or austerity, Svadhaya or self-study and Pranidhana
surrendering to higher-self.
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Heart chakra: Five Yamas or restraints help in transforming our
attitude from selfishness to compassion. These are Ahimsa (nonharming and kindness to all beings including self), Satya (truth and
authenticity), Asetya (non-stealing and ethical behavior), Aparigraha
(non-greed or non-attachment to possessions) and Brahmacharya
(chastity or fidelity in relationships).
Throat chakra: The word Pratyahara is composed of pratya meaning
„in front of‟ and ahara meaning „taking in‟). Pratyahara is about
internalizing from outer world to within. It helps us shift our focus
from merely being engrossed in outer things to knowing and
absorbing their inner meaning.
Third-eye chakra: Dharana is a word that meaning „notion‟ or
„belief‟. Dharana helps in fixating our inner-mind through deep
concentration upon any symbol, idea or notion. This helps in
developing our power to hold a thought for a certain amount of time
without distractions.
Crown chakra: Dhyana or meditation brings self-awareness and later
when one is established in it leads to the Samadhi state of superconsciousness. Dhyana and Samadhi together connect with the
crown chakra or the higher self as they both progressively open us to
an awareness of who we really are. In Dhyana we meditate regularly
to remember who we are, while in Samadhi we are well-integrated in
an eternal consciousness of who we are.
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Through long term dedication you can attune with the higher universal
self through the following spiritual practices:

-

Dhyana Yoga: Meditation in the thought-free state

-

Raja Yoga: Psychic skills exercises and manifestation spells

-

Gyana Yoga: Study enlightening texts and discuss key ideas

-

Bhakti Yoga: Love for nature and self with harm to none

-

Karma Yoga: Unconditional service towards the right cause

-

Tantra Yoga: Fulfill positive desires through creative power

-

Hatha Yoga: Positive and healthy lifestyle practices
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MEDITATION BASICS
Meditation means going within (from the Latin word medi that
means middle or centre). Through meditation we awaken to our
inner spirit or true self and discover inner happiness thereby
beginning our spiritual healing process.
Anyone can and should meditate. There are no restrictions of gender
and even children can meditate whenever they are ready for it.
Whether it is morning or night, before food or after, is not so
important, although keeping a light stomach helps some people in
focusing better, and it helps to be not too sleepy when you are trying
to meditate. Women in their periods, or people who are not feeling
well can meditate as well. In-fact meditation could help in healing you
during uncomfortable times. With practice meditation will become
easier and effortlessly possible at any time.
There is no need to wear any special type of outfit. As long as you are
comfortable you can meditate whether at work or home in your day
to day clothes. It does not matter what technique you use to draw
focus from outer world to the inner self….some people begin by
closing their eyes and sitting still, some prefer listening to soothing
music to relax their mind, some focus on chanting or mantras, some
focus on their breath.
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All these are just aids or induction techniques to gradually achieve
stillness and create the mood, but these are not meditation itself.
Meditation is when we go beyond all this and be without any
thoughts to discover the innermost self.
STEPS IN MEDITATION

Step 1. Relaxed awareness: In day to day life sometimes we get
absorbed in the experiences without remembering our innermost self.
The first step in meditation is to draw our senses inwards. You can
try this by closing your eyes gently and sitting in a comfortable
posture, neither slouching nor stiff.

Step 2: Observation: Instead of getting attached to any feelings,
thoughts or mind-chatter, just observe them and watch them quieten.
Observing something gives you power over it. Observe your breath
and your mind… and watch the space between your thoughts.

Step 3: Witnessing: When you find the space between your
thoughts …when there is inner silence, then you can observe your
true self. This is who you really are. Be with yourself as a witness to
the self. This takes you beyond the illusion of the world process and
in alignment with your inner truth which is pure peace and bliss.
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You can meditate for as long as you want. You might take some time
in the beginning to even reach a meditative state and the idea is that
once you get there you must stay in it for as long as possible. You can
begin with practicing for 30 minutes a day and slowly increase it to
one hour a day. As you practice each day after a period of dedicated
practice, you will find that the meditative state will come naturally to
you and in every part of the day and even at night while sleeping you
will be in a deep inner state. Still it will be good to dedicate at least
one hour a day for specially being just with yourself and meditating.
Other spiritual exercises can ideally be practiced after meditation
during your training period. You will need to dedicate sufficient time
for meditation to achieve your inner attunements and initiations as
you learn various healing skills.
You can observe how you feel after meditating and record your
experiences in your journal. For example: Being one with nature,
Being one with the universe, Feeling light, Just being, Pure peace and
bliss…these are some of the common experiences of people who
meditate. After you achieve this „enlightened‟ state you will not feel
superior in any way but will be more compassionate and humble,
recognizing that all is one. This is the foundation of real magick and
healing.
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It‟s a great idea to perform healing work after meditation or at least
after entering a meditative of mental stillness in case your need to
perform a quick healing session. When you are an adept you will find
that you enter a meditative state faster for any healing session. While
a few minutes of meditation will help at the start of your healing
session after the usual cleansing, shielding and grounding, it is a good
idea to still keep sufficient time aside for meditating every day and to
be aware of your inner truth at all times as much as possible.
STAGES IN MEDITATION PRACTICE
1. Vipassana: This is the stage when you disengage yourself
mentally from processing the worldly experiences to merely
observing things as they are. By just observing and seeing
how everything is changing and impermanent one begins to
quieten their mental chatter by thinking and worrying less
about what is happening outside. You can either keep eyes
open or close them gently to be in a state of detached
observation of all experiences and situations.
2. Anapanasati: This is the stage when you focus your
observation to your natural and gentle breath alone. Being
with your breath you find that your thoughts are much lesser
and mind is clearer. Keep going deeper at this stage.
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3. Dhyana: When your thoughts reduce significantly you are
less mind-full and more „mindful‟, aware and in charge of
what is going on inside you. You can notice the spaces
between your thoughts and begin to find inner silence. If any
visions of the spiritual realm or astral self are received merely
observe them without thinking further or analysing during
meditation.
4. No-Mind Awareness: Once you achieve the state of „dhyana„
you will slowly find the space between your thoughts getting
longer. At one point you will be quiet for the first time not
just on the outside but inside. That‟s the „no-mind‟ awareness,
beyond all perceptions or vibrations.
5. Self-Realization: Through no-mind awareness we start
coming to the point of nothingness or „shunyata‟ where our
true self is found. This is who we are without all those ideas
of who we are, without our egos and self-identities. It is the
real self, common to us all where we are all connected as
one. For the first time you are in touch with yourself,
observing yourself and being an inner witness to the Self. Our
true self is divine, hence Self-realization is also Godrealization or Goddess realization also called our Christ or
Krishna consciousness.
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Each Step in Meditation Helps Us Go Further Within.


Vipassana is observing things the way they are. This helps us go beyond
the external sheath of physical reality and know the true energetic nature
within.



Anapanasati helps us focus our observation on breath to help us become
more mindfully aware and directs our focus from external world to deeper
inner self.



Dhyana or mindfulness helps us silence our thoughts by being aware of
our thoughts and helping us conquer them



No Mind Consciousness helps us remain in the thought-free state of deep
meditation to reach our real Self



Self Realization is natural when we reach the state of Witnessing our Self
to know who we are thus being Enlightened or Awakened at an inner
level
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STAGES IN ENLIGHTENMENT

Self Realization is not a one-time experience to be had and forgotten.
Enlightenment deepens when we continue meditating and stay in
touch with who we are on a regular basis.

1.

Samadhi: When you meditate regularly for a large enough
period of time you will begin to get established in your selfrealization. You will be aware of who you are at all times. This is
also known as Samadhi.
a.

Sarvikalpa samadhi: When you remain in touch with your
inner self through regular meditation and consequently feel
a great oneness with the entire universe, being in an
expanded state of higher consciousness in routine life

b.

Nirvikalpa samadhi: Being in touch with your real self
without the need to generate any more thoughts and to stay
established in a thought-free witness state in your routine
life through daily meditation over long term

c.

Sahaja Samadhi: Through daily practice, samadhi becomes
so effortless that you are always perfectly integrated in your
true self in every moment without even trying to meditate or
shift your consciousness through any means. You stay in a
thought-free witness state and connected to entire universe.
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2.

Nirvana: This is the stage of spiritual practice when you will no
longer seek any enjoyment or pleasure being in the pure bliss of
being. You find your own inner bliss without the need to depend
on anything to fulfil you. You have found your inner love, peace
and contentment without needing anyone else or anything else to
deliver these for you. There is no addiction to any food or
experiences. You no longer depend on your status, wealth, career
identity, fame or relationships. You are constantly one with the
true source of happiness which is within and eternal.

3.

Moksha: Our cycles of death and rebirth are there because we
are constantly manifesting things that we desire through
thinking, believing, feeling, wanting and doing. This karma or
effort is the reason why we go through various situations and
experiences life after life to fulfil all those wishes and desires that
are still in the conscious or subconscious mind. In truth we will
find that everything and everyone is merely a reflection of our
inner state and everything outside is merely here to help us find
the way back to ourself. At one point you will reach a state of
deep eternal Samadhi and Nirvana, and no longer need to take
any further incarnations to fulfil any more wishes or desires in
the world. You already see everything and everyone including
yourself as perfect and complete as you are free of illusion.
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THE SEVEN HIGHER PLAINS/ LOKAS
As invoked in the Gayatri Mantra (incantation to the triple
Goddess Gayatri of infinite wisdom), there are seven lokas or
divine planes of existence, awareness and consciousness.
OM BHU
OM BHUVA
OM SVAHA
OM MAHA
OM JNANA
OM TAPA
OM SATYAM
OM TATSAVITUR VARENIYAM
BHARGO DEVASYA DHEEMAHI
DHIYO YONAH PRACHODAYAT
I eternally invoke all the seven planes of Bhu (Earth), Bhuva (Creativity), Svaha (Fire), Maha
(Expansion), Jnana (Information), Tapa (Intensity), Satyam (Truth).
I eternally invoke you who are brilliant and most exalted.
Illuminate our divine consciousness.
Propel our awareness towards the supreme.

1. Bhu-loka is the plane of Earth or the Physical plane of gross
existence connected with the Root chakra. The Annomaya
kosha or physical bodies and material objects are all part of
this gross three dimensional plane of existence. Space, Time
and Gravity (curvature) are the three dimensions of Reality
we experience here.
2. Bhuva-loka is the creative and Emotional plane connected
to the Water element and the Sacral chakra. Our Pranomaya
kosha or energetic body can navigate this plane which is
subtle in nature being composed of the fourth dimension of
Emotion. This is the plane we travel to in our astral travels
when we experience vivid sensations, heightened touch,
stronger colors, because it feels more real than our physical or
three dimensional „reality‟. All our astral bodies can meet and
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interact here just like our physical bodies do in the physical
dimensions, exchanging energies with each other.
3. Svaha-loka is the dynamic Mental plane of the fire element
connected to personal will and the Solar chakra. This is where
we take our Manomaya Kosha when we are evaluating our
experiences and journeys in the physical and astral
dimensions. Here in this fifth dimensional plane of Karma
or Causality we learn lessons from our karmic experiences
and see how our thoughts and beliefs led to our life patterns
in this life and beyond. Spirits, spirit guides and soul-mates
are found here and karmic patterns are determined here. In
this plane we learn and unlearn karmic lessons, remaking our
choice and realities with the help of our guides or masters
whom we meet here.
4. Maha-loka is the Astral plane of greatness or expansion
connected to the Air element and Heart chakra. This is the
plane where we take our Vigyanomaya kosha to expand our
minds and connect with the rest of the universe. In this plane
composed of the sixth dimension of Love we begin to see
the interconnections between „me‟ and others and learn how
everyone had a role to directly or indirectly help us regain our
consciousness and grow spiritually. Our faery and angelic
realm guides are here to help us expand our love towards
nature and other beings besides ourselves.
5. Jnana-loka is the Etheric plane of knowledge and
information where the templates of lower world are made. It
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is connected with the Air element, especially in the form of
Sound, and corresponding to the Throat chakra. This is the
plane where our Vigyanomaya kosha begins to expand our
mind further helping us learn higher truths in the seventh
dimension of Knowledge. Our Akashic masters, templates
and records are found here to teach us trans-personal secrets
beyond our personal karmic lessons, and show us how the
universe is formed out of all our information.
6. Tapa-loka is the Celestial plane of intensity and higher
awareness connected with the Spirit element, connected with
the attributes of Light, and Third-eye chakra. This is the plane
where we not only have the intellectual awareness of our
spiritual reality, but also begin our direct experience of our
higher self and its phenomenal powers triggering our
awareness of the Anandomaya kosha. Celestial beings who we
can call gods and goddesses are found here in the eighth
dimension of Magick creating the templates of and literally
simulating the lower worlds. They contact us telepathically
and help us develop our higher mental or psychic capabilities
through our tapasya or dedicated practice.
7. Satya-loka is the truth plane connected with Pure
Consciousness of the Spirit element and Ketheric or Crown
chakra. Here we find our real infinite nature through sadhna
or intense meditation through the ninth dimension of Soul.
All gods, goddesses, gurus and guides merge here with our
highest self who is the supreme soul of the universe.
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MINOR CHAKRAS: There are seventy seven plus minor chakras that act as
supporting chakras including but not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Palm chakras – 2
Fingertips – 10
Wrists – 2
Elbows – 2
Armpits – 2
Shoulders – 2
Shoulder-blades - 2
Jaws – 2
Tip of chin – 1
Philtrum – 1
Palette – 1
Cheekbones – 2
Sides of nose – 2
Ears – 2
Eyes – 2
Between Eyes - 1
Temples – 2
Lower back of head – 1
Upper back of head - 1
Upper forehead – 1

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
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Above head – 4
Clavicles- 2
Hollow of throat - 1
Thymus – 1
Nipples – 2
Intercostal - 2
Diaphragm - 1
Spleen – 1
Navel – 1
Hara - 1
Genital – 1
Groins – 2
Hips – 2
Thighs – 2
Knees – 2
Calves – 2
Ankles – 2
Big toes – 2
Soles – 2
Below body - 3
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THE SUPPORTIVE FUNCTIONS OF MINOR CHAKRAS
Our minor chakras are secondary energy centers to support our
seven major chakras in various ways as follows.
1. Palm Chakras: On the middle of each palm. The left palm is for
receiving focused energy from the universe, whether prosperity or
healing. The right palm chakra helps in sending or giving energy to
others, especially focused intentions. These support our heart
chakra.
2. Finger Chakras: Each finger has an attribution. The thumb
relates with overall personal will versus flexibility. The index finger
denotes guiding direction of our life path, the middle finger
denotes our ego and defining our personal limitations, the ring
finger stands for relationships and popularity, the little finger
conducts the energy of money and mind. Once again the left
fingers are receptive while the right are usually projective. These
support our solar chakra.
3. Wrists: Connected with our ability to handle our work and life
issues. While left is related to creative work, right is for technical
aspects of work. These support our root chakra.
4. Elbows: Conduct energy related to listening. While the left
accepts information passively, the right elbow is for thinking and
active listening. These support our throat chakra.
5. Armpits: Focus on accepting joy and eliminating sorrows. The
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left armpit filters the energy received by our heart chakra, while
the right one filters the energy sent by our heart chakra.
6. Shoulders: Shoulders are responsibility centers with the left one
focused on family and the right one on professional
responsibilities. These support our heart chakra.
7. Shoulder-blades: Connect with feelings of being deserving and
worthy. The left one for relationships and the right for career
related issues. These support heart chakra too.
8. Jaws: Hold our emotions especially unexpressed anger. The left
for past issues while the right for future expectations. Support our
throat chakra.
9. Chin: Relates with our ability to project or express our pride at
others versus being humble. Support our throat chakra.
10. Philtrum: Situated between nose and lips, this region connects
with our sexual energy and pleasure orientation. Supports sacral
chakra.
11. Palette: Located in the upper mouth region our palette or talu/
lalana connects with receptivity of higher joy and bliss. Supports
crown chakra.
12.Cheekbones: Our left and right cheekbones help in receiving and
projecting our power and authority in the world. Support our solar
chakra.
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13.Sides of nose: Just above the nostrils on either side of our nose
beneath the ridge help in exchanging life energy between our inner
and outer self. Support our heart chakra.
14.Ears: Our left and right ear chakras help in keenly receiving
information from our inner self as well as outer world
respectively. Support our third-eye chakra.
15.Eyes: Our left and eye chakras help us in being aware of our selfimage and the way we see the world around us. These too support
our third-eye.
16.Between Eyes: On top of nose is the concentration center. This
also supports our third-eye centre.
17.Temples: Left and right temples are our antennae to focus on
receiving psychic messages from the universe for our personal
world as well as the outer world respectively. These support our
third-eye chakra as well.
18.Lower back of head: The chakra just at the border of neck and
head called golata helps in awareness of the hidden spirit realms.
Supports the crown chakra.
19.Upper back of head: The chakra on the top back of head where
our hair normally whirls, called „bindu-chakra‟ is for spiritual
dedication and self-discipline. Supports crown.
20.Upper forehead: Above the third eye and just at the border of
the hairline is the fourth eye or „lalata‟ which helps in awareness of
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higher dimensional realities. This supports our crown chakra by
sending its messages to third-eye.
21.Above head: There are four minor chakras above the head that
together support crown chakra. These are:
a. The Guru Chakra: Helps in receiving higher wisdom
b. The Atman Chakra: Helps in realizing our true self
c. The

Nirvana Chakra: Helps in attaining supreme

contentment and,
d. The Moksha Chakra: Helps us in liberation from the cycles
of life and death.
22.Clavicles: The left and right collarbones have chakras that help in
asserting our opinions in our personal relationships and
professional life respectively.
23.Hollow of Throat: To hold and filter unexpressed thoughts
24.Thymus: Helps in protecting against negative energy exchange
and feeling safe in our relationships.
25.Nipples: The left and right nipple chakras are for nourishing our
self and the world through unconditional love
26.Intercostal: Situated on the left and right side of our lower rib
cage they help in expanding our capacity of give and receive love
for our-self and the rest of the world respectively
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27.Diaphragm: Supporting the solar chakra from above the chakra
in diaphragm region helps in distinguishing our personal selfidentity from the rest of the world
28.Spleen: Towards the left side just below the rib cage, the spleen
chakra helps in defending our lower self through our instincts
against any perceived threats
29.Navel: This chakra helps in manifesting our unconscious dreams
and desires through nature
30.Hara: This chakra just below navel and above the sacral center
helps in distributing physical energy and vitality throughout our
body
31.Genital: Situated at the tip of our genital organ this chakra helps
in receiving and giving pleasure
32.Groins: At the juncture where upper thighs meet the trunk of
body, the left groin chakra can sense the raw energy coming our
way and the right groin chakra can control our impulse reactions
and basal responses.
33.Hips: The left and right hip chakras help us in receiving comfort,
rest and support from earth and our-self.
34.Thighs: Our left and right thigh chakras in the middle region of
thighs store our unconscious fears and excess energy respectively,
until we ground and release them.
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35.Knees: Our left and right knee chakras help us face our obstacles
both inner and outer on our life path.
36.Calves: Our left and right calf chakras in the center of our lower
legs help us in moving forward to achieve our personal and
material goals respectively.
37.Ankles: Our left and right ankle chakras help us in being flexible
and changing our direction as we go ahead in reaching our
emotional and material goals.
38.Big Toes: Our left and right big-toe chakras help us point our
direction and focus upon our life path for both our emotional and
material life.
39.Soles: Left and right chakras in the soles of our feet help us
release unwanted energy from the base of our feet into earth, both
fears and excess energies respectively.
40.Below Body: There are three chakras below our physical body
that also support our root chakra by taking energy into earth.
a. Ancestral Chakra: Helps us filter energy coming from our
ancestral family tree.
b. Past-life Chakra: Helps filter energy from past lives.
c. Earthing Chakra: Helps us filtering in energy received from
earth and in finally transforming or recycling any known or
unknown negativity into positive energy as we earth ourselves.
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All chakras, major and minor except the topmost and lowest chakras
have energy distributed over their front and back projections. The
back portion of the chakra is from where we receive energy from the
past while the front is from where we project energy into our future.
The crown chakra and associated four additional minor chakras
above the head receive energy from the universe or the higher self.
The root chakra and associated three additional base chakras below
feet ground energy into the earth out of the lower self for clearing
and transformation.
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Chakras are open when spinning with energy in the clockwise
direction as seen from within. This enables them to receive energy
from the back and project it in front of you. Anti-clockwise spin on
the other hand is for removing unwanted energy and temporarily
closing the chakra to stop it from receiving unwanted energy. After
cleansing and shielding the chakra can be energized in the clockwise
direction again for ideal functioning.
CHAKRA DISORDERS
Weak, underactive chakras or those blocked by fears could be low in
energy, pale or non-moving, or moving in anticlockwise direction.
Chakras that are overactive with excess energy may be dark, spinning
too much or leaking energy as they spin.
CHAKRA

Crown

Underactive/ Blocked

Overactive / Leaky

Lack of interest in spirituality,

Spiritual shopping craze,

easily drained and frequently

spiritual ego or pride, fanatic

affected by negativity, diseases

obsession with guru or system,

such as depression, coma,

energy is not self-contained in

epilepsy, Parkinson‟s

personal spiritual truth, diseases
such as cancers or strokes

Third Eye

Difficulties in focusing mind,

Psychic or paranormal

low intuitive awareness, psychic

disturbances, psychic negativity,

skills low, lack of mind-power,

psychic attacks or psychic

forgetful, memory loss, nervous

vampirism, migraines, sinuses,

problems, dizzy, vertigo

tumors, insomnia, anxiety,
hallucinations, mental diseases
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Throat

Heart

Fear of speaking out, poor

Over-speaking, frequent

communicator, fear of sharing

miscommunication, anger or

knowledge, easily intimidated,

harsh speech, curses or slang,

hypothyroidism, coughs,

highly opinionated,

bronchitis or laryngitis,

misunderstood, judgmental,

stuttering

hyperthyroidism, goiter, tonsils

Lack of generosity, apathy, lack

Overgenerous, emotionally

of compassion, isolated, anti-

stressed, unrequited love,

social, emotionally unavailable,

heartbreak, draining out

commitment phobic, asthma,

emotionally, heart disease,

low blood pressure

hypertension, high blood
pressure, spondylitis

Solar

Sacral

Root

Low self-esteem, cowardice,

Egotism, delusions of grandeur,

easily controlled, inferiority

power hungry, status seeker,

complex, false ego, stamina,

competitive, controlling, pushy,

indigestion, anorexia, fatigue,

acidity, ulcers, gastroenteritis,

low immunity

autoimmune disorders

Joyless, conservative, over-

Flirtatious, superficial, immoral,

serious, boring, uncreative,

addictions, hedonistic, abusive

infertility, low sex drive,

in relationship, psychopath,

fibroids, anemia, diabetes

STDs, genital cysts or tumors

Insecurity, poverty, weak

Rash behavior, hasty,

bones, weak bladder, low blood

irresponsible, spendthrift,

count, lower back pain,

accident prone, primal, diarrhea,

constipation, piles

kidney stones, urinary infections

Solution: Transforming the fear which is the cause of blockage in the case of
underactive chakras, and calming or grounding the energy of overactive ones.
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NAADIS
Chakras connect numerous naadis or meridians through which
energy flows throughout our astral body. Ancient texts point out to
over 72000 naadis with major and minor chakras being their chief
convergence points where energy concentrates. This looks much like
a three-dimensional template body or wire-mesh of energy, like an
energy-blueprint that underlies our physical existence. If you were to
see an astral body you could see it in the form of a physical person,
except that if you were to touch it the vision might quickly dissipate
into a bluish wire mesh body that further turns into a silvery body
and then disappears fast. The mesh of naadis is the way energy is
directed into physical existence from the spiritual level. They circulate
the Prana energy of our Pranomaya kosha. Every sentient being has
chakras and naadis, composing the astral blueprint connecting their
physical and inner self.
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Most important are three main energy channels or naadis namely Ida
(lunar), Pingala (solar) and Sushumna (median). Ida is the lunar or
dark channel connected to the left nostril, left hand, night and with
the right brain hemisphere. It stands for our feminine powers such as
intuition, creativity, dreams, spiritual and subconscious mind power.
The solar or bright channel is called Pingala connected with the right
nostril, right hand, day and the left brain hemisphere. It associates
with our logical, rational and material life, routines, conscious mind
power and active thinking. Note that the words dark and bright have
nothing to do with negative or positive energy or with bad or good
forces.
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KUNDALINI POWER

We can visualize the energy moving from above to below and below
to above in the form of a wavy serpentine path. This is why our
chakra energy is also called Kundalini. Kundalini normally flows
through all our chakras along the serpent path with either Ida or
Pingala naadi active at any time during the day or night. When both
Ida and Pingala are in balance then energy flows through the middle
meridian or Sushumna naadi in a meditative state and our breath is
balanced between both nostrils. This is the stellar channel that
conducts energy from the universe through the crown directly
through all the chakras below it for manifesting our divine will faster.
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KABALISTIC TREE OF LIFE
We can compare the chakra and Kundalini model with the Kabalistic
Tree of Life which is an ancient mystical system for self-awareness.
Except for the crown, heart, sacral and root, all other chakras namely
third eye, throat, and solar are having their left and right counterparts
or aspects as seen on the tree of life. Therefore there are ten instead
of seven spheres in the kabalistic tree of life.
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Kether

means

Crown

and

is

the

topmost

sphere

corresponding to Crown chakra.


The spheres Chokmah and Binah correspond to Wisdom and
Understanding aspects of the third-eye chakra.



The spheres Chesed and Geburah depict the qualities of
Mercy and Severity of our throat chakra of expression.



The sphere Tiphareth corresponds to Beauty or the heart
center of perfect balance of receiving and giving.



The spheres Netzah and Hod relate with the properties
Victory and Splendour connecting with the Solar center of
esteem and power.



The sphere Yesod or Foundation is related with our Sacral or
creative self which brings forth all earthly life thereby being
the foundation of life and existence.



The sphere Malkuth is for our Root centre that grounds us in
our earthly reality making us believe in our day to day physical
existence or material self.

The serpent path is the path of kundalini energy from below to above
for ascension, awakening or spiritual self-realization as we gain more
awareness of our higher self.
The lightning path is the flow of energy from above to below
through all spheres, manifesting higher will in the lower reality.
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The left pillar of the Kabalistic Tree of Life is the dark path of
feminine or hidden self and corresponds closely to the Ida naadi,
while the right pillar is the bright path of masculine or material world
corresponding with the Pingala naadi. The Ida can be compared with
Id or our unconscious self, inner-child or instincts. Pingala with the
Ego or rational, logical, conscious or adult self. Sushumna with the
super-conscious or higher-self - our intuitive self. Sushumna also
helps us in gaining faster self-realization by allowing our energy to
ascend from base to crown without wavering on the convoluted
serpent path.
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SOME EXERCISES TO ENERGISE SUSHUMNA
1. Energy Shower to activate Stellar Circuit
-

Stand or sit comfortably and close your eyes lightly breathing
slowly and naturally.

-

Raise your hands as high up as possible with arms apart.

-

Visualize a shower of infinite energy or bright light coming
into you from above

-

Move hands down and keep them on your knee, palms facing
you, visualizing an endless stream of energy to be flowing
inside you and emanating from your palm chakras.

-

Direct this energy for healing as required to any part of your
body for a few minutes until you feel great

2. Sending and Receiving to Balance Ida and Pingala:
-

Bring your hands down and place the right hand on the lap
palm upwards

-

Raise the left hand a little higher and visualize the universal
energy flowing into you through the left hand

-

Release the energy through the lower hand

-

If you need to heal any areas you can do so with you right
hand

-

When the healing is complete move both hands down to your
lap and meditate
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3. Breathing Light to Energize Stellar Circuit:
-

Move your hands to your lap and clasp them loosely

-

As you breathe in visualize white light filling your head and
flowing down your body towards your solar plexus thereby
healing each and every cell and tissue of your body

-

As you breathe out visualize the energy moving up from the
solar-plexus to your palms and releasing out sharply from
there

-

Repeat until required. Clear and ground as usual.

4. Breathing for Channeling through Stellar Circuit
-

Bring your hands down to your lap and clasp gently. Be with
your breath

-

As you breathe in visualize the energy moving into your body
through the base chakra, stop at the heart chakra and fill it
with energy. Breathe out from the heart chakra spreading
energy in every direction and out from the body

-

Breathe the energy from everywhere into your heart filling it
with energy. Move the energy upwards till your crown chakra.
Breathe out and release the energy out from the crown centre

-

Breathe in through the crown centre down to the heart and
fill it with energy. Breathe out from the heart.

-

Breathe in from the heart centre down to the root chakra
Breathe out from the root chakra
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SIDDHIS OR MASTERIES
The Kundalini is our magickal power that rises from base to crown as
each chakra becomes more and more powerful. Once higher
consciousness is activated through meditation and all chakras are
energized strongly on a daily basis through their mantras, yantras and
visualizations, various Siddhis or Masteries become available. At the
highest stage of mastery the person has all the power available but no
further need or desire left and hence attains moksha or liberation.

Root chakra: Prapti Siddhi or the mastery of obtaining any material
possession one desires is the exaltation of the powers of this chakra.
When this powerful energy is fully flowing through this chakra
without blockages one becomes a master of the material world,
capable of creating wealth and health in the outer world.

Sacral chakra: Vasitva Siddhi or the mastery of attraction is
associated with the powers of this chakra. When this chakras powers
are at the peak, one becomes magnetic, mesmerizing and charming.
Beauty, creative powers and artistic talents are heightened and
hypnotic or „sammohan‟ capacities are enhanced greatly through this
chakra‟s mastery.

Solar chakra: Aparajya Siddhi or the will-power through which one
can acquire their goals without being dominated by others is
associated with the full activation of this chakra. The person‟s intent
becomes strong and they are unstoppable by others on the path
unless they change their own mind.
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Heart chakra: Maiteryi siddhi is the mastery through which a
person can win the heart of others, has no longer has any enmity
towards anyone and is friendly and kind to all. One also receives love
and kindness from others without any fear or guilt and is capable to
forgiveness, accepting everyone as their best possible selves.
Throat chakra: Vaccha siddhi or the power to express and
communicate each spoken word perfectly makes the person a
supreme orator and also capable of a high degree of truth with each
spoken word. The person‟s words become powerfully magnetic and
capable of manifesting each spoken word.

Third-eye chakra: Isitva siddhi or divine powers are associated
with this chakra wherein one becomes a god or goddess in
themselves, capable of commanding their universe. Each of their
thought has tremendous power and they can by their mind alone
change world events. Numerous other sub-powers such as Parasiddhi or telepathy, Kama-rupam or shapeshifting, Dura-darshan or
clairvoyance and many more are also associated with this siddhi.

Crown chakra: Moksha is over and above all siddhis. The full
realization the highest potential is when a person no longer has any
thoughts, wishes or desires either conscious or unconscious and
therefore need not re-incarnate. The person is supremely at peace
and one with the eternal divine on the highest non-dual plane. Unless
this is achieved the person will once again be reborn into a new form
to either learn more or fulfill more wishes on the lower planes of
existence.
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OUR ENERGY BODIES

Our Annomaya kosha body is our physical body or the Annomaya
Kosha through which we interact in the Bhooloka plane of existence
in our day to day gross reality. However in our sleep we can travel
through parallel realities at times, especially in clairvoyant dreams
using our Prana sharir or emotional body connected with the water
element. This is our Pranomaya kosha sheath or blue-body made of
naadis or meridians that circulate our emotional energy or prana
within and enmesh together to form the template or framework of
our physical bodies. In Bhuvaloka we travel through time and space
without our gross physical bodies. The Prana sharir can mimic our
physical bodies which is why we often look like a body double of our
physical body to help us and others identify us in this plane.
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Our Manomaya kosha takes form of our light body through which
energy flows into all our naadis. This is our mental body connected
with the fire element and hence called the Agni sharira. Various
colours of lights that compose our Auric body are here. These can
change at will through our mental power. Shapeshifters can use this
body to modulate their aura and thereby change their appearance into
any other creature in the subtle world. This Auric body is used in
travelling through the Svahaloka. In higher worlds we take the form
of a silver body or Sukshma sharir which is connected with the
Vigyanomaya kosha or our information sheath. We use this Astral
body or Sukshma sharir to travel through the Mahaloka meeting our
soulmates and soul families or groups. Our subtle body becomes
smaller to resemble a flame of light or „linga-sharir‟ which can travel
to the Akashic plane or Jnanaloka. This is our causal body which has
the data through which our lower existences are formed. Our energy
body starts shrinking further to a point of light in the higher Celestial
plane or Tapaloka where we are divine sparks or in other words, gods
and goddesses emanating from the highest self or soul. Finally our
energy body begins disappearing altogether when it merges with the
true-self or Atman in our Anandomaya kosha at the highest plane.
Here we lose all our ego or limited identity, becoming one with the
infinite soul of the universe. However if we need to exist in the lower
or earthly realms as a separate being our soul goes through the planes
of duality once again projecting into a distinct light body entering the
lower world, projecting an auric field into our pranic body and finally
take re-incarnation or returning after death or near-death experience.
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SEVEN MAJOR CHAKRAS AS THE FLOWERING OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
You can visualize your seven major chakras as states of your
consciousness or soul awareness flowering and opening up bit by bit
to reach your infinite or true self.
Four petals of our root chakra symbolize the first opening of the
flower bud of soul consciousness in the very first level in our spiritual
realization. The four petals signify our material dimension with its
four directions telling us that we are concerned with our everyday
mundane reality at this level. There is little or no concern for
anything other than survival at this stage of being. The soul
experiences itself somewhat as a vulnerable or powerless „infant‟
trapped in the four walls of reality and life is nothing more than a
struggle to keep existing. Yet all this while our true self or infinite
soul is within awaiting our realization.
Two additional petals open up when the flower of our soul
consciousness expands further into the six petals of the sacral chakra,
symbolic of our six senses, namely sight, smell, touch, taste, hearing
and feeling. It is with these senses that we add the dimension of
emotional awareness or feeling to our consciousness. We are no
longer merely existing at a mundane level but at an enriched level.
Life is no longer about mere survival but a vibrant gamut of various
‘rasas’ or emotions through which we experience its ups and downs,
joys and sorrows, stirring our inner creative juices at times. Yet the
individual feels more of a slave than a master of the senses.
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Four additional petals open up in this corolla of our consciousness
next, with the ten petals of our solar chakra representing our
awareness of our energy or personal power felt as an individual with
a personality and will of our own. In this dimension we assert our
choices with confidence and take decisions with increased mental
control over our life experience. The soul has yet to realize its true
nature as it still feels divided from the rest of the world. The person
at this stage is keen on asserting its ego based needs seeking energy in
the form of praise, recognition, status and achievement from outside.
Two additional petals open up with the twelve petals of our heart
chakra now representing our interconnection with the outer world.
Our inner and outer world merge exchange energy through this
synergy of love both given and received in its many forms. Here we
are conscious not only of our personal needs and wants but also of
the impact we are constantly having on other beings and on the rest
of nature. The individual is still to realize that the outer world is a
reflection of the inner world and strives for equilibrium or balance
while yet to attain self-realization.
Four more petals open up at the next stage with the sixteen petals of
the throat chakra representing knowledge or awareness of the
world process. At this stage the individual feels the need to ask
questions about what the world is truly about, to decipher the code
and unravel mysteries of the universe. The intellectual needs of the
person at this stage take prominence with reading, discussing and
learning of the mysteries, writing, expressing and sharing with others.
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As the soul consciousness is expanding at a faster pace the individual
learns meditative skills and techniques of accessing inner spiritual
power. This is the level at which the higher-self begins to reveal its
maya or magick. For the first time the individual is assured that the
world is not fixed or solid and that change can be made with inner
instead of outer physical effort. At this point the consciousness of the
individual is much higher, yet divided into the inner and outer,
intuitive and logical, Yin/Goddess and Yang/God level. The
individual begins to see his or her infinite power in changing the
world around him or her and begins to awaken, although there is still
a distinction felt between personal self and the universe. The dual
petals of the third-eye chakra, in the form of the double-torus or
infinity sign symbolize this Shiva-Shakti stage of consciousness,
exchanging information between the inner and outer world, soon to
unite in the light of self-realization.
The final awakening of this soul-flower of awareness is depicted in
the infinite petals of crown chakra. The Shiva-Shakti are now
experienced as one being with the inner world as no distinct from
the outer. The individual and universe are no longer felt as different.
The divine and self are no longer divided through the veil of
ignorance. Kundalini is fully awakened and alert. Energy is fully
conscious and not asleep. The flower of life is revealed in all its glory
and the fruit and seed of life within it leading to infinite flowering
and continued realization of who we are and always will be.
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SEVEN SHAKTIS OF THE SEVEN MAJOR CHAKRAS
As we realize that our inner Shiva and Shakti are one and the same
and it is the energy or Shakti that forms everything with its
consciousness or Shiva being its own state, we can appreciate how
everything is energy and how our consciousness is nothing but our
Kundalini Shakti being aware of itself till awakened fully. The seven
states of our Shakti or energy are symbolized as follows:
Apara Shakti: At root chakra level our kundalini or consciousness is
asleep and we observe the world in the form of dense energy which is
separate from us, as the material or mundane world.
Iccha Shakti: At the sacral level we awaken our inner desires, to
experience the world richly and sensually in all its vibrant pleasures.
We are full of wishes and desires and manifest them in known and
unknown ways through the realms of fantasy and dreams.
Kriya Shakti: At the solar level, the power of actions or kriya makes
us focus on our karma and our karma leads to the results or fruits.
We attain our goals in life both through mental and physical efforts.
Ananda Shakti: At the heart level our happiness and love energy are
experienced as powers that create our life and fill it with loving
experiences that help us live better in divine harmony with all beings.
Gyana Shakti: At the throat chakra level our awareness is
heightened to a scientific level where we understand our world and
its mysteries intellectually and this knowledge is our power.
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Chitta Shakti or Shiva Shakti: At the third-eye level our
consciousness or Shiva is awakened and we begin to realize our
divinity. We are not only understanding who we are intellectually but
also witnessing it through inner work using our inner power that
controls or commands life.
Para Shakti: At the crown level our consciousness flowers open to
our infinite self as we realize and witness who we are. We experience
oneness with the absolute, eternal energy or mother who is the allpowerful force that is beyond all worlds and the all-creator. This Para
Shakti is also the adi-shakti or primordial energy of creation as well as
the energy that preserves and dissolves everything. It is our formless
self that gives form to all else, our pure inner silence from which all
vibrations emerge, the zero that stirs to create the illusion of infinity
in the form of the torus which contains the spiral code of life. Para
Shakti is also the Param-Atma or our true self, the highest being. In
the beginning of creation cycles she is the cosmic egg that splits into
yin and yang or Shiva and Shakti - duality of consciousness and
energy. Transforming into Narayana supported by Narayani she
dreams up or simulates the universes. In this dream as Brahma and
Brahmi or Saraswati she creates the lower worlds through knowledge
encoded within these simulations. Through her Vishnu and Laxmi
avatars she sends her anima and animus from yuga to yuga bringing
an evolution of self-awareness in the lower worlds through the ages
until all is dissolved once again into awakening or Pralaya. She is the
maiden, mother, crone of creation, sustenance and dissolution. From
her all things emerge and to her all return at Moksha.
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As you can see in the diagram above, in the outer physical world of Earth level
awareness we are separated through duality, while as we go to the deepest level
towards Crown chakra or Ketheric awareness, we find we are all united and
merging into singularity or non-duality. Therefore our Higher Self is also our Inner
Self where we are all connected as one. At the outer earth plane of Annomaya
kosha we see ourselves as so many individual beings distinct from one another. As
we go deeper from plane to plane we find ourselves merging into the light of the
inner self which is far beyond our limited physical bodies. When thinking of the
inner self try not to think of it as something inside your limited physical body.
Rather be aware of it as a higher Self which is far beyond physicality and far vaster
than our lower egoic identity. It is in fact the entire universe itself. To raise our
consciousness is to experience this vast universe as our true Self instead of being
attached to our limited bodies or limited minds.
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AURA ENERGY FIELD
In our lower states of existence our light body is projected as or aura.
The combined energy of all our chakras forms our energy field or
aura as a light which extends around us. How far around would
depend on the power and strength of all our chakras. A bright, large
and powerful aura is a sign of a healthy and positive personality
which is balanced at all levels. A dull or shrunk aura is a sign of
negative thoughts or feelings that pull the chakra and kundalini
energy down. Our aura can have several rainbow colours or one or
more colours might predominate depending on which chakra is more
active as compared to the rest. The color and strength of our aura
can differ from time to time based on the state of our mind,
emotions and the stage of spiritual realization we are operating from.
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AURA READING
You can sense the aura as energy around any person, animal or tree,
or even around any strong object such as a crystal. Ideally the
background should be a neutral color or white so that other colours
or designs around do not interfere with your vision of the aura. Try
to gaze steadily and enter a meditative state with eyes open to clear
mind of all thoughts and relax to receive the vision intuitively. Some
people are able to sense colours while some only get a feeling of the
aura. Some can even see specific things in the aura such as inclusions
of shapes or forms indicating energy received, sent or stored in the
aura.
COLOURS: There may be different colours prominent in different
areas of the aura from time to time depending on chakra activity.
Prominence of Black in aura indicates the person is having darker,
complex energies right now. Thoughts and feelings are on the
morose side, could be destructive and needs a lot of healing and
transformation.
Prominence of Grayish color would mean a serious, bored, dull and
depressed outlook in the current moment, not quite emotionally fit
or healthy, possible physical illness and a need to brighten up and
revitalize more.
Prominence of Brown would indicate a person currently being earthy,
slow, inert, not quite passionate or excited about life, patient, quiet
and controlled.
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Prominence of Red in aura would indicate that the person is currently
physically active, excited, passionate and strong as well as having
anger that needs to be channeled into right action.
Prominence of Pink hues denotes a romantic disposition and a
tendency to be sensitive, dreamy as well as more forgiving and
kinder.
Prominence of Orange in the aura would indicate someone who is
feeling creative, sensual with pheromones active, desires a lot of new
thing and perhaps interested in glamour or aesthetics at the moment.
Prominence of Yellow in the aura could mean currently feeling a
strong sense of personal power, positive thinking, laughter, a strong
ego or personality and a high self-esteem.
Prominence of Green in the aura is an indication of a balanced
approach to relationships, feeling emotionally open and ready to
exchange energy generously.
Prominence of Blue hues will be a sign that the person is thinking
and trying to express his or her views openly.
Prominence of Indigo would mean a more inner thoughtfulness, use
of inner-mind power, focus on psychic energy and silent command.
Prominence of Violet color is indicative of being in a meditative
state, a feeling of peace and calm, a feeling of maturity and wisdom at
the moment.
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White colours in the aura form as a result of a balance of the seven
primary colours of chakras and indicate a balance in chakras
Silvery tones or glow in the aura is indicative of using an astral power,
spiritual energy or angelic presence of spiritually positive beings at the
moment.
A Golden hue or radiance emitted from the aura is usually associated
with currently experiencing spiritual exaltation, giving of spiritual
advice, teachings or wisdom at the moment.
AURA READING MACHINES
Kirlean cameras were believed to capture the visual image of the
supposed aura based on the current like energy emitted by the
organism‟s body when they are exposed to an momentary electric
charge. As such this technique may not indicate the aura of the
person because of the involvement of electric current affecting the air
around ordinary non-living objects as much as any living being for
instance the coins and the vegetable below. The accuracy of Kirlian
cameras in photographing the actual aura is hence unproven.
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Biofeedback based aura machines measure the skin‟s natural electrical
activity when a palm is placed on an electronic plate to generate a
hypothetical aura vision of what your inner-state could be like at any
moment. Their drawback is that they focus more on palm chakra
instead of entire aura. As they focus on heat emitted by the palm, at
times healers might show warmer auras when they are channeling
energy. More importantly aura and chakra colours are not made of
the visible spectrum but of subtle vibrations. A direct photograph of
the aura is not really taken through any physical gadget. Only a
simulated and exaggerated aura-vision appears on screen instead of
the actual size and form.
Some aura softwares focus on scanning an ordinary picture or a
digital photograph and using photo manipulation using Photoshop or
other photo softwares or programs to demonstrate various layers of
„aura‟ of a person or room. However these normally just manipulate
the colours in the picture and do not show our true aura energy.
Even if white clothes and background are used the color will merely
be broken down into various colours based on contours and features
of the picture.
Your own intuition and psychic skills will be best in case you wish to
read auras in the right and correct way, as compared with any aura
machines. This provided you have truly developed clairvoyance and
are not merely imagining or deducing a reading using superficial nonverbal cues or clever guesswork.
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SHAPE AND SIZE OF AURA
The auras primarily are projections of our inner energy powered by
the chakras. While the aura might look like a perfectly oval shape in
the images simulated by popular aura machines, the actual size and
shape of the aura can vary from time to time in each person.

Depending upon how the person is projecting their energy, at times
the aura might merely be a thin layer barely visible around the body,
while at times it might glow and shine brightly. Public speakers will
display pulsating auras while talking and performing artists are likely
to shine at the time they are center stage. Celebrities in the limelight
usually have glowing auras when they are highly coveted or loved by
the public, while someone who is criticized or condemned might
have a diminished aura as they feel like hiding.
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The aura shape could be fuller in case of a human subject who feels
rather healthy and positive, or it could vary depending on the health
and emotional state of the person at the moment, being withdrawn
around those chakras that are experiencing energy depletion. For
example people who are meditators, would have more prominent
auras around the top of their head like a halo while their lower
chakras may be less prominent. On the other hand someone who is
strongly rooted in the material world is likely to have more strength
around the lower regions of the aura as lower chakras are engrossed.

WITHIN THE AURA
The aura is not just a sheath of colors around us; they also carry our
mental energy influenced from inner mind or outer environment.
The left and back portions of the aura usually have more chances of
receiving or picking up energy while the right and front areas have
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the projective capacity enhanced.
While the aura is the energy field around our body, our naadis and
chakras also have our energy circulating within our body. Energy
from our chakras and naadis is not only used for ourselves; some of it
projects through our aura into our environment. People who are
powerful manifestors can project a lot of energy into their
environment thereby making changes in situations around them in
the outer world. Energizing the chakras can help in enhancing the
overall power of the aura. Our thoughts, emotions and ideas project
outwards through the aura in the outer world as our energy field is
capable of expanding and extending at will depending on the strength
of the manifestor.
Similarly if we are attracting or absorbing any energy from the
environment, before reaching our naadis and chakras it will have to
cross or pass through our energy field or aura, and at times we can
see the impressions in the aura itself. If our aura is well shielded it
will be more difficult for outer energy to pass through unless by our
choice. If the aura is poorly shielded the outer energy will affect us
more easily with less discretion on our part. This could be a concept,
an idea we absorbed or accepted from media, conversations, books,
or it could be a thoughtform sent psychically towards us with or
without any specific intentions by someone who knows how to send
psychic energy.
Energies coming into the aura, going outwards, or simply stored and
floating in the aura can be seen in any form, whether as a stream of
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light of a certain color showing emotional current, thought bubbles
or forms based on what we are strongly thinking or visualizing, or
even orbs or energy-forms or cords of energy indicating specific
spirit, person or entity connected with the subject.

Thoughtform projecting at border of aura

. L - Energy Cords R -. Energy Attachment in Aura
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BALANCING OUR CHAKRAS:
It is important to keep each chakra healthy and well-functioning for
our holistic wellbeing, and therefore we must keep each aspect of our
life glowing with positive energy, both the subtle (astral or spiritual)
and the dense (physical or material). Focusing just on the higher
chakras may mean that negative energy might block the lower ones
thereby hindering the flow of kundalini through the channels. All
seven chakras and our aura as a whole need to be cleansed and
energized for each chakra to be in balance.
SCANNING THE AURA AND CHAKRAS
After cleansing, shielding and grounding one can enter a meditative
state and scan the aura and chakras using the following methods:


In a relaxed meditative state try to visualize the chakras as
energy balls of their respective colors in the associated areas
of the astral body. Observe how each area of the aura and
each chakra looks and feels beginning with the colors of each
chakra and the overall color of the aura. Note if the colors
appear either dull, murky, too dark or blackish, or if there are
any dark, murky or dull inclusions, particles or formations
within the chakras or anywhere in the aura. Trust your
intuition and make a note of your observations.



You can slowly place your open palms with fingers joined
together approximately four to five inches away from the
body to feel the aura energetically as vibrations. In a
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meditative state move your palms slowly from base to top to
scan all the chakras one by one and then slowly scan the rest
of the aura. Follow intuition to know which area to scan. You
will get a feeling, a knowing or perhaps an inner-voice or
vision to help you understand the state of the chakras and
aura.


Also note the spin direction of the chakras. Blocked chakras
may not be spinning at all or very slowly, or in the anticlockwise direction as observed from the back. The speed of
the rotation should be neither too fast nor too slow but just a
rhythmic, balanced spin.



You can use a pendulum to scan the aura. The pendulum is
basically a suspended pointed crystal or metal piece that can
swing while held gently in between two of your fingers.
Without making an effort to move the pendulum, place the
pendulum a few inches above each chakra in the lying down
position preferably over the back to know the spin. The
pendulum will move anti-clockwise or clockwise or not at all
to indicate the vibrational spin of the chakras. Along with this
note the feeling or visions that you get regarding any
negativity in the chakras or aura.



Incense or smudge sticks can be smudged around the aura
and along the chakras from base to top slowly. Note if the
smoke appears darker near any place in the aura or chakras.
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CLEANSING THE AURA AND CHAKRAS
As soon as negative energy is detected in any chakra or
anywhere in the aura, it needs to be cleansed as follows:
1. Move your palms anticlockwise over the chakra or area of
aura to be cleansed with the intention of pulling away the
unwanted energy or blockage.
2. Strongly feel and visualize the negative energy collecting
between your palms as a ball of light and immediately cleanse
and ground the same by sending it into the earth for a few
minutes until it feels all cleansed. Repeat if necessary until its
cleared.
3. Using incense or sage to cleanse the chakras and auras or
using a strong cleansing and grounding crystal such as black
tourmaline or a smokey quartz is additionally helpful.
Visualize the negative blocking or unwanted energy being
pulled by the smudge stick or the crystal instead of just your
palms while holding the stone in one hand and continue the
process as described above. Black candles can help in
absorbing negative energy from the aura and chakras in a
similar way.
4. Breathing and exhaling out vigorously while concentrating
upon the chakra or aura can help in the cleansing process.
With every exhalation feel lighter and visualize the chakra and
aura purified and cleared while using the steps above.
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DETACHING NEGATIVE CORDS
The source of the negative energy in our chakras and aura can be our
own negative thoughts and feelings that will require transformation
from within us even after the cleansing process is done. Sometimes
we absorb these negative feelings and thoughts from around us
known or unknown to ourselves, and then we make those negative
vibrations our own. These negative energy cords could be coming
from a person, a relationship, an event or situation, a place or spirit,
or any object that might have knowingly or unknowingly affected us
negatively. The aura might be broken, damaged or weak around those
areas from where the negative cords had flown in. The idea is not to
trace the exact person who sent the cord, or to find someone to
blame, but to transform yourself by detaching the cords and creating
the required change within so that you do not attract this kind of
negativity again. Negative cords might also be flowing outwards from
us to project our negativity outwards onto other people or situations.
These need to be detached and transformed too.
1. While scanning the chakras and aura check the space around it
using similar scanning technique and see if you detect a negative
energy flowing like a cord of energy current from on any chakra
or any part of the aura.
2. Immediately detach the cord by strongly visualizing pulling it
away from you and pulling it away from whoever the sender
might be. Make a tugging gesture with your hand and pull the
cords away to detach from either direction.
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3. With the cord in your hand you now have the power over them
to transform them energetically, visualize a bright violet flame
burning the cord away and send the resulting energy to earth for
recycling into something better.
4. There may be negative energy attached to the cord in either side
of the cord. These could be in any form, shape or color floating
in or near the aura. Look for any such negative energy
attachments and pull them away from the aura. Visualize burning
them in the violet flame and send into earth for transformation
5. Examine the aura and fill up any damage, perforation, breaks or
tears with positive energy visualizing a bright white light as you
send energy into the part of the aura until it feels healed.
6. Cleanse, shield and ground as usual focusing on sealing the aura
to prevent reattachment. Believe that you will not attract such
energy again to allow for deeper inner transformation.
7. Keeping your own inner energy positive through meditation,
healing, positive thoughts, inner happiness and forgiveness are
paramount to preventing yourself from attracting negative
energies from the environment or from others. Remember that
ultimately everything in our life is self-generated and even if
others sent any unwanted energy our way, it was somewhere
rooted in our own inner vibrations that manifest everything.
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ENERGISING THE AURA AND CHAKRAS
1. Channel positive energy through your stellar circuit into your
palms. After meditation visualize or sense a great stream of
energy flowing from the universe into your crown. You can
open your arms above your head with palms facing upwards
to accept the showers of powerful energy flowing into you.
2. Slowly bring your arms down and feel the unlimited higher
energy flowing down into your entire body and aura through
your sushumna naadi. and emanating from your palms
unlimitedly as much as required.
3. You might be able to feel and sense the positive energy
flowing through you via your palm chakras as soothing
vibrations, warm radiation, a tingling sensation or light. Let
this energy flow sharply through your palm chakras into the
aura wherever energy is needed.
4. Now close your fingers together and place your palms a
couple of inches away from the body to touch the aura and
send it healing.
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5. You can send healing to the entire aura through various hand
positions using your intuition to guide you.

6. Hold each hand position for a few minutes until you feel its
required before switching hand position to the next area on
the aura that needs healing energy.
7. Your mind must be in a meditative and relaxed state without
worrying or thinking. You can be simply receiving and
sending energy with deep trust and peace.
8. After general aura healing you can focus on the chakras from
base to top. Move your palm in a clockwise direction as seen
from back to heal and replenish the energy until each chakra
feels bright and radiant and spins clockwise. Pause and repeat
for all chakras sequentially from base to top.
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Clockwise Chakra Movement
9. You can also visualize a strong and bright light of the
appropriate color for each chakra and clear white light for the
aura and direct it into the area to be energized.
10. Using healing crystals of the appropriate color for each
chakra or clear quartz for the aura as a whole is additionally
helpful.
11. You can additionally light colored candles for each chakra
and a white candle for the aura as a whole and channel the
energy into each chakra and the aura through the candles
while completing the steps above. Send the positive healing
energy into the chakra and aura using the crystals and candles
and not just your palms. Continue until each chakra feels
energized and then energize the aura as a whole.
12. Breathe gently and deeply and exhale slowly while
concentrating on energizing the chakras and aura in a relaxed
and meditative state while channeling the positive energy. The
more relaxed you are the better it will flow.
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13. Soothing instrumental music, a gentle aroma diffused around
the healing space, a non-irritating incense, all can add to the
healing experience.
14. Drumming or resonating singing bowls or Om bell around
the aura or into each chakra can add energy along with the
bija mantra for each chakra as described in the chakra chart.
15. Visualize each major chakra one by one from base to top,
gaining power and shining brilliantly in its appropriate color.
Imagine each chakra expanding to cover the entire aura and
spinning clockwise as you chant the bija mantra for the
chakra. Then let it return to its supposed size spinning in the
clockwise direction in its actual position.
16. Finally expand the entire aura to cover the entire room with a
brilliant white light to energize the aura as a whole.
17. If the person to be healed is not physically present you can
send healing over distance by visualizing the person in front
of you and sending healing to the vision. Or use their
photograph, any object connected to them, a chit with their
name on it, or any doll or teddy bear to send the healing to
and allow their higher self to accept the healing if they need
it. Permissions are as usual necessary whenever possible.
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HEALING EXERCISES

Exercise 1: Cellular Healing

This exercise is good for physical body healing including any pain,
discomfort, tumor, swelling, allergy or any disease.
-

Breathe slowly and scan your body for any areas that need
healing with your mind or through your palms.

-

Wherever you sense imbalance talk to the cells mentally.
Silently through your mind tell the cells in that region
something to the effect of: “You are blessed and healed
deeply, your anger, sadness and fear are all gone, you are a
perfect being of love and light and you now carry out what
you are truly supposed to do”

-

Send healing through your palms in a relaxed and meditative
state for some time to the area with the above intent to the
cells of the area. Just breathe in and out and feel the healing
flow into the cells as you channel the universe through you in
a relaxed meditative state.

-

You can also visualize white light reaching the cells and
healing them. Imagine even the DNA receiving the healing.
Mentally affirm, “You are healed”
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Exercise 2: Wish Fulfillment Healing

-

Focus on a wish which is positive and harmless to all.
Mentally repeat the wish inside you in a clear affirmative
statement.

-

Breathe in and out and receive positive energy from the
universe as you channel it through yourself with open palms

-

Visualize this positive healing energy flowing sharply through
your palms with fingers close together.

-

Place one palm to the forehead and the other to the back of
the head and affirm, “I am one with the great source, with the
universal energy and the one reality. As I will so mote it be.”

-

Move the hand on your forehead to the back of your head so
that both hands join each other and send energy there for a
few minutes.

-

This way you have sent your wish to your higher self who will
take care of the rest for the best of all concerned.

-

Do not worry about what you have wished for, and do not
feel anxious about how and when it will be fulfilled. Instead
trust yourself and the universe for doing whatever is best and
be grateful as if you have already received the result.
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Exercise 3: Energy for Healing Situations

-

Enter a meditative state and contemplate the situation of the
past that requires you to be at peace, or even a situation in the
future that you wish to transform or heal for the best.

-

Imagine energy flowing from above your head, down your
head and out through your heart and hands into the situation.

-

Visualize the situation being transformed into a positive and
happy one as if it were happening right now till you feel it is
perfect and wonderful.

-

Send healing in order to release the emotional and mental
pain, worry or fear if any, and to forgive any hurt feelings
from within. Detach from the outcome and trust the healing.
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Exercise 4: Earth Healing Magick

-

Receive unlimited universal energy and allow it to flow
beautifully through you and your palms as you think of what
on earth you wish to heal, whether it be nature, climate,
current affairs or a socio-economic issue.

-

The entire earth can be visualized in your mind‟s eye. You
can even send healing to a plastic globe, a potato or a crystal
ball visualizing as being representative of the world.

-

Slowly send energy into earth and feel or visualize that the
entire earth is absorbing this unlimited energy deep into every
particle of the planet. Believe that each creature and object is
receiving this healing.

-

Visualize the earth shining and radiating a powerful bright
light which is indicative of its healing transformation.
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Exercise 5: Healing Everyday Objects

-

Energy healing can be sent to objects, such as medicines, a
plate of food, glass of water, tarot cards, crystals, gadgets that
need repairing, your car, money safe and even to your house
for protection.

-

Either place the object in front of you or visualize it in your
mind‟s eye from a distance and feel infinite positive energy
channeled into you from top of your head and flowing
through your palms.

-

Send the unlimited healing energy channeled by you into the
object for energizing and improving its functioning.

-

If something has already broken or been damaged beyond
repair, detach from it and ground it or recycle it instead of
trying to get it to work again and again. The universe always
sends you unlimited new possibilities and prosperity.
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Exercise 6. Group Healing

-

Healing can be sent to a group of people during a healing
session, such as an audience during a seminar or a workshop.

-

Channel the universal infinite energy through you into the
room with the intent to heal.

-

Visualize the healing energy flowing all around like a fountain
of powerful light showering upon everyone to heal them
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.

-

Sometimes people around can verify that they saw or felt the
healing energy even if you had sent it silently without
revealing that you are sending this healing.
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Exercise 7: Spirit Healing

-

Distressed or haunting spirits, or spirits of deceased,
including ancestors and can be sent healing by visualizing
them and directing energy their way.

-

You can also talk to them mentally or telepathically in a
soothing tone saying something to the effect of „You are a
being of divine light. All is forgiven and healed. Your anger,
sorrow, pain or fear has all gone and everything is now better.
You can now experience the beautiful healing meant for you
and move on to the higher light.‟

-

As they receive the energy, visualize them shining radiantly,
feeling better and slowly rising upwards towards a great
shining light of forgiveness, peace and liberation.

-

Imagine a beam of light above them absorbing them and
integrating them with the higher self or universe as they
disappear into it. Let them go to wherever they must go next.
in their spiritual journey guided by the higher self.
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SOME TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE HEALING:
1. Healing sessions could take from a few minutes to an hour
2. The number of healing sessions required can vary from case
to case and intuition should be used to decide how often to
schedule the sessions
3. Healing is a positive experience for both the healer and the
person being healed because the energy being channeled is
infinite and not limited by the people involved in it.
4. It is impossible for the universal healing energy being
channeled through you to harm anyone or have any negative
effects by itself. If any negativity is experienced during or
after the session it could be due to other causes or due to the
body or mind taking its time to adjust itself to the
transformational healing.
5. Healing can be sent to plants, animals and children. Pregnant
women can send healing energy to the unborn child.
6. It is not required to remove any clothing as healing energy
can flow through chairs and walls and over long distance too
if intended. The subject needs to be comfortable and feel safe
at all times.
7. The process is equally effective with the client sitting or lying
down. If seated on a chair, the energy can flow through the
back of the chair and reach the required area.
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8. Sometimes people experience a brief phase of cleansing after
the first few healing session, which may come in the form of
fevers, pains or aches, oversleeping, purging or diarrhea for a
short period of time. This could be a way the body and mind
try to get rid of some toxins. Normally proper health is
restored soon afterwards and the body and mind start flowing
harmoniously with the healing process later on without
resistance or blockages. It is necessary therefore to continue
the healing process till deeper wellness is attained.
9. Strong emotions can sometimes be experienced by the person
undergoing the healing as a part of the cleansing and release.
Allow this to happen without any judgment or reaction and
simply observe and accept this when it happens, whether it is
anger, sorrow, tears or any other emotional release.
Forgiveness, understanding and a shift of consciousness often
takes place during the session sometimes guided by the healer
and at other times spontaneously. Eventually the person will
feel lighter, better and free.
10. Sometimes people experience only positive feeling and
wellbeing while undergoing the healing process, especially if
they have been meditating prior to the healing and have less
of resistances or negative blockages to be cleansed. At other
times even those who have been healing and meditating a lot
prior to the sessions can also experience vivid sensations,
emotions or cleansing.
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11. Some people may not feel anything at all, whether
energetically or emotionally while going through the healing
process. Different people have different intuitive openness
and sensitivity. Allow for differences and continue the healing
process without worrying about whether it is working as long
as you can feel and sense its energy.
12. Dreams and intuitive messages are often able to guide the
healing process even after the session. Pay attention. The
healing process in-fact continues even after the session in the
day to day life of the individual in its own ways.
13. The person experiencing the healing is ultimately in charge of
his or her own healing. At no point should it be forced or
thrust into the person. Let the recipient decide to continue or
terminate the sessions anytime.
14. The healer and the recipient should not get mentally or
emotionally entangled. Staying detached and neutral without
expectation or attachments is necessary for any healing
session to be successful. At no point of time should the
person being healed start idolizing, worshipping, romancing
or become emotionally or mentally dependent on the healer
or spiritual guide. It has to be remembered that it is each
individual‟s own karma that is manifesting in life and the
universal energy is aiding the healing process with the healer
merely facilitating the self-healing process.
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15. While healing yourself or people near and dear to you, it is
also necessary to stay detached and free of worry, fear or
expectation caused due to emotional entanglement with self
or loved ones. Complete the healing session for yourself and
your loved ones as if you are a professional healer facilitating
a client‟s healing. Trust the healing energy that you are
channeling to do its job without letting yourself block the
process by remembering that it is the universal energy that is
the real healer and not your lower self.
16. Any kind of spiritual ego or pride as a healer can block your
healing from being really successful. Staying humble and
seeing yourself as a channel and your skills as universal skills
that anyone can gain and learn is a good idea instead of
imagining yourself to be special, superior or having special
powers of any kind. Remember that magickal power is a
totally natural energy abundantly available everywhere and
can be awakened in everyone.
17. As unlimited healing is flowing through everyone during the
session, you are not likely to feel drained in the process or
afterwards. In-fact you would feel energized and positive after
sending healing energy.
18. Be intuitive and not mechanical in the healing process
19. As always cleanse, ground and shield before and after each
session for optimal results.
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Summary
SPIRIT MAGICK IN BRIEF
STEP 1: Overall Cleansing, Shielding, Grounding
STEP 2: Meditation
STEP 3: Spirit Magick:
a. Aura Scanning
b. Cleansing of Aura, Chakras and Cord detachment
c.

Energy Showers and Activation of Sushumna

d. Energizing Aura, Chakras and other Healing Exercises
STEP 4: Cleansing, Shielding and Grounding again to Close Session
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Air Magick: WORDS OF POWER
AND VERBAL SPELLS
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POWER OF WORDS
Now we know that the entire universe is shaped of energy, and the
source of all energy is within us, our deepest self or divine self which
we are generally unconscious of. When we raise our consciousness,
we are able to shape or change this energy with the power of our
consciousness. This means that the intention to heal will work,
provided we fully and strongly focus on healing. Healing energy is
most powerful when it flows out from the innermost spirit level. As
it transmits through the plane of the Air element its focus should
intensify. One of the ways to add even more focus to our healing
intent is through words. The use of words with intention makes them
„words of power‟. When words are used in performing magickal
healing or transformation they can be called verbal spells. When
spoken in conjunction with energy healing they become the verbal
component of our overall healing magick.
SPEAKING THROUGH OUR CHAKRAS
As you are now aware of chakras as well as techniques of activating
and focusing on each chakra, it is possible now to express your words
through specific chakras in order to have specific effects. Just direct
your attention or focus to the chakra that you wish to activate and as
you speak feel the words flow outwards through that chakra. You can
begin by chanting out the bija mantras of each chakra one at a time as
if singing them through their corresponding chakra. Thereafter
practice speaking words through each of the chakras, for instance
your name. Observe how speaking through each chakra feels.
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Root Chakra

Speak through this to ground or bring
attention to the basic earthy plane or
everyday practical reality

Sacral Chakra

Speak through this while appreciating
beauty, art, creativity or to enhance
attractiveness

Solar Chakra

Speak through this to communicate power,
authority, charisma or leadership

Heart Chakra

Speak through this while reaching out with
compassion, love and kindness, especially
while empathic healing or counseling

Throat Chakra

Speak mindfully through this chakra when
you wish to make a point or clarify yourself
to others

Third-eye Chakra

Speak through this when you are sending
intentions out through your words by
speaking through the higher mind instead
of vocal chords.

Crown Chakra

This chakra is used while channeling higher
messages and spiritual guidance from the
innermost or higher self
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WORDS OF POWER

1. Affirmations:
To focus upon your intention while channeling spiritual energy
through the higher self into the lower reality, you can speak in the
present tense a sentence that feels perfectly positive in every way.
This sentence would be an affirmation. You will find that it works
best when combined with energy channeling instead of simply saying
the words. Affirmations could be used to repel negative energy
(banishing) and to attract positive energy (manifestation).
Examples of Banishing Affirmations:
-

“I free myself from all sorrow and pain right now”

-

“I clear my path and banish all obstacles this very moment”

-

“I let go of all my blocks and focus on my highest good”

-

“I repel and banish away all negativity right now”

-

“I free myself from all curses and self-limitations”

-

“I forgive and release the past and allow the best to manifest”

Examples of Manifestation Affirmations:
– “I am happy, content and brimming with joy”
–

“I powerfully enrich my life in each and every way”

– “I love my gorgeous, fit and healthy body right now”
– “I am wonderfully wealthy and prosperous in all respects”
– “I am incredibly happy and successful at work every day”
– “I am deeply loved and cherished right now”
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Some Tips For Affirmation Magick


Affirmations can be spoken in any language you are
comfortable in. The emotions and energy behind the words
matter the most, not the words alone.



Say your affirmations as if you are experiencing the perfect
situation right now and not merely wishing for something.
E.g.: „I am successful‟ and not, „I want/desire success‟.



Affirmations work best, when the words are internalized into
your deeper beliefs by repeating them with deep conviction.



Speaking them mentally is helpful in projecting their energy
more powerfully through your psychic third eye chakra.



Affirmations can be said any point of time especially just
before going to sleep or soon after waking up. For instance
when you wake up, say, „Today is an absolutely wonderful
day. I receive great success, luck and happiness today‟



Affirmations can slowly be incorporated into your daily
speech. For example instead of, „I‟m not keeping well‟, think
and say, „I‟m now feeling totally healthy and fit‟.



As with all magickal techniques affirmations should not
harm anyone,

must respect free

will and honor mutual

consent. For example, focus on receiving love or work rather
than focusing on a specific person or position. This will
ensure that you are not blocked or harmed through lower or
limited thinking.


Send and receive energy using the methods described in the
previous chapter while saying the words.
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Stay open-ended in terms of exactly when, where, how, what
or through whom you hope to receive the intended. Trust the
universe to work out the details in the best possible manner
instead of blocking yourself through your limited views.



Feel them working with all your heart and soul instead of
being skeptical or doubtful. You might think they are not
working when in fact unknown to you the vibrational energy
in the background has already started changing beautifully.



Know that your affirmations are manifesting in amazing ways
without checking the „results‟ every now and then. Do not
come in your own way. For instance if you have affirmed a
slim body you do not have to hop on to the weighing scales
several times a day to see if the affirmation is working.



Like any other magickal technique, your affirmations will
work in believable ways that your mind is willing to accept.
The more you open your mind the more success you will
receive in both expected and unexpected ways.



Affirmations are great ways of writing down your goals,
intentions or magickal objectives. By noting down your intent
affirmatively in the start of your spells you have already
enabled the process to begin running.



If you speak negatively the rest of the day after doing your
affirmations for a few minutes, the results cannot be great as
you negative energy will be much more overwhelming as
compared to your positive words. Slowly try that everything
you think or say is affirmative and positive.
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2. Verbal Commands or Switches:
While sentences are great for expressing the overall intention very
clearly and in present tense, at times short phrases or single words
can also be used to convey the intent in a firm manner.
These too are best spoken through the third-eye in order to project
our „agya‟ or command through the „agya chakra‟ and enable the
programming or re-programming of our life. Consider them as
similar to commands you run on a computer system in order to get a
particular output. You can create your own switches or command
words. Once again any language that suits you is fine although older
languages such as Sanskrit and Latin do sound more magical, if only
because they help distinguish the words from ordinary language.
These „command prompts‟ or „switches‟ can be especially useful in
quick spells involving energy work.
As usual channeling energy while speaking the words of power is the
best way to experience their magic. As usual cleanse, shield and
ground, channel energy and send or receive based on what the
intention is.
Adding visualization along with words is a terrific idea to improve the
efficacy of the spoken spell. For example while speaking out a
protection spell, send energy strongly and visualize it encircling the
person or object in a powerful halo. While attracting something
imagine it being pulled towards you in some form.
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Examples of Latin Commands or Switches:
1.

Protection: Protego
a. Protego Dolmus: protect home
b. Protego Automobilus: protect car
c. Protego Salus: Protect health
d. Protego Gloria: Protect reputation

2.

Attraction: Accerso
a. Accerso Amicus: Attract friends
b. Accerso Amor: Attract love
c. Accerso Opes: Attract wealth
d. Accerso Fortuna: Attract luck

3.

Increasing: Augeo, Cresco, Amplio
a. Amplio Formositas: Increase beauty
b. Cresco Felicitas: Increase happiness
c. Augeo Potentio: Increase Power

4.

Reduce: Macero, Minus, Minui, Minutum
a. Macero Dolor: Reduce pain
b. Minutum Gravitas: Reduce Weight

5.

End: Terminus, Exitus
a. Terminus Pessimus: End negativity
b. Terminus Improbus: End problem

6.

Peace: Pax, Pacis

7.

Get: Acquiro
a. Acquiro Qualitas: Obtain property
b. Acquiro Clementia: Gain mercy
c. Acquiro Laurus: Gain success

8.

Repel: Repello
a. Repello Opugno: Repel enemies
b. Repello Ereptor: Repel thiefs

9.

Luck: Fors Fortis

10. Job/ Work: Opus Operis
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11. Appear or Manifest: Existo
a. Existo Abundantia: Manifest abundance
b. Existo Occasionem: Manifest opportunity
12. Produce: Prodeo
a. Prodeo Filius/ Filir: Bear Children
13. Hide: Tego Texi Tectum, Obluvo
a. Obluvo Specialis: Hide secret
b. Obluvo Vitium: Hide flaw
14. Stop: Desino, Claudeo
a. Desino Sermo: Stop talking
b. Claudeo Bellum: Stop war
15. Change: Mutatio
16. Full or Plenty: Plenus
17. Open: Expositus
a. Expositus Verumi: Expose truth
18. Rise:
a. Orior Oriri Ortus
b. Erigo
c. Tollo Sustuli Sublatum
19. Travel: Eo ire Itum
20. Maintain: Alui Altum
21. Conserve: Conservo
a. Conservo Temporis: Save time
b. Conservo Pecunia: Save money
22. Power: Potentia
23. Special: Profundus, Proprius
24. Secret: Specialis
25. Shield: Contego
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Examples of English Commands or Switches:
1. Accelerate: To speed up the desired outcome
2. Triumph: To attract success or victory
3. Sell-out: For sales success
4. Pull: For attracting something
5. Bonus: For gains or profits
6. Magnetize: For increasing power to attract
7. Insulate: To protect against harm
8. Foil: To repel harm
9. Eliminate: To get rid of negativity
10. Restore: To cure or heal
11. Flourish: To grow or increase prosperity
12. Illuminate: To create awareness
13. Easy: To relax
14. Dazzle: To enhance fame
15. Full: To be satisfied
16. Immunify: To prevent harm
17. Terminate: To stop anything unwanted
18. Bingo: Winning the desired
19. Blessed Be: To bless
20. So be it: To manifest
21. So mote it be: To seal the intention
Popular Magical Word Origins
Abhada Kedavara/ Abracadabra: Go/ Be as I speak (Aramic)
Mamba Jambo: Mother goddess invocation/ greeting (Swahili)
Ooga Booga: Divine Dance/ Healing (Somali)
Ochus Bachus: Magical transformation/ water to wine (Norse/ Roman)
Presto: Quick (Italian)
Jantar Mantar: Yantra and Mantra (Sanskrit)
Amen/ Amin: Truth (Hebrew)
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3. Mantras
The word „mantra‟ literally means the mental part of magick. It is best to
chant them multiple times with intonation as if they are thoughts vibrating
through you all around. Ancient mantras are usually in sanskrit. Bija
mantras, such as the seven chakra mantras discussed earlier, are made of
basic vibrations, while longer mantras are phrases or sentences. To
amplify intentions as per the threefold law, repeat mantras in multiples of
three such as 9, 21, 36, 51, 108, 1008, 10008 and so on.
Mantra Syllables: Bija (Seeds corresponding to various energies)
Hreem: Highest creative power (Great Goddess)
Kreem: Transformation power (Kali)
Shreem: Abundance of beauty, love, health (Mahalaxmi)
Bhreem: Knowledge (Brihaspati)
Treem: Prosperity (Ratnasambhava)
Streem: Peace and stablity (Feminine power)
Kleem: Happiness (Krishna)
Hleem: Stop negativity (Baglamukhi)
Ayim: Wisdom (Saraswati)
Hoom: Inner power (Chandika)
Dhoom: Victory (Dhoomvati)
Hroum: Protection (Shiva)
Houm: Letting go (Sadashiva)
Froum: Courage (Hanumana)
Kshroum: Overcoming negativity (Narsimha)
Dum: Success (Vishnu)
Gum: Obstacle removal (Ganesha)
Dhham: Wealth (Kubera)
Ksham: Forgiveness and grounding (Prithvi)
Bhram: Magical power (Bhairav)
Tam: Banishing negativity (Tara)
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Mantra Phrases:
Neti Neti: Negate the Negativity
Sva Ha: I am/ self-create
So Ham: As Within So Without
Aham Brahmasmi: I am the creator
Tat Tvam Asi: You Are That
Na-ma-ste: I am not greater than you/ surrendering ego and merging
Sat-chit-ananda: Truth Consciousness and Bliss
Om Tat Sat: The divine truth
Om Namah Shivaya: Merging with Divine Consciousness
Om Namo Narayana: Merging with Divine Truth
Om Shanti: Divine Peace
Om Mani Padme Hum: Divine Jewel In the Lotus (Truth within reality)
Nam Myoho Renge Kyo: Merge Into Mystical Lotus Paths (Fractals of reality)
Mantra Sentences:
Asato Ma Sadgamaya, Tamaso Ma Jyotirgamaya, Mrityorma Amritamgamaya:
From Untruth I go to the Truth, From Darkness I go to the Light, From Death I
go to Immortality
Tvameva Mata Pita Tvameva, Tvameva Bandhu Sakha Tvameva
Tvameva Vidya Dravinam Tvameva, Tvameva Sarvam Mama Deva Deva
You are the only mother, father, friend and relative
You are the only knowledge and the only wealth
You are the only one, my all divine self
Sarva-Manggala-Maanggalye Shive Sarvaartha Saadhike,
Sharannye Tryambake Gauri Naaraayanni NamastuTe
The all-good, positive energy focused on all objectives of consciousness, I take
shelter in and merge with you - three-eyed bright goddess of the self
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Mahamrityunjaye mantra :
Om Trymbakam Yajamahe Sugandhim Pushtivardhanam,
Urvaru Kamiva Bandhanan Mrityur Mokshi Mamtritata
I invoke the divine three-eyed nourishing essence; as a fruit is released
from bondage of desire, liberate me from death to immortality
Ganesha mantra:
Vakra Tunda Maha Kaaya Surya Kotti Samaprabha
Nirvighnam Kurume Deva Sarva Kaaryessu Sarvadaa
Deity of curved trunk and huge form equivalent to the light of a million
suns, make free of obstacles all my work always

Shrishti Sthiti Vinasham Shakti Bhute Sanatane
Guna Shaye Gana maye Narayani Namastute
Creator, preserver, destroyer – the primordial and eternal energy who is
without form yet creator or all forms, I unite with the Goddess
Sarve Sukhina Santu, Sarve Santu Niramaya,
Sarve Bhadrani Pashyantu, Ma Kaschid Dukha Bhagbhavet
All are happy, All are free of the illusion of disease,
Good is visible in all, There is not a speck of sorrow anywhere
Gata Gate Paragate Parasamgate Bodhi Svaha
Gone beyond, beyond thought, beyond everything, I am conscious
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Steer clear of negative mantras such as Vashikaran mantras aimed at
obtaining a specific lover, or mantras to manipulate or harm others, no
matter how justified you feel in using them. Realize that all problems in all
our lifetimes including present are caused by harming others in some or
the other lifetime in this play of the Self pretending to be others.
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Rhyming Spells:
Rhyming spells form verbal energy waves within each spell to amplify
intentions. To be creative and poetic is important here as it helps you
resonate your own intentions with the help of your own words without
depending on what someone else has pre-written. Examples:

To Manifest Intentions
With everything I say or do
All my wishes now come true
Every one of my intentions
Manifests into perfection
As long as it bring harm to none
My every will is rightly done
By earth and water, wind and sea
As I will so mote it be

To Find What You Seek
Inner eye and higher mind
Instantly retrieve and find
What I seek is pulled to me
As I will so mote it be

For Protection
Safe and sound, from all around
All harm deflected, I stand protected

For Prosperity
Of money and wealth I have no dearth
There is nothing I cannot afford
Infinite fortune flows to me
This is my will, so mote it be
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For Great Health
Hale and hearty, fit and fine
I feel healthy and divine
I am healed now instantly
As I will so mote it be

For Loving Relationships
A spark of love, a flame of light
Now manifest from deep inside

For True Friends
I care for them, they care for me
I have only true friends, so mote it be

For Quick Money
Right here, right now, in less than a flash
I have plenty of useful cash
From north and south, east and west
With endless money I am blessed

For Lasting Love
Perfect love and perfect trust
With happiness I now encrust
True and vast, it grows and lasts
Eternally, so mote it be

To Be Supremely Attractive
With radiance my aura shines
Amazing compliments are mine
Everyone is drawn to me
I look stunning as can be
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4. Written Spells:
Just as spoken words carry power, written words have power too. Written
spells consist of:
- The intention while writing
- Your inner-state while writing and the energy sent through the words
- The direction in which your write
- The patterns you shape the words in
- The ink or medium used
- Use of special language or magical alphabets
- The surface you write upon, and
- What you do with the written material
Some examples:
1.

Writing in English from left to right is good for manifesting and from

right to left for banishing. Think of what you wish to manifest (e.g. a
monetary figure, or a thing you wish to acquire) and write it from left to
write a specific number of times, especially multiples of three for
manifesting it). It can work even if you do it just once with concentration
and conviction, so be intuitive in this decision. Similarly if you wish to
banish something negative from your life write its name backwards to
symbolize that you are reversing its energy and removing its effect from
your life (e.g. a jinx or negative pattern, or a curse or hex that needs
reversing)
2.

You are sending energy into the pen and paper as you write. The

energy flows from your infinite mind through your body and into the outer
world around you. The act of writing just like the act of speaking is all about
transmission of energy between the spiritual and physical world and you are
the medium or channel.
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3. The importance of the direction of the writing can be explained through
the example of the word abracadabra. Being a palindrome, this word reads
same from right to left and left to right. Stemming from the ancient words
Abhada Kedavra, this verbal spell declares that what you say becomes real.
When written in the shape of a downward pointing triangle abracadabra
means „disappear like this word‟. But when written in the form of an
upward pointing triangle starting with the central „a‟ and with one more
letter at each end of each progressive row, abracadabra means „manifest like
this word‟. In both cases you can read the word abrac-a-dabra also formed
by the two sides the triangles.
Choose a negative pattern you wish to banish from your life and then write
the charm below with one letter lesser in each end of each row
progressively.

Or, focus on what you wish to manifest in your life and write the charm as
follows.
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4.

Writing in black ink is believed to help in banishing while red ink being

the color of blood or life is helpful in manifestation. You can also use
various chakra colors to align with your intention. This is especially good
with herbal inks that are considered magickally potent such as dragons
blood resin or floral extracts of various colors. You can even use perfumed
ink of an appropriate mood for that extra energy.
5.

Written spells are also good when performed with natural papers,

handmade art papers or parchment papers to enhance the energy of the
spell. Decorating the surface appropriately is also possible, for instance
dried leaves, flowers, glitter to appeal to the senses as you write.
6. In case you wish to banish something destroying the paper with the
word that represents what you mean to banish can be a good idea to
symbolize that you have indeed rid yourself of the vibration. For example
drown it in a bowl of water till the word fades away and disintegrates will
help your subconscious mind accept that you have let go of the negativity
associated with the word. Flushing away in running water is also a good idea
for banishing.
7.

For manifestation spells you can keep the written charm in a place

where you feel the manifestation is aided, for instance sown like a seed in a
planter pot, or kept beneath the pillow as you sleep, or placed in a pouch
with your picture, or carried in your wallet.
8.

Burning of your written spell is also considered as a symbolic way of

transforming the written words into energy that will flow into the universe
thereby manifesting your intention.
9.

You can carve out the words into a candle of an appropriate color and

burn it for both banishing in a black candle or manifestation through a
colored candle based on chakra symbolism of colors. If any part of the
paper is left unscathed it requires more attention or energy. Read and
receive the intuitive message before completing the burning process.
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10. Positive words of any language or spells written in a magical alphabet
such as ancient runes can be carved, engraved or tattooed on any artifact,
jewelry, amulet, furniture, magical tool, crystal, yantra or even on body
based on where you feel it is best to imprint your intentions for any period
of time.
11. Magic squares with letters or numbers arranged in a meaningful way are
very powerful. Normally the numbers arranged in these yantras or
formations total up to the same across each horizontal, vertical and diagonal
row. For instance one of the most popular numeric magic squares is the one
below with the total of each row or column being 15. As this number is
connected to the numerological value of 6 it represents abundance, material
success and wish-fulfillment. Drawing this grid and filling in the digits with
a specific intention in mind can help in manifestation, and the completed
grid can then be placed as a charm, symbolic of the wish being attained.
Similarly the grid with Rotas, Opera, Tenet, Arepo, Sator reads the same
whichever way you read it across any column or row both backwards and
forwards. The meaning of the words is the wheel of nature (rotas) is
operated (opera) by the law (tenet) of reaping (arepo) what you sow (sator).
This is a powerful message encoding the law of karma and receiving
whatever energy you send forth. Writing this grid in a meditative state can
also assure successful manifestation of intention.
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Summary
INTEGRATING SPIRIT AND AIR MAGICK
STEP 1: Cleansing,, Shielding,, Grounding
STEP 2: Meditation
STEP 3: Spirit Magick: Aura and Chakra work
STEP 4: Air Magick
a. Selecting Words of Power and Symbols to match intent
b. Verbal or Written spells to channel energy
STEP 5: Cleansing, Shielding and Grounding again to Close Session
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Fire Magick: DIRECTING AND
ENERGISING THOUGHTFORMS
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LIGHTWORKING
Just like words give verbal energy to our thoughts, thought-forms
give visual energy to our thoughts. Clear, well-formed thoughts
manifest if they have the right amount and quality of energy to bring
them to life. Therefore one way of adding a lot of positive energy to
your intention is transforming them to thought-forms and working
with them in the right way.
Though-forms can be simple geometric shapes, meaningful symbols
or complex visualizations of animated beings. You have to choose
their form and color them appropriately using your inner power.
Animating them gives them the life energy where you can literally see
your divine powers in creating or manifesting something out of
nothing.
For example to manifest love you can use a simple thought-form of a
bright red heart, draw in mid-air and energize it in front of you and
visualize that you are absorbing it. Or try a more complex thoughtform of a white dove bringing you a beautiful red rose and dropping
it into your lap that converts into an angelic being who embraces you.
The important thing is to feel the energy and the effect of the healing
deeply as this makes all the difference between a vague visualization
and a seriously magickal thought-form.
To begin working with animating your chosen reality with light, color
and form, art magick can be a good exercise to help channel your
vision into form through creative activity.
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Art Magick:
While words and numerals resound magickal effects, symbol and
shapes can also convey our intent through appropriate colors and
surfaces. There is a range of colors and symbols in the world to
choose from using sympathetic magic - the idea that like creates like.
-

Using colors and symbols that resonate with the chakra and
the intentions corresponding with the chakra color can be
helpful.

-

Symbols and art from across various spiritual and religious
traditions are good, whether sacred geometry, Celtic, Norse,
Egyptian, Tantric, Reiki or any of the innumerable traditions
of the world. Keep an open mind.

-

You may simply draw a picture that symbolizes your
intention based on your own intuition or whatever feels right
at that point of time through deep meditative awareness of
your unconscious mind. Your unconscious mind draws both
from the collective memories of the universe as well as your
own instinctual preferences to relate symbols with certain
meanings that appeal to your psyche.

-

Your painting or art may not be perfect or award winning.
The idea is to manifest your intention and not to win
approval of others. A simple line drawing can also work for
many of us who are not into fine art.
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-

You can use a variety of mediums, whether paint on canvas
or chalk on board, wood-craft or stone-sculpting, metal
shaping or clay modeling, collages or pencil sketches, waxwork or tailoring. Digital medium is also useful in creating an
image of your intention. Be creative.

-

A combination of words and images can also be appropriately
used as long as the message is clear and straightforward. Do
not be so carried away in being artistic that your intention is
not in adequate focus.

-

The most important thing as usual is the awareness that as
you are creating your art, you are channeling higher spiritual
energy through yourself and through your creation into
manifestation. You are not just creating art but your life in
that moment. The art becomes a medium through which your
intention is shaped into reality.

-

It is not just the symbolism or the act of creating the art, but
also what you do with it that adds energy to your spell. For
instance you can release negative or unwanted energy out and
destroy it through the art by let‟s say creating a sand castle to
destroy whatever is blocking or constraining you through
catharsis. Similarly pasting various images of prosperity and
success into your personal financial paper file can be a good
idea as long as you focus on income growth and keep papers
denoting expenses as understated and separate as possible.
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-

As usual for your personal intentions concerning your private
affairs, keep your artwork, intentions and spells private. There
is no need to share your personal financial or romantic goals
with everyone. Do not involve people unless they are directly
in partnership or of some relevance. This is important to not
let the energy leak out undirected, and to help yourself focus
upon it as clearly as possible for the right manifestation.

-

Do not spread negative energy because the universe and you
are one and the same. The more you scatter, spread and share
negative energy the more your own negativity multiplies.
When you work on it privately you can release and transform
it with the right focus into something positive.

-

Share ideas and thoughts, artwork, techniques, examples and
insights with others as long as it is for the benefit of the
group or community. For instance an exhibition of art on
world peace to create positive awareness is great. However
for personal healing either help yourself or consult someone
privately if you need additional facilitation, instead of making
a public display.
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Examples of Colors for Magical work:
Red: Power and passion
Pink: Love and compassion
Blue: Mind and communication
Violet: Healing and spirituality
Yellow: Cleansing and brightening
Gold: Wealth and power
Green: Money and health
White: Peace and serenity
Silver: Beauty and intuition
Black: Banishing or ending
Brown: Earthing and grounding
Orange: Joyful and creative
Gray: Serious and mature
Indigo: Focused and sharp
Peach: Innocent and kind
Maroon: Receptive and absorbing
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WAND-WORK
A wand is a tool of energy direction to be pointed with the right
mental, emotional and spiritual state. Drawing thought-forms with
wands and energizing them is quite powerful because wands can
conduct spiritual energy by becoming extensions of us.
-

Crystal/ stone: These are popular among crystal healers who
connect with earth energy. Each crystal conducts energy as
indicated by its physical color, texture and chakra association.
For instance amethyst wands can conduct calming and
soothing vibrations of inner peace as indicated by its purple
color that symbolizes the crown. The gentle pink rose quartz
can heal emotional and romantic issues. Black tourmaline can
absorb any unwanted energy and cleanse it away as you
ground and release this energy by pointing to earth. Clear
quartz can be great for clear focused intentions of any kind.
Raw fragments of crystal such as crystal points, slices and
laser wands, as well as cut and polished wands are available.

-

Wood: with fire energy and will power, because of the warm
association of wood with kindling of fire. Wooden wands
make rustic pagan wands being straight from raw nature as
simple branches fallen from trees even if not really polished
or machine manufactured. A bit of polishing and shaping is
often done to help attune them to our needs. Machine
manufactured or handmade wooden wands are also available
such as the ones popularized in modern fictional wizardry.
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-

Metal: These are popular among healers who prefer to
conduct energy felt as electromagnetic or even electrical
current waves. Copper and silver-plated metal wands are
most common, usually with crystal tips and crystal orbs at
either end. You can feel the energy sharply flowing through
them as you make your intention silently in your mind and
send it forth into manifestation.

-

Mix-media: Often natural crystals are added to wood, metal,
or resin for instance, in the form of seven chakra stones to
create a wand made of mixed ingredients. Feathers can
sometimes add a shamanic touch to wands. Carving a
wooden wand hollow and storing crystals, feathers or other
natural substances in it can also work at times. Note however
that artificial wands made of PVC or plastics are not usually
effective as they do not contain the natural energy of wood,
metal or minerals from earth. Similarly glass beads or artificial
decoration may not be useful.

-

Power Wand: Special „orgonite‟ material is sometimes
utilized comprising crystals and metal pieces suspended in
hardened resin in a cylindrical container. Copper coils are
placed in the center of the wand to be able to conduct energy.
Electric circuits can be connected to run healing frequencies
of various chakras and connect with various dimensions of
space, time and beyond in order to connect with the higher
multidimensional self.
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SELECTION OF WAND
It is said the wand chooses the healer or wizard, which is to say that
intuition is useful in selection along with an intention to draw the
right wand towards yourself. Sometimes a range of wands are kept in
one‟s collection for various purposes. Try holding the wand and send
energy through it and if you can feel its power then it works for you
naturally, else it may take some time getting used to.
CLEANSING YOUR WAND
Hold the wand pointing downwards and visualize all unwanted
energy running through it into earth. You can visualize grayish or
murky vibrations flowing into earth from the wand turning purple as
they touch earth for transformation into positive. Do this for a few
minutes till it feels light and pure from within. Cleanse the wand
whenever necessary especially before and after each use.
BLESSING THE WAND
You can bless your wand or consecrate it through the five sacred
elements. This is done after cleansing and before using the wand for
the very first time, or if it is away from you for a prolonged period.
1. Meditate while holding the wand and feel the Spirit energy of
peace and bliss within you flowing through you and the wand
2. Light an incense or smudge stick and let the smoke spread
over the wand to consecrate it with the power of Air.
3. Light a candle or lamp or go in the sunlight and let the
warmth flow into the wand to consecrate it with Fire.
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4. Add a few drops of essential oil in a small cup of water
choosing a fragrance that feels right and sprinkle gently on
the wand to consecrate it with Water element.
5. Sprinkle a pinch of rock-salt over the wand to consecrate it
with the powers of Earth to protect and stabilize its energy.
6. Say some words of dedication such , „This wand is hereby
blessed and consecrated for the most powerful energy healing
magick. Blessed be!‟

ENERGISING THE WAND
Hold your wand with tip pointing upwards or slightly raised in front
of you before empty space and send energy fountaining forth in the
form of any colored light and sensation, for instance a fountain of
rainbow light flowing all about through the wand. This opens up the
energy channel of the wand and makes it more powerful each time.
This should be done after cleansing and before each use. If the wand
is brand new then cleanse, consecrate and energize before use in that
order. Else cleanse and energize before each use.
CARE FOR YOUR WAND
Your crystal wands need physical cleansing by soaking the stone in a
solution of water and rock salt for an appropriate duration depending
upon the crystal type and the extent of cleansing required. For
instance a frequently used stone wand made of amethyst might
require soaking in salt water for one hour each week, or a clear quartz
might require soaking overnight once every few days.
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Metal wands need polishing with the appropriate metal polish.
Wooden need oiling from time to time to prevent drying and to keep
them smooth.
Do not expose your wand to strong sunlight or leave them in rocksalt water for prolonged period of time to prevent their energy from
burning out or draining out. Protect their tip especially while
handling to prevent blunting for precise direction of energy. Enclose
in soft case when not in use or in a cushioned or well-lined box.
THOUGHT-FORM GENERATION
In channeling spiritual energy you learnt how to allow unlimited
healing power of Spirit flow through your crown into your palms for
chakra and aura healing. You can also direct this energy through a
wand with the added effect of shaping energy using the tip of the
wand and drawing the image mid-air. Or simply use your hands.
1. Begin by selecting a very simple symbol to draw outwards.
Draw it on paper first to get clarity about what you are
creating. You can select an alphabet or a simple geometric
shape at first for practice.
2. Then as usual cleanse, shield and ground yourself, your wand
and the space where you are working.
3. Choose a blank or plain and large surface to practice upon if
you can, for instance a blank wall.
4. Enter a meditative state and feel powerful energy being
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channeled through you and your wand.
5. Stream this energy through the tip of the wand in the form of
a light of a specific color. Begin with a bright and clear color
such as red and instead of letting it flow all around direct it
specifically on the blank wall.
6. Now shape this energy into the form or symbol you selected
earlier as clearly as you can. Choose its dimensions and
features through your own intuition and creativity.
7. While channeling the energy try sending it outwards through
one of your chakras by aligning the wand‟s tip with that
chakra. Using the third-eye chakra is a good idea for effective
projection of any symbol in general. You can also practice
with all seven chakras one by one. Notice how each chakra‟s
energy feels different as projected through your wand.
8. Try using multi-colored light of a specific combination for
example a white circle with a red cross inset projected
through any of your chakras. You can also practice creating
an arched rainbow of light using all seven chakras. Or a
sparkly glittering star made of golden and purple light from
your crown chakra. Change the colors and shapes, use various
chakras and practice until you perfect your wand-work.
9. When you have created a clear and realistic symbol, using
your wand, resize it, reshape it and make it move or wobble
in the direction of your will. You can also make it project out
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of the surface and onto another surface. Practice playfully
using neutral symbols. Remember you will not be drained in
the right meditative state, well-grounded and shielded.
10. Now you can practice making something mid-air with energy
projecting through your wand. This helps you in creating a
three dimensional thought-form that you can walk around
and interact with. For example create a tall, white pyramid
that rotates in the center of your room and enter it. Feel the
difference when you do.
11. You may be surprised but telepaths and psychics can at times
actually see and know what you have created even if you
think it is just in your mind. Your mental ideas and thoughts
when projected strongly are as real as any physical object can
be. This is why thought-form magick is not to be taken lightly
and done with absolute seriousness.
12. Stay in control of your thought-form. Practice holding it still
in one place and moving it onto another at will instantly.
Then practice commanding it to move from one place to
another in a certain time period of your choice and let it do
so on its own. Send the command mentally or telepathically
through your third-eye, using your wand if you like.
13. For example ask the sparkly star to float from one wall to
another in five minutes. Even as you read a book or do
something else you will find that within five minutes it would
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have shifted. You are in command of your thoughts and
hence your thought-forms through your will power.
14. Next use a very positive symbol for practice with clear
intentions using a simple symbol that matches your intention.
For example: To manifest prosperity you can generate a
simple thought-form of a green dollar sign. After creating it,
send energy into it through your wand. As you energize this
thought-form imagine it dollars multiplying and fountaining
into your home absorbed into your home and in yourself to
feel the acceptance of this inflowing wealth.
15. Try various intentions using your creativity. For example, to
manifest protection you can generate a simple thought-form
such as a pentagram in front of you and ask it mentally to
circulate around you and prevent any attack like shields. Or,
try creating a bright wall of fire surrounding you that burns
away negative energy and protects you from harm.
16. Animals and astral powers such as angelic or faerie like beings
can often be used as thought-forms, especially to create or
perform some task or to convey a message as they can have
human as well as superhuman characteristics.
17. You will also find that if you use a thought-form with great
focus or repeatedly, the same will start manifesting around
you in a real way. For instance if you are working with the
image of a dragonfly you might begin to see them around you
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more often in the physical world too in a synchronous way.
This is because the outer world is a reflection of the inner
world.
18. Because thought-forms are not bound by rigid physical laws
you can make them fly into space, dive into sea, or go
through walls. There is no limit, so be creative in the way you
apply this magick for banishing anything negative or to
manifest positive. You are working in the astral dimension,
yet interacting and influencing the physical in real ways.
Focus on what feels right and wonderful when performing
this magic as creatively as you want.
ASTRAL PROJECTION
Your own astral body is capable of amazing superhuman things
too just like your thought-forms. You can interact with your
thought-forms and with the physical world through your astral
self and make your thought-form magic more interesting. For
example with the intention of obtaining financial luck you can
create a thought-form of a rainbow with a pot of gold at the end
and allow your astral self to slide over it and collect the gold
before returning to your physical self.
Just like you can shape, re-shape and transform your thoughtforms, you can enlarge or shrink your astral body, make it fly,
walk through walls and enter any place or thing no matter how
near or far, hot or cold. You can command your astral self just
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like

you

command

your

thought-forms

through

your

consciousness.
At first when you try to project yourself into the astral you might
want to lie down and relax, enter a deeply meditative state and
visualize your astral body leaving the physical body, looking much
like a copy of your physical body and sensing, feeling and
behaving exactly like you normally do except that it need not
obey physical laws anymore and is much more stronger and
virtually immortal. Your physical body remains connected to your
astral body through an invisible cord, and your astral body will
always find a way back to your physical body instantly when
required. There is nothing to be afraid of.
When your astral body leaves your physical body you need not
lose physical consciousness. You can be completely aware and
alert physically as well as moving in the astral once you practice
and develop these skills. You can remain grounded in your
physical self, yet astral project outwards infinite number of times
without losing consciousness once your inner power gets more
and more awakened and advanced.
You can create a world of your own with your astral self and your
thoughtforms in this meditative state, interacting with your inner
reality with all your senses and then return back and ground
yourself in the physical once you are done so that you can see it
all manifest around you in the physical world as you live on earth.
It is necessary not to be lost in the astral and to bring the energy
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of the astral down into the physical in order to experience the
magick take solid form. Follow the steps of cleansing, shielding
and grounding as usual before and after each astral world journey.
As you are aware that there are many higher bodies above the
astral, you will be able to access higher realms as well once you
can work with and heal through the physical and astral
respectively to ascend upwards through all your spiritual
dimensions. In this multidimensional omniverse your true self is
multidimensional and infinite with aeons of wisdom and truth to
guide you in your path ahead. Your higher self is constantly in
communion with your lower self, whether or not your lower self
recognizes or accepts it yet, and there is nothing to fear.
MAINTAINING THOUGHTFORMS
If a thought-form is to be used for a prolonged period of time to
perform healing tasks, you can visualize it often by seeing it perform
the task you assigned. For example if you need to heal your
relationships, you can keep visualizing and projecting an appropriate
thoughtform and make it work in accordance with your intention. Let
us say your thoughtform is a tiger that comes to activate your courage
and help you feel your power of passion. You can call it forth and
instead of fearing it you can accept it just as if it is your pet, cuddling
and playing with it every day to feel your own power or Shakti rise
higher with this power animal thoughtform. Keep energizing and
brightening the aura of the thought-form to give it more power each
time.
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You might even see that your thoughtform grows, for example from
a tiger cub to a fully grown tiger that looks royal and imposing. You
might even manifest real encounters such as in a safari or a soft toy,
or in movies or dreams with your astral tiger growing in its power.
Feel your tiger in every possible sense, its claws on your hands
although they do not hurt you but give you strength. The eyes
looking into your own. You always have power over your
thoughtforms and will not feel overwhelmed or be hurt by it,
therefore remember to trust yourself.
It is necessary to be in control of your thoughts as well as your
thought-forms so as to command them to your will using statements
and visualizations. Keep developing your chakra, especially third-eye.
If a thought-form is forgotten or not energized enough it will wear
off on its own although your higher self can send it back if you need
it at any time depending on how connected and receptive you are.
It is best to call the thought-form back to yourself, or into the wand
and to give it thanks and absorb it when you are done working with
it. This prevents others from intuiting or controlling your thoughtforms in any way. You can also allow your thoughtform to return to
your higher self when you are done with it as your higher self knows
it all and can help you anytime and everytime you need his/her help.
You can connect with your higher self by deeply remembering it by
any deity, angel or form you need to invoke through heartfelt intent
using any words that come from within, or simply remember your
formless highest One Self to help you with your astral and
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thoughtform magick.
Try to keep your thought-form private and do not disclose it to
others who may try to influence it knowingly or unknowingly unless
you are absolutely sure.
DESTROYING THOUGHTFORMS
If a negative energy is to be banished you can visualize it in the form
of a harmful thought-form that you can repel away, ground into
earth, destroy through fire, burst out into pieces or drown in water.
Fears, sorrows, anger, addiction, inertia, all can be banished using
destructive thought-form banishing magick. Use your imagination
wisely through intuition to do as you will.
For example to banish illness or disease let it take an icky form such
as sick looking jellyfish. Feel it leaving your body as you visualize you
are at the beach. Allow the sick thoughtform to splatter and dissolve
in the sand till it merges with the sand. Or to banish anger visualize it
as a fiery dragon that emerges from you with smoke billowing from
its nostrils wreaking havoc in the sky and mentally direct it into a lake
of cold ice where it calms down and melts into the water as its heat
meets the cold.
Whenever you banish a destructive thoughtform you can replace the
energy with some positive alternate thoughtform and absorb it into
your body so that you replace the energy with something much better
in your life. For instance you can absorb a sunny and bright
thoughtform such as a sunflower from your astral garden into you to
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absorb health and radiance back into your aura. Or you can absorb a
white lotus of calmness from your astral lake into your body and feel
the cool and peaceful vibration energizing you and replacing your
anger with stillness.
A thought-form can also directly be made to shape-shift from
something fearful to something harmless, and from something
upsetting to something likeable using powerful visualization
techniques. For example you can visualize the angry dragon leaving
you, transforming into a gentle white dove and returning to you. You
can invent your own story and your own characters, your own images
and your own transformation sets in your own way through the
power of your mind. The most important thing you need is yourself.
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EXAMPLES OF SYMBOLS:
The simplest two dimensional thoughtforms are various esoteric or
spiritual symbols developed by different masters or societies, and
different versions or methods of writing the same symbol. The
simplest method usually will be the most powerful for you because
you will be able to use it clearly and effectively.
Upward Pointing Pentagram

This symbol is used for energizing and protection of aura, space or to
expand aura in the form of a five pointed star. It denotes the power
of positive energy or spiritual power above all lower elements. You
can draw this over your aura or space forming a shield and speak
your blessing upon yourself or whoever/ whatever you are
energizing. You can use your wand if you like, as usual to draw the
shape in one continuous stroke for practice. A circle around it makes
it a pentacle which is a protection shield and seals your intention.
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Downward Pointing Pentagram

This symbol is used for banishing of unwanted energy and to ground
yourself. Black is a good color for banishing as you draw this symbol
with your wand. As the emblem is pointed downwards it takes all
negative energies as symbolized by the devil into the center of earth
for healing and transformation through the all-powerful higher self.
You can also draw the red banishing sign over the downwards
pointing pentagram to seal the intention in a circle and make it a
banishing pentacle while speaking your chosen words of power. This
way you can banish unwanted energy from any space, object or
person with firmness of intent.
Triquetra
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The nature of creation or goddess power is threefold. The Law of
Three states that energy always multiplies threefold and returns our
way in multiples of three as many times as required. The triquetra
symbol is used for multiplying energy infinitely using the power of
three. You can draw this symbol with your wand using any color as
appropriate with the positive intention in mind while speaking your
chosen words of power.
Downward Pointing Triangle

This symbol helps in grounding and release of unwanted energy.
Draw this over the space to be cleansed in appropriate size as you
feel right per intuition and focus any negative energy into it through
your wand by sweeping it into the triangle. When done you can swish
the triangle down into earth and visualize it turning to purple light for
transformation.
Upward Pointing Triangle
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An upward pointing triangle helps in creating or manifesting what is
desired through intention. You can choose appropriate color and size
as per intuition while speaking words of power chosen in accordance
with your intention. You can enlarge the triangle once you draw it
with your wand and allow it to merge with the place, object or person
you are energizing.
Seal of Protection

This seal of protection drawn over anything or person is effective in
shielding against any harm. You can enlarge it after drawing it in
purple to cover the aura of the place, person or object being sealed.
ANCIENT TATTWA SYMBOLS
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Air (Vayu): This circular symbol energizes thoughts and intentions
and its color is blue
Fire (Agni): This upward pointing triangle symbol activates will
power and its color is red
Water (Apas): This crescent symbol activates emotional healing and
intuition and its color is silver
Earth (Prithvi): This square symbol activates physical healing and its
color is yellow
Spirit (Akasha): This egg symbol activates spirit healing and its color
is black
REIKI SYMBOLS
Cho-ku-rei (The power symbol)

The Cho-ku-rei symbol is used frequently to increase the power of
the healing process. It is best drawn in purple or red to bring energy
into any person, object or space using firm strokes of your wand.
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Sei-hei-ki (Emotional healing symbol)

This symbol helps release repressed emotions, transforming negative
feelings to positive ones. This is best drawn in purple or pink.
Hon-Sha-Ze-Sho-Nen (No Past, No Present, No Future)

This symbol has a powerful ability to transcend time and space. This
symbol is especially helpful in distance healing, healing past life
traumas, childhood traumas, or future situations. It is best drawn in
purple light.
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Dai-ko-myo (Great shining light)

While the Cho-ku-rei symbol works on the physical level, the Sei-heki on the emotional level and Hon-sha-ze-sho-nen at the mental level,
the Dai-ko-myo works on the spiritual or higher self. As our spiritual
self is our true self and the first cause of all that is, the healing that is
activated from this level is enlightening and miraculously powerful.
You can draw this in purple, gold or silver to increase the flow of
higher Self awareness, especially over the crown chakra.
Raku (Grounding symbol)

To to help in grounding this can be drawn in purple to draw any
excess or unwanted energy into earth for transformation.
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Attunement: This is a process by which a master opens up the aura
of a student to channel higher energy and places chosen symbols of
healing power into the aura in order to awaken the healing power of
the student. This can also be done on yourself through the higher self
by simply being aware of your higher self while attuning yourself.
With your wand or palms you can open your aura as if drawing a
funnel shape on top of your head. Chosen healing symbols such as
Reiki symbols can be drawn over this funnel in violet color floating in
the air and absorbed into the aura, and visualize them floating within
your aura and slowly merging with it. Then seal and shield the aura.
These symbols and thoughtforms can also be held within your wand
by saving them into your wand using a similar process. When you are
transmitting healing to yourself or someone, visualizing the symbol in
the mind or repeating its name mentally as it will connect with the
symbol without any delay as they are already within you and your
wand.
Just like in a healing session, during the attunement process
sensations of light, positive feeling, sounds may be felt by some
subjects, or sometimes nothing at all. Similarly as in a healing session,
attunement can also start a detoxifying process that can affect you
physically, mentally or emotionally which can be intensely experience
or accepted very mildly or un-discernibly by yourself. Some subjects
may need a strong cleansing and their mind may help them
experience some physical symptoms as well. The positive effects of
attunement can either be felt immediately or after a period of time.
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Steps in attuning others:
-

The receiver can sit on a chair and you can stand behind him
or her.

-

Ask the person to close his or her eyes and relax through
breathing. At the same time center yourself, clear as always,
and make a prayer or intention for the process to be
successful and perfect.

-

Focus on the intention to attune the subject into your system
of healing.

-

Using your wand open the subjects crown chakra as a cone of
light

-

Visualise the aura of the subject expanding

-

Draw the chosen thoughtform or symbol on the crown and
send it into the aura

-

Open the palm chakras and send the chosen thought-forms
into the aura

-

Visualize the central meridian of the subject being energized
by pointing your wand from ground to top of their head
energizing all chakras

-

Seal the aura of the subject using the wand

-

Ground and clear both the subject and yourself

-

Allow the receiver to sit still for a few moments and arise
when they are ready.

-

As always never be attached to the outcome, just be without
expectations and let the best happen.
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Summary
INTEGRATING SPIRIT, AIR, FIRE MAGICK
STEP 1: Cleansing,, Shielding,, Grounding
STEP 2: Meditation: Aura and Chakra work
STEP3: Choosing Words of Power
STEP 4: Fire Magick
a. Choosing colors and forms and shaping intent into art
b. Animating thought-forms through light in your space
c. Interacting in the astral with your thoughtforms
STEP 5: Cleansing, Shielding and Grounding
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Water Magick: PAST LIFE AND
TIMELINE HEALING
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Past, Present and Future
In the space time continuum of the lower world we usually see reality
divided into the past, present and future. Here the past contains all
the awareness of things we believe happened already and the future
contains the awareness of things we are manifesting in future through
our present karma or mental/ physical actions.
Our higher self however is all knowing and can go beyond the past,
present and future to the „now‟ from where all probabilities and
permutations of life exist. Imagine it as a computer program that
flows into various directions in a flowchart based on our various
choices. Our higher self is aware of all these probable choices and
their outcomes and is able to influence our life whenever we need
guidance regarding what choices to make. Each of our choices lead to
an alternate reality. Our higher self is capable of navigating through
all these probabilities in the flowchart of life.
You would have heard that it is impossible to change the past. Well,
to the higher self, nothing is impossible. The past was just a timeline
you were on and you can place yourself on an alternate timeline at
any point in this amazing multi-verse of probabilities. Before we do
that we may need to first learn how to navigate our timelines of
probabilities into the past, present and future by contacting our
deeper unconscious mind where the higher self has maximum power.
When our conscious thoughts are suspended and we reach a deeper
state we can allow our higher self to take over, which is the core of
emotional and timeline healing.
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You can follow a stepwise procedure to take yourself into deeper
states and allowing your inner self to guide you forward into dream
like states within dream like states until you are deep enough. When
your deeper self is activated all your memories and deep seated
patterns flow out naturally and you are able to realize your inner
states of being which are usually hidden from your conscious
awareness. This inner realization helps you bring your inner darkness
into light through awareness, which is the key to transformation. By
realizing your inner patterns of your deeper core, you can then begin
your journey again with newer paths ahead of you to explore instead
of being stuck in the same patterns of the matrix of your life.

AGE REGRESSION AND INNER CHILD HEALING
-

Begin by relaxing yourself and entering into a meditative state

-

Relax all parts of your body, breathe, send healing energy to
all your body arts from crown to feet and back up and
circulate energy until you are completely relaxed

-

Now formulate your intention to visit a memory from your
childhood. Count from Ten to one and as you reach one you
will remember a key incident from your childhood. It can be
a happy one if you so choose. See it as if it is happening in
the now. Totally feel, sense and experience it using all your
five senses and emotions.

-

Next go back to your very early childhood and experience an
incident. You will be surprised at the memories that come up.
You can even remember in-utero or womb stage memories.
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-

Try to experience any physical sensations of heat, cold,
comfort or discomfort, without trying to censor them or
rationalize them.

-

Do not worry about whether the memory is accurate or
whether it is an imagination. Just trust in what your intuition
gives you. In this relaxed state your lower logical mind is
relaxed while your higher mind is functioning. Do not let
logic get into the way of your intuitive experience. Whenever
you come across a situation that needs healing you can always
send healing energy and intention to empower your child self.

PAST LIFE REGRESSION
We all are energy beings who are here to experience and learn
through the process of life and death. Energy cannot be destroyed,
but can only change form. In order to learn and experience our
energy assumes many forms from one life to another. Our soul
carries the memories of all these experiences and lifetimes. Imagine
this as various versions of the self that were created by our higher
Self in order to experience the various probabilities in the matrix of
probabilities called the multi-verse.
In human form itself we may take innumerable incarnations in order
to gain a variety of experiences, as our present, past and future selves
and as others around us that seem to reflect various aspects of our
present self.
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During the time of experiencing any particular limited state of being,
we feel pleasure or pain, joy or suffering, but when we observe our
experiences from the point of view of the higher self, we understand
ourselves as beyond momentary sensations and learn about our true
and infinite nature. This helps us heal greatly and connect with our
highest or true self which is beyond all illusions. Our past life
memories may come to us spontaneously in our dreams, in deja-vu
experiences, while meeting certain soul-mates, during meditation, or
we may guide ourselves or be guided by a therapist into our past life
memories.
-

Use a relaxation technique such as breathing, light, or any
method. Visualize yourself in a beautiful place of nature and
relax yourself while seeing and experiencing your chosen
scene for several minutes using all your senses

-

Now walk towards an opening in the ground that goes down
in the form of a staircase. Count from ten to one while
stepping down your staircase visualizing yourself going
deeper and deeper.

-

As you reach the base form your intention to visit a memory
of a core past life where the root-cause of the present
problem exists. Now visualize yourself standing in a hallway
with several doors. A particular door will attract you. This is
the core lifetime that you need to visit. Walk towards it.

-

As you enter the door you will be drawn into a tunnel. You
will be flowing into the dark, long tunnel at the end of which
you will see a light. As you step out of the light you will be
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entering a core past life where the root cause of the problem
is hidden.
-

Watch your feet as you step out into the light. Notice the
presence or absence of footwear, your body, your
complexion, the color of your hair, skin and eyes. Do not be
surprised at what you see or try to analyze it. Accept whatever
vision you get as true. Look through the eyes out towards the
world and observe the scene. Are you indoors or outdoors, is
it day or night, what is the scene around you, what are you
doing there. Completely feel, sense and experience it as if it is
happening right now. Observe if anyone is with you and look
into their eyes. You may be able to identify their resemblance
to someone you know in the present life, only they may look
different or even be of a different gender. You may get an
idea of what year or place it is and what you are called.

-

When you have completely experienced that part of the
memory you can go back or forward depending on what you
need to see that will reveal the root cause of the problem.
You can see your childhood in that lifetime, your youth, old
age and death.

-

Pay special attention to your death memory. What were your
last thoughts as you were dying and what was the cause of
your death in that lifetime. If the memory is traumatic you
can always send healing to it or float above the scene of your
death to detach yourself from it.
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-

Notice what happens after your death. You may meet spirit
guides and higher masters or angels who may be carrying you
to a safe place of healing. From here you will be able to
review that lifetime objectively, to learn how that lifetime is
related with your present life, and understand important
lessons. You can also send healing energy to that lifetime so
that you release any negativity, or negative emotions that you
are carrying from your past. This way you will be healing a lot
of deep subconscious blockages that your soul carries in your
repressed memories from your past lives. As you release the
past life memories you will be released from the blockages.
You will experience the results of this release in the form of
greater joy, freedom and wellbeing in the present life. Absorb
healing energy from your crown and direct it through all your
chakras down to your feet so that it can heal the past life
blockages or traumas from that lifetime in a deep and
significant way.

-

Always clear and release any excess energy. Count from one
through ten to direct your attention back to the present.
Ground yourself as always at the end of the session.

-

You might need several sessions to have an experience of
past life recall, or it might happen in the first session

-

You might need to revisit several memories from several past
lives to reach the root cause of an issue which is often in a
contrast memory, where you see why you manifested a
certain pattern through your own actions or beliefs.
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LIFE PATH AND PURPOSE
-

Begin a journey into your Self with an intention to know your
life purpose. Breathe in and relax completely. Breath out and
relax more and more until you feel totally relaxed.

-

Feel the relaxation enter each part of you, your brain, your
breath and your mind…powerfully flowing all through you.

-

Know that you are strongly protected in every direction,
shielded by a wonderful cocoon of light, taking you ahead in
your journey in a place of nature that you can choose. See it
clearly with all your senses.

-

Make an intention to discover your life purpose and choose
an age you wish to go to, in order to discover your future
role. Count from one to ten and visualize yourself in a vehicle
of your choice taking you ahead into the present lifetime. As
it stops you can step outside in the light and into the future
you have chosen to visit. What are you wearing on your feet
and how are you dressed? Observe your age and appearance
and all your emotions. Look around and observe your future
self in this point of time you have travelled to in as much
detail as you can.

-

You can progress to various significant events slowly
counting from one to five and stopping to absorb the
experience as a witness to yourself. Go forward until you
witness each possibilities of your future life.

-

Witness your old age and your role you have taken.

-

Witness your death and see yourself dying, your age and
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circumstances, family, friends and others. See the cause of
your death and your last thoughts at the time of dying. What
is it that you feel you have not done but needed to complete
in order to feel ready to go?
-

Let yourself go towards the higher world in whichever way
you see it above you, floating into the higher self. Meet your
guides and learn what you achieved in this life and what you
needed to do more of to achieve a complete satisfaction with
respect to your unique life purpose. Receive the healing
messages from your higher guides and masters right now and
accept their healing from head to toe. Energize all your
chakras and your aura with positive energy and absorb the
awareness of your life purpose. You now know what this
present lifetime is all about. Visualize this life purpose in any
color or shape, and see it in front of you allowing it to come
into you and integrate with you. You are now energized
purposefully, positive about achieving your destiny.

-

Now that you know your life purpose you can release any
excess baggage that hinders you and flow smoothly to the
next step of your life.

-

Focus on what will satisfy you most in your life and see your
life purpose in front of you with an intention to achieve it.

-

Visualize a great shining light flowing from top of your head
into your body, feeling so positive and powerful.

-

Ahead of you imagine and visualize yourself having achieved
your life purpose in your ideal future. See it in front of you,
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shining with light. A path of light connects you with your
future self, guiding you towards that future version of you.
-

Count from one to ten and follow that line of light until you
reach and integrate with that future self.

-

If you see any hindrance or blocks in any form or shape,
simply visualize them melting away knowing that your wise
and powerful inner self is your guide and transforms
everything beautifully at any point.

-

See yourself in your future, see clearly your future self,
completing your chosen life purpose in a wonderful way.

-

You can keep progressing and count from one to five,
experiencing various stages of your future life, feeling a sense
of completion from one stage to another slowly.

-

Thank your guides and masters and allow yourself to return
to your present time period. Feeling very positive and
purposeful and determined to achieve your chosen role as
given by your higher self, return to the current body in the
present time and space. Count till one to ten and gently open
your eyes in the present reality.

-

Know that nothing prevents you from achieving your ideal
destiny. Merge into your ideal future self and rejoin it to
yourself in the present moment. Visualize this healing as a
positive flow of energy in your aura, feeling wonderful about
achieving your higher purpose now. Slowly count from one
to ten and return to the present moment as a witness.
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TWIN FLAME RETREIVAL
The One divine multidimensional highest self is present in the higher
world as a combination of divine masculine and divine feminine
energy which has multiplied and shaped all the lower worlds.
Through twin flame retrieval, you connect not only with your own
feminine or masculine higher self, but also with your other half who
is up there, constantly guiding you as your animus in your dreams and
intuitions. We all have a higher self which is the yin to our yang or
the yang to our yin energy. This helps us integrate and merge into
more wholeness. If you are male spirit or feel masculine in
orientation in your earthly form, connecting with the divine feminine
will heal you, and if you are female spirit, feeling feminine in
orientation in your earthly form, connecting with the divine
masculine will heal you. Our divine masculine and feminine selves
within us are together our higher selves and they both wish to merge
again as One before returning to the Source.
-

Step into your inner peace as usual using the deep meditation
or relaxation as described before

-

As you are deeply aware of your inner peace and silence, you
know that within this silent space, exist your divine masculine
and feminine higher selves, your twin-flame which are always
guiding you, known or unknown to you.

-

As for your lower self to rejoin and reconnect with your
higher divine masculine-feminine twin flame, thereby
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integrating you with them very deeply.
-

Feel the energy rise from the bottom of your spine as a flame
of light of any color you choose. Let it rise slowly as a flowing
wave of energy through all your chakras until it reaches the
top of your head. There is the seat of your higher self as your
own divine masculine or feminine half of your higher self,
craving to merge into its other half slowly.

-

Now ask for your other half to merge with your sacred divine
energy. Feel it as a warm energy of love flowing from top of
your head and going all the way down to your base chakra.
Feel it flow into each part of your body, through and through
and take your time to enjoy this reconnection.

-

When you feel your higher and lower self-integrating through
your twin flame, you can once again ascend upward, together
as one. This is a process that can take several sessions and it
might happen in your dreams or in your waking life.

-

Trigger this process by visualizing the twin flame energy
rising back from your lower chakras slowly through each
chakra as a twin-wave of light, entwined like serpents
together. You might feel a sexual, emotional and spiritual
connection as this progresses throughout any period of time.
Once you are back fully integrated with your twin flame, the
pathways for complete integration with your One multidimensional self will open up beautifully and you will be able
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to be liberated from future cycles of reincarnation as your
twin flames resolve and heal together. This way your higher
self yin-yang energy integrates as the One infinite divine self
which is the source of all there is, bringing peace and
blessedness not only to you but all as one Soul.
INFINITE SOUL RETREIVAL
We are all infinite souls manifested in various physical bodies.
Our memories of our original infinite state of our divine Self
is veiled through various layers of forgetfulness. Through our
innumerable forms taken across space, time and various
dimensions, we had lost our connection with who we really
are by engaging in a multitude of experiences both pleasant
and unpleasant. Those traumatic or unpleasant experiences
that we tried to escape from caused our forgetfulness as we
lost all those parts of our Self, our awareness of our whole
integrated One Self.
All of us are One at the deepest level which can be accessed
through the inner space within. Infinite Soul Retrieval is all
about reaching that innermost awareness and calling back to
us all those lost parts of our divine One Self, without any fear
or hesitation this time. This is best done after past life
sessions and healing practices so that you are prepared to
finally be aware of all that you are not only intellectually but
also in a very experiential sense.
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-

Take a deep breath, close your eyes gently, breathe naturally
and be with the deepest part of you – your inner self

-

Watch yourself as your thoughts diminish, reach the inner
silence and with each breath go deeper and deeper until all
that remains in peace and complete relaxation

-

You are deeply aware – your inner self aware of itself, of who
you are, be with yourself – you are filled with infinite light

-

Feel this infinite light connecting you with the universe,
shining from deep within in every direction – infinite beams
of light like pathways going from deep within you connecting
to the multiverse.

-

The multiverse radiates your light, you are indeed
multidimensional., existing everywhere, including right here
and right now in this infinite space

-

This positive energy within you heals everything deeply and
completely right now – all parts of your self are now being
returned your way through these pathways of light, going
back to a deep, deepness within, back into the oneness of
your being. Take all parts of yourself back.

-

Open your arms and accept all your soul fragments back into
yourself, all your hopes, dreams and awareness – watch all
these parts of your infinite multidimensional self, returning
now to you in any form and shape you see – trust your
intuition
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-

You can see them as bits of light of any color rejoining you,
anywhere in your aura or in your body from head to toe.
Absorb them back – healing and merging into one

-

Place your palms gently on any part of your aura or body,
allowing all parts to be accepted back into yourself, let them
sink in and integrate back to you in a soothing and calming
way. Take your time.

-

Breathe into any part of you that feels integrating, and allow
feelings to emerge and accept them. You are shining with
brighter light with every part of you that returns to you.

-

You are a great spirit of infinite light of infinite frequency..
Everybody and everything in the universe now heals with you
and is here to support you in this healing

-

You are full of love and are deeply loved. Feel this infinite
love flowing like waves of positive energy filling you with
warm currents of light making you whole in body, mind and
spirit

-

You can take your time and accept this healing completely. In
fact this healing with continue effortlessly, all the time known
or unknown to you, until all your parts deeply heal and
integrate with your complete self

-

You may find amazing and brilliant signs of this healing at
any time in your life, trust yourself and be free of
expectations. You will find you can help the planet, universe,
the multiverse in unlimited ways all the time. As you heal
yourself, creation heals through you as you are aware of who
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you are. Feel at peace with yourself and everything at all
times. There is nothing lacking anymore – you are complete
and perfect right now in every way. You are all possibilities.
You can experience everything you choose through your will.
A deeper part of you has awakened – self-realized. You are
divinely guided in the right direction. Everything is always
positive all the time. So be it!
-

Place your palms at the center of your heart region, breathe in
and accept as well as integrate this healing through your
breath and spend as much time with your true self.

-

This healing can be repeated as often as you like just as any
other, to reconnect with your true self and One soul.

FUTURE SELF HEALING
-

Choose an issue from present life and relax into a meditative
state, breathing in and out, relaxing completely

-

Describe the situation you wish to heal from deep within
your silent space and make an intention to heal it now and
through the future

-

Choose the age of your future self when you wish to see this
healing. On the count of one to ten see your future self as
clearly as possible….1, 2, 3,4….5,6,7…choose the age….9, 10
and see your future self in front of you

-

Feel a great healing energy flowing through you as love –
choose the color and allow it to flow into your future self.
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The future self is now absorbing this light shining through.
-

Visualize the healing your future self receives in any form that
appears. Visualize your future self doing what you wanted it
to do, and experiencing what it wanted to experience in every
detail possible using all your senses

-

Now visualize your present and future self-merging through
this light, transforming and changing your present into your
ideal future self. Everything has changed right here and right
now, especially this particular issue. You are now one with
your future, totally and completely and extremely happy and
peaceful with it. You will be fulfilling all your goals and
dreams right now into your future, free of all fear and nothing
will stop you now.

-

Allow yourself shine with this healing sending energy all
around for the benefit of all there is.

-

You will experience significant improvements and see the
effects for yourself as you release all expectation from it. Let
it happen as and when it does and accept it.

-

Integrate this healing as a wonderful beam of light flowing
from top of your head filling you from head to toe.

-

As usual cleanse, ground and shield before and after each
session.
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FUTURE LIFETIME HEALING
-

Breathe deeply and relax completely by flowing through your
breath effortlessly, relaxing progressively in a deeper state all
parts of your body until each cell of your body is relaxed

-

Next relax your mind with each breath and go deeper and
deeper counting from ten to one. Be so relaxed that your
mind is free and light…able to allow your consciousness to
travel everywhere it can, including your future lifetimes if any

-

Make an intention to visit your future self, in a future lifetime
or dimension which will be automatically based on your
current soul awareness level. Trust that you will be divinely
guided to whatever your awareness needs to be directed to,
through your infinite amazing highest self.

-

In your wonderfully positive and relaxed state you will be able
to experience all details as required quickly and beautifully
with all your senses in your future life. Your guides are with
you helping you into your future life.

-

Visualize yourself entering an elevator that travels through
space and time taking you up into your future self…count till
one to ten slowly till you reach that level where you need to
step out.

-

As you step out of the elevator imagine yourself reaching a
tunnel way like a subway with many openings, and allow your
intuition to guide you into that opening that will help you
zoom into your most probable future lifetime. Selecting the
right one effortlessly you flow into it feeling very safe and
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protected, as if in a train tunnel where you are fast entering
your future life, deeper and deeper as you go forth counting
from one to ten slowly and patiently.
-

As you stop where you must you step out into the light,
watching your feet, how do they appear…look at your body
and see your future self in as clear way as possible letting it all
come to you in a flow without worrying or thinking. Trust
and allow this experience without needing to expect anything
specific.

-

What do you see around you? Using all your senses feel the
sights, smell the smells, feel the touch, hear the sounds, and
emotionally interact with the time, space and dimension you
are experiencing.

-

Look at others around you, who are there and what are you
experiencing? What is going on and what are you doing in the
middle of all this? Just observe yourself as a witness of
yourself. You can talk to and look into the eyes of people,
recognize them if you can and let them connect with you as
they wish, while choosing each step of your navigation
through this lifetime. You can count from one to five and
reach various aspects of this lifetime to see your various
stages, your family, friends, surroundings, technologies,
partner, occupation or role, likes and dislikes, each time
counting forward as you take your time to navigate ahead.
You can count backwards to go back and revisit any point
again if you like in greater detail, else simply count forward
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and experience newer states of being.
-

You can go ahead till the time of your death or
transformation and see the circumstances, reasons, choices
and thoughts at that point. Float above and note the scene in
detail, the people and their thoughts.

-

You can go into the light and the otherworld where you will
meet your guides and masters who will welcome you and give
you their messages regarding this future lifetime you just
experienced. You can review and learn from it, decide your
future choices and new adventures from here on. Would you
like to make some different choices in your future lifetime if
you could do it all over again? What changes or choices do
you need to integrate in your present lifetime to make your
future even more exciting and wonderful?

-

Be receptive to all messages and knowledge that you receive
in any form, whether words, thoughts or light. Accept the
healing and energy given by your higher self and take it all in,
letting it flow down into your aura, your lower self being
enriched in fantastic ways right now.

-

If you wish to experience a perfect future lifetime how would
you like it to be, you can visualize and create it right now
from this sacred and magickal place in your inner
mind…watch it unfold inside you and soon you will watch it
all unfold around you as well.

-

When you are ready you can intend to return to your present
lifetime in your present body. You can visualize new healing
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and transformations entering you in any shape or color or
symbol that you choose or receive right now and allow this to
flow into your body and aura with a wonderful light shining
all around you as you integrate this healing.
-

Thank your guides and higher self for allowing this
experience and their messages. Take messages for yourself
and for the rest of the world. Powerful messages sent by your
higher self can help you transform anything you choose
without any hindrances whatsoever. You can visualize the
future of earth or your future planet or dimension in any way
you like and transform it at any time based on what feels
most positive in spiritual, scientific and emotional ways.

-

All is within and nothing is indeed impossible. Your world in
future will be your creation based on your creativity and
imagination. Visualize it as clearly as possible and have
endless experiences as per your satisfaction. Most of all Enjoy it and love yourself as you are amazing!

-

As usual count from one to ten and slowly open your eyes
with your palms over your eyelids, taking your time and
intending that next time you will go even more deeper.
Ground, shield and cleanse as you would and be present in
the NOW moment from moment as you step into the
present time and space continuum again with gratitude and
awareness, feeling full of positive energy and love always.
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HERE AND NOW
-

It is time to guide your consciousness into the present – into
the here and NOW

-

Relax and allow all excess energy ground into earth. Breathe
gently and relax completely to feel peace inside you.

-

Allow a powerful light to shield and protect you divinely and
be with your true and inner self, beyond your thoughts and in
your inner silence deep inside. All aware of your deep
possibilities, your past, present and future are all part of your
eternal now.

-

Multiple possibilities are in front of you, and you can visualize
them as infinite pathways of light, connected to your inner
self in a state of expanded consciousness. Slowly feel yourself
expanding through these paths and across these pathways of
light.

-

Your aura expands more and more as you reach out to feeling
and experiencing more and more of who you are right now.
Be with your infinite self and experience the consciousness
that is YOU as this vast universe that is ever expanding
through time, space and dimensions.

-

Observe your present reality from this perspective, the world
and everyone around you connected energetically to your
infinite self all the time.

-

Your soul‟s quest is being fulfilled in the most perfect way
right now through your infinite self and allow this highest self
to send healing down to your earth self in any form.
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-

Allow peace and bliss to flow into your earth reality, in the
here and now. Accept and absorb this love energy that is
healing you and your world, into your body and each and
every particle in your present moment.

-

Ask your higher infinite self to directly connect with you and
your world in the most divine and effortless way possible.
Your true self and expanded consciousness will never leave
you and will always be connected to you. Anytime you wish
to experience this magic and healing you will be able to do so
without any hesitation by merely intending to.

-

The infinite self is all pervading in each part of the multiverse which is healed through your inner self. Feel the flow of
this positive energy everywhere right now.

-

Slowly count from one to ten and return to your everyday
reality in the same way as before grounding yourself once
again. Let the experience sink in slowly and integrate with you
forever.

-

Trust your higher selves and your highest infinite self at all
times to heal, transform and create anything and everything
unconditionally and to guide you most perfectly at all times.
Thank them and return to your present moment and stay
here and now in any moment of self-awareness, enriching
your life wonderfully as you continue. Let deep contentment
and fulfillment to pervade your each moment knowing that
you were, you are and will always BE. You carry all
potentialities and realities within you.
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Summary
INTEGRATING SPIRIT, AIR, FIRE AND WATER MAGICK
STEP 1: Cleansing,, Shielding,, Grounding
STEP 2: Meditation: Aura and Chakra work
STEP3: Choosing Words of Power
STEP 4: Art magick and astral thoughtforms
STEP 5: Water Magick
a. Inner child and age regression
b. Past Life healing
c. Future life healing, life path and purpose
d. Twin soul and infinite self-healing
e. Here and Now
STEP 6: Cleansing, Shielding and Grounding
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Earth Magick: PHYSICAL LIFE
INTEGRATION
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As long as we have a physical body we need to integrate our
spiritual and physical life in a wholesome way to be able to connect
with higher wisdom in day to day life. Our food, the lifestyle we
lead, our home and surroundings, the objects we work with, all can
be aligned to our spiritual truth in each moment. This helps us
build a strong resonance with our higher self, not only to improve
and heal our earthly life, but also to remember and reawaken to our
higher self towards our liberation.

SPIRITUAL FOODS
As our awareness levels rise all over the globe, we see that people
are regaining interest in healthy and spiritually positive lifestyle,
especially food and diet. Not all foods are at the same spiritual
level. We need to incorporate in our lifestyle more spiritually
positive foods in order to have a healthy and positive life. To
understand this better we can divide our food choices into three
categories. Satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic.
Satvic is the most positive type of energy where it does the
maximum good and is free of harm. Rajasic is a lower level of
energy where there is power but not harmless. Tamasic is the
energy of death, decay and negativity. In the times of Kaliyuga or
negative age of the world, we saw a proliferation of negative diet.
Food became laden with harmful chemicals, GMOs and pesticides,
while non-vegetarian and processed food industries prospered
leading to ill health, dangerous diseases and higher medical costs.
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Level 1: As you can see in the above pyramid, at the lowest
spiritual level are foods that harm us the most. Animal products
carry energy of death and pain. They are most unsuitable for the
human body as they cannot be consumed by us in their raw and
live state and require killing and cooking. Similarly non-organic
vegetables that are treated with pesticides carry death energy and
are unsuitable for our consumption. These foods will have the
maximum Tamasic energy and are best avoided. They also increase
dependency on medical drugs and increase cravings and addictions
on smoking, narcotics or alcohol. Not only do Tamasic foods
erode health, they can also bring negative karmic effects by way
of unhappy life situations as they involve harming others and self.
Level 2: The next level we have foods that are processed in
factories, tinned, canned or frozen foods that carry stale energy.
Fast foods, candies, foods with added sugars, artificial preservatives
and chemical flavors are also in this category. These foods lack
nutritional value although they are high in calories. As these are not
fresh, natural and wholesome, they also have a Tamasic vibrations
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and can lead to ill health and suffering and also make one sluggish
and dull both physically and mentally. Negative news and violent
images are also part of Tamasic diet and brings the spiritual quality
of our life down.
Level 3: The next level is of foods that are cooked with spicy
flavors and fat. Even if we cook such foods at home and even if
they are vegetarian they would at best be Rajasic foods. Caffeine
rich beverages also come in this category. Though such foods
provide vitality, energy and nutrition, because they are acidic and
hot they can harm our health leading to digestive complaints and
lifestyle related diseases. Rajasic foods although stimulating and
invigorating, can also increase anger, desire, lust and stress while
reducing relaxation, contentment and peace of mind. Not only
Rajasic foods but useless gossip and mindless entertainment also
are part of Rajasic diet as they increase unhealthy cravings.
Level 4: At a somewhat higher level are wholesome meals that
provide a balanced diet consisting of carbohydrates, fats as well as
vegetables. Cooked meals even if homemade and vegan, reduce the
natural raw energy of nature and therefore have limited healing
vibrations. Yet they are a lot better than Tamasic and Rajasic foods,
being slightly more Satvic in their energy value. Vegetables retain
life energy when freshly harvested as the entire living being is not
killed and merely their fruits and regenerative parts are taken.
Cooked vegetarian meals can be a part of a spiritually positive
lifestyle as long as you avoid overeating. Positive news, useful
information, constructive hobbies and spiritual knowledge are also
a part of Satvic diet and so is learning and spending time with
spiritually positive people (Satsang).
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Level 5: At the higher level of the spiritual pyramid we have
organic, vegan and raw diet comprising fresh fruits, herbs, nuts and
vegetables that are not treated with any chemicals or pesticides.
These Satvic foods provide the maximum calming and soothing
effect and are great healers when they are consumed in their
naturally ripened state without much cooking. They are packed
with healthy vitamins, enriching minerals and moderate amounts of
good fat, protein, carbohydrates and natural sugars. Increasing the
percentage of such foods in our diet ensures good longevity, fit
body and sharper mind. They are also great for cleansing and
purification as large amounts of toxins and in some cases even
tumors and stones can be cleansed away through raw organic
plants and natural juices. As far as arguments regarding need for
animal fats and animal proteins the human body can produce them
within while Vitamin B12 can be produced naturally by
healthy bacteria in our gut. A raw vegan diet can fulfill most of our
nutritional needs very well and is spiritually the most positive diet.
Meditation and self-realization also is a supremely positive activity
and therefore part of a Satvic diet.
Level 6: While animals including humans consume secondary
sources of energy such as other animals and vegetables, plants
process the elemental energies directly in the form of water,
sunlight, air and minerals from earth. These four elements of the
physical world can create all manner of life on earth through their
interplay. Almost all humans require secondary foods and are
unable to process the primary energy of the elements directly
except while fasting on a diet primarily composed of water,
minerals and vitamins for a limited period of time for the purpose
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of detoxification and cleansing. Living in a positive natural
environment where you receive clean air, clean fresh water and
sunshine every day is necessary for spiritual growth. Combined
with meditation and eco-friendly, mindful living it will bring
tremendous benefit in every aspect of life.
Level 7: The fifth element beyond earth, fire, air and water is the
Spirit element which is the pure energy that creates all the lower
four elements. This is the primordial energy of the cosmos that
shapes the universe. Those who meditate and reach thought-free
consciousness are able to channel pure Spirit energy through them
during meditation. By meditating for long periods of time one can
increase spiritual nourishment and depend lesser on the lower four
elements of nature by accessing more and more energy directly
from Spirit. Through increased peace, love and self-contentment
one reduces physical greed and hunger. Meditation also lowers our
rate of metabolism because in a thought-free state we burn fewer
calories unlike during mental and physical work. However it is
quite rare to survive for many days on Spirit energy alone in human
form even if you meditate constantly and very few have claimed to
reach this state while still being alive in a human body.
NOTE: Claims of those who profess that they live for years on
„prana „ or spiritual energy alone have been disputed in many cases
although there maybe notable exceptions. Kindly do not force any
diet on yourself and follow own intuition. You can enhance the
spiritual quality of your diet gradually and this is meant to naturally
happen as you meditate for longer periods of time progressively.
You will find that you are intuitively attracted to the right diet to
suit unique needs when you meditate every day.
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FOODS FOR HEALING
-

Base Chakra: The adrenal glands and the urinary and
excretion systems, organs such as kidneys, lower intestines,
bladder, our bones and blood are connected with this chakra,
helping us let go of the negative or stressful energies and stay
safe and protected. Add that radiant red to your plate with
Red Kidney Beans, Beetroot, Radish, Red Peppers, Rhubarb,
Strawberries, Raspberries, Cherries, Apples, Watermelons and
Tomatoes. These contain nutrients such as Lycopenes that
protect against diseases.

-

Sacral Chakra: The reproductive glands and systems
including our ovaries, testicles, prostrate, uterus and our skin
and hair are linked with this chakra ruling over our beauty,
sensuality and creative power. Get your dose of Oranges,
Grapefruit, Carrot, Peach, Saffron, Nectarine, Mangoes,
Papayas, Persimmons, Pumpkin, Sweet Potatoes and
Squash. Beta-carotenes/ Vitamin A and E, Folates and
Bioflavinoids in orange vegetables and foods can boost our
beauty, fertility and overall health tremendously.

-

Solar Chakra: Our immune system and digestive system
including our stomach, liver and pancreas help us power our
entire body and fight off infections. Add some zest with
Yellow Lentils, Turmeric, Lemon, Lime, Corn, Yellow
Peppers,

Potatoes,

Butternut,

Bananas

and

Pineapples. Potassium, Vitamic C and Flavonoids are some of
the nutrients in these foods that strengthen the body
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and improve our alkaline balance.
-

Heart Chakra: Represented by the color green this chakra
rules over love, prosperity, abundance and emotional wellbeing. Our respiratory and circulatory system including lungs,
heart, blood vessels, thymus gland are all linked with this
chakra. Give yourself a healthy boost with Spinach, Collard
Greens, Kale, Lettuce, Broccoli, Ladyfingers, Romanesco,
Peas, French Beans, Broad Beans, Avocado, Cucumber, Basil,
Parsley, Coriander, Celery, Pears and Kiwis. Green foods
contain Chlorophyll, Calcium and Zeaxanthins protect the
heart, lower blood pressure, prevent blood clotting and help
in healing of the body.

-

Throat Chakra: The thyroid gland and our voice box,
tonsils, throat pipe and wind pipe all connect with this
chakra. Give yourself this energy with pale green to white
foods

such

as

Rice,

Guava,

Cabbage,

Garlic,

Mushrooms, Asparagus, Cauliflower, Leeks, Parsnips, Parsley
Root, Bottleguard, Brussels Sprouts and Onion. These foods
contain Quercetin, Allium and Vitamins D which is great to
reduce infections and prevent inflammations.
-

Third Eye Chakra: Connected with the pituitary gland and
the autonomic nervous system, our mental faculties. Enhance
this with blueberries, dates, black currants, figs, blackberries,
black

lentils,

juniper

berries

and

elderberries.

The

anthocyanins, Vitamin K and antioxidants in these foods
protect the body against damage and make you powerful and
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alert.
-

Crown Chakra: The color violet connects with this chakra
and its functions of spiritual peace and liberation. Our pineal
gland and our brain, hypothalamus and neurological
functions are controlled through this chakra. Add a generous
dash of eggplant, purple grapes, purple cabbage, purple
onion, purple carrots, purple sprouted broccoli, purple
cauliflower, suede, mulberry, kohlrabi and turnip. Resveratrol
in these foods is known to reduce tumors and provide
miraculous benefits against cancer

CRYSTALS FOR HEALING
Our physical life can connect with our spiritual self through
natural crystals that carry very ancient vibrations of peace and love
within them condensed in the womb of mother earth. You can
use them for chakra healing and for placing in your sacred space,
home and work, as well as for holding and meditating or placing
on the body, or for wearing on your body. Various artifacts carved
out of these stones can also have wonderful effects in energizing
your space with positive vibrations.
-

Black to dark brown stones: Cleanse away negative energy
and protect from harm. Planet Ketu for liberation. Examples:
Shungite, Tourmaline, Hematite, Black Onyx, Black Agate,
Hawk‟s eye, Tiger‟s eye, Camel agate, leopard Jasper,
Dalmitian Jasper
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-

Brown to reddish-brown stones: Ground and energize root
chakra to strengthen and nourish. Planet Rahu for energy.
Examples: Garnet, Hessonite, brown to red Jasper, Smokey
Quartz

-

Pink to orange stones: Stimulate creativity, sensuality and
romance with the sacral chakra. Planet Mars for passion.
Examples: Coral, Carnelian, Fire Opal, Fire agate, orange
Chalcedony, orange Selenite, Rhodonite, Rose Quartz

-

Yellow to golden stones: Attract success, luck and
prosperity through the solar chakra. Planet Sun for power.
Examples: Citrine, yellow Topaz, yellow Sapphire, Calcite,
gold Pyrite, gold Lodestone

-

Green stones: Open heart chakra and encourage kindness,
generosity and love. Planet Venus for compassion. Examples:
green Jade, green Aventurine, Peridot, green Tourmaline,
Amazonite, green Turquoise, green Aquamarine, green
Flurite, Chrysocolla

-

Blue stones: Help in positive self-expression through career
and communication with throat chakra healing. Planet
Mercury for mental expression. Examples: blue Topaz, blue
Agate, blue Turquoise, blue Aquamarine

-

Indigo stones: Open the third eye and improve psychic and
intuitive faculties as well as ability to concentrate and
manifest. Planet Saturn for focus. Examples: Lapiz Lazuli,
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Sodalite, Blue Sapphire, Kyanite, Iolite, Tanzanite
-

Purple or violet stones: Connect with our crown chakra or
spiritual center to help experience peace, awakening and selfrealization. Planet Jupiter for wisdom. Examples: Amethyst,
Lepidolite, Kunzite, purple Jasper, purple Flurite, Sugilite,
Charoite

-

White to clear stones: Help in amplifying mental vibrations,
clear the mind, soothe and calm, heal all chakras and project
intentions. Planet Moon for wish fulfillment. Examples:
Selenite, Clear Quartz, Pearl, Moonstone, Opal, Mother of
pearl, Snow quartz, Optical Calcite
RITUALS AND TOOLS
Having a sacred space and altar in your home can be a
wonderful way to bring the energy of the divine self into the
lower world for interaction and healing. This could simply be
a wooden table which you cover with a beautiful cloth that
feels serene. Over this you could place symbols that you
choose based on what connects with you. For instance:
1. Spirit

element:

Figurines

of

angels,

deities

or

photographs of masters can help draw spiritual wisdom
of the higher self into your life through your altar. You
can pray and talk to them mentally or feel their energy
flowing into you through the symbolic connection with
the altar. Belief and faith along with devotion is the key.
2. Water element: Holy waters can be prepared by adding
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natural rock salt such as pink Himalayan salt or black salt
into some water placed in a special bowl that feels sacred.
You can cleanse and bless the same using your wand with
three anticlockwise swirls to cleanse the water and direct
the unwanted energy into earth with your wand pointed
downwards and visualize it turning to purple light as it
flows into earth. Similarly you can place power symbols
such as the Reiki symbol of Daikomyo over the holy
water in the bowl in purple or golden light and feel it
entering the water for blessing it with the divine energy of
the holy spirit. You can affirm, „By the power of the
divine spirit I cleanse and bless this holy water for this
sacred work‟. You can then sprinkle this water for
cleansing your altar and sacred space and your own aura,
symbolically thereby exorcising negative energy and
allowing positive blessings to consecrate you and your
altar as well as home or family.
3. Fire element: Candles and oil lamps on the altar can be a
lovely offering to the Spirit. You can choose a color and
form that feels right as per your intention using various
chakra colors, words of power and energy work as
required. Silver and Gold candles are used to represent
Goddess and God energy respectively. Black for
banishing negative forces, White for peace and blessing.
Seven chakra colors for matching intentions as you like.
You can energize a candle by visualizing it full of light of
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any chosen color from bottom to top for blessing and
manifestation and light the candle using any additional
words of power or visualization or energy work as
needed. For banishing visualize energy flowing from top
to bottom on the black candles before you light them and
ground the energy into earth periodically. Used candles
can be discarded in an eco-friendly way.
4. Air element: Incense sticks and cones on ash catchers or
incense stands, and dried herbs and resins lit on charcoal
in a censor are all great for energizing your altar. Popular
incense and smudge sticks include sage, frankincense,
myrhh, dragon‟s blood, lavender, rose and many others as
per your choice based on what feels right for the
occasion. For instance sage is purifying, dragon‟s blood is
good for vigorous energy for manifesting or banishing,
frankincense and myrrh for blessings, lavender is calming,
rose for love, and so on. You can also use a large feather,
feathered fan or a special altar broom for fanning out the
incense and smudging the area or aura thoroughly using
additional words of power and visualization or energy
work to support your intention.
5. Healing tools such as wands, crystals and other sacred
items can be placed each time you set up your altar as per
the unique intentions. You can have a special box or
closet for these items in case you have many.
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SEX MAGICK
In our physical life, each thing can represent the divine,
including our own physical bodies. Sex can be seen as a
union between our divine masculine and divine feminine,
our inner yin and yang being entwined together through
our naadis and chakras so that our ida, pingala and
sushumna are in divine balance. As you feel the energy
flow towards your crown your lower base vibrations will
be transmuted to divine bliss and peace instead of being
suppressed or repressed into hate, anger or unfulfilled
fantasy. This activation of your sexual chakra can allow
any pent up excess energy to flow up your spine as you
breathe in and focus on your crown to elevate yourself
into a higher state of being. If you are a couple, you can
visualize yourself channeling the energy of God and
Goddess uniting for divine purpose together instead of
mere pleasure. If single your dreams can allow your astral
body to feel the divine connection with the other half or
twin flame of your higher self thereby uniting your lower
and higher self as one. Sex magic is not to be used as an
excuse to be frivolous, sexually manipulative or immoral
in any way. It is a way to connect with our sacred higher
self and not a means for exploitation or draining out your
energy with promiscuity or multiple partners. Focus on
working with your spiritual twin flame and access the
energy through your committed partner if you have one.
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SPIRITUAL LIFESTYLES
In our day to day life we can choose to be less materialistic and more
spiritually attuned to our divine self in every way, including the way
we earn, spend and invest our financial resources.
1. Have an attitude of abundance: All things emerge from
the unlimited Spirit or inner self and therefore there is never a
dearth of how much you can give if you truly want to. Being
generous and kind to others is the best way to attract more of
abundance your way. You can be a vessel or a channel of
divine blessings for helping the needy and spreading warmth to
all those who need it including yourself.
2. Less is more: Abundance is not about accumulating
resources. It is actually about being able to let them flow
through you for the higher good. Therefore you will find that
you no longer need to hold on to any excesses of any kind.
Because you no longer fear illness you will have less need to
healthcare financing. Because you will be generous, you will
receive many things on their own without struggle or hard
work. Because you will have faith in the higher self, your life
path will be easy for you. There will be no need to show off
through expensive gifts, clothes, brands, cars or mansions
because you are so much at peace with yourself and no longer
seeking external status. Insecurities will be reduced.
3. Energy exchange: Once you are flowing with unlimited
energy that comes from your higher self, there will be less
sorrow around not having received enough from someone else
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to whom you have given much. Your higher self loves you
unconditionally and without any expectations. As you are in the
energy of your higher self you can also bless and help people
unlimitedly without many expectations of any exchange.
Whether money, praise, fame, blessings…you will be able to
give more and expect less. Instead you will merely accept what
comes your way, and there will always be enough as if by
miracles. You will have gone beyond the need to want, crave or
receive as you connect with the endless source of all there is.
At the same time you will not need to accumulate or control
your wealth but stay in the flow and be at peace with all there is
effortlessly.
4. No suffering: Spirituality is not about letting go at the
expense of your peace, wellbeing and emotional health. If there
is a sexual need, celibacy may not be the right path yet.
Similarly fasting for prolonged periods may backfire when you
need the energy of food. Allow your spiritual practices of inner
healing to naturally lead you forward as you progress on your
path with harm to none, including yourself. Be intuitive and
flexible with yourself as you proceed.
5. Learning and growth: Self-realization is an endless path of
light. The om-niverse is an unlimited energy of creation and
transformation where our divine self plays as One, many and
none, and back to one and many…infinitely. You keep
learning, evolving and unfolding yourself into ever new ways of
being and becoming. To know that you are a fool is realization.
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Summary of Magickal Energy Healing
INTEGRATING SPIRIT, AIR, FIRE, WATER, EARTH
STEP 1: Cleansing,, Shielding,, Grounding
STEP 2: Meditation: Aura and Chakra work
STEP3: Choosing Words of Power
STEP 4: Art Magick and Astral Thoughtforms
STEP 5: Timeline and Multidimensional Healing
STEP 6: Earth Magick: Integrating Spiritual Self in Daily Lifestyle
STEP 7: Cleansing, Shielding and Grounding

All steps do not happen in a single session or even in a few
days of healing sessions. Allow this to take time, several years
of practice are necessary for most people to be able to perform
the full range of healing. Through your higher self, healing
happens much faster at times. Trust your higher self
unconditionally and be patient with your lower self just as your
higher self is to allow healing in full flow.
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Additional Recommendations:
Spiritual Features: www.thepositivemedia.com
Earth Healing Community: www.earthhealing.com
Ascension Forum: www.aumnow.com
Reiki Training and Services: www.reikitemple.org
Power Wand: www.themindspa.in/power-wand
Pranic Healing: https://www.pranichealing.com
Past Life Therapy: http://www.liferesearchacademy.com
Soul Awareness: http://www.michaelteachings.com
Meditation Music: http://www.meditationmusic.co.uk
Spiritual Community: http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net
If you found this book helpful kindly review it on amazon
to encourage others
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541173031
Feel free to recommend this title to others to raise global awareness
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